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Abstract

Friction is one of the most significant physical phenomena influencing metal

forming, yet in comparison with metallurgy, heat transfer and mechanics it remains the

least understood. The goal of this project was to develop, on as fundamental a level as

possible, a friction model based upon the physics of the process to be applied to the hot

rolling of steel.

A fundamental friction model was developed based upon the simplified

approach to the adhesion theory by Straffelini (Wear, 249, 79-85, 2001), which is an

extension of Bowden and Tabor's original adhesion theory. In this work, the simplified

approach's dependence on the thermodynamic work of adhesion was exploited to apply

it over a wide range of temperatures. The thermodynamic work of adhesion describes

the work required to form a new surface and is a function of the surface energy of the

contacting materials was estimated using two approaches: Rabinowicz's and the

geometric mean rule. Since high temperature surface energy data is not generally

available the relative change in Young's modulus with temperature was used to estimate

a material's surface energy at a desired temperature. Reciprocating friction

experiments, which provided a controlled environment in which to investigate friction,

were conducted to verify the application of this theory to high temperature conditions

and metal-oxide contacting materials.

The fundamental model describing friction was applied to the hot rolling of steel

via a friction algorithm using the commercial finite element (FE) code MARC. Simply

described the friction algorithm calculated a friction coefficient using material

properties, defined by the user, and contact temperatures, taken from the rolling model.

This resulted in the friction coefficient predicted throughout the roll bite, compared to

an average friction coefficient typically employed in rolling models. The combined

friction algorithm-rolling model was validated against laboratory rolling experiments.

One of the assumptions of the finite element rolling model is the presence of a

thin, continuous and adherent scale layer. To achieve this in the laboratory a two pass

rolling schedule was employed; the first pass to remove the furnace scale and the second



pass to input the desired deformation. The success of the friction algorithm was

determined by comparing the experimental torques and loads to the predictions of the

finite element model. The FE model with the friction algorithm predicted the friction

coefficient to vary in the roll gap between approximately 0.25 and 0.35 and was able to

predict the measured rolling torque with an average error of 15%, which was considered

acceptable and the accuracy was increased after the bearing torque was considered. The

error in the load predictions compared to the measured loads was 13.5% on average,

which was also acceptable.

This work has been conducted in collaboration with Corns UTC and, as such,

has benefited through the access of equipment and input from an industrial viewpoint.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1. Why is Steel Rolling Important?

The importance of the steel industry is often overlooked or taken for granted,

especially compared to other metals such as aluminium or titanium. To give an idea of

the relative size of the steel industry the crude steel production in the USA in 2002 was

92.2 million tonnes [1] compared with North American aluminium production of 5.4

million tonnes [2] and US titanium ingot production of 86,700 tonnes [3]. Thus if the

US steel industry grows by 0.1% it will be greater than the entire titanium ingot

production. In Europe, at the end of 2003 the European Union (EU) had approximately

269,000 people employed in the steel industry [1] and in 2002 the EU produced 145,992

tonnes of hot rolled steel products [1] in addition to hot rolled long products or hot

rolled flat products.

Within the overall framework of steel production rolled products are a

significant proportion, as demonstrated by the world steel exports for rolled products,

given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 - World steel exports analysed by selected products, excluding stainless steels
{inmillions oftonnes} [1].

Product 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Hot-rolled strip 2.6 2.7 3.1 3.4 3.4
Hot-rolled sheets and coils 44.1 45.8 49.1 43.7 48.8
Cold-rolled strip 2.9 3.0 3.5 3.2 3.4
Cold-rolled sheets and coils 25.9 26.9 29.1 26.9 28.6
Plates 17.0 15.8 17.0 17.7 18.2
Galvanised sheet 17.9 19.1 21.9 20.5 23.0
Total 243.8 253.4 276.4 270.0 279.4

The products listed in Table 1.1, all of which are processed via the hot rolling

production route, represent approximately 45% of the world steel exports and growing.
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1.2. Why Model Friction?

As important as the rolled steel market is, the margins for bulk products are

small, as demonstrated by Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 - Estimated hot rolled coil prices and production costs for carbon steel [4].
Year Price (US$ tonne-I) Cost (US$ tonne-I)
1995 434 295
1996 335 291
1997 330 288
1998 278 281
1999 242 262
2000 320 261
2001 213 245
2002 264 246
2003 305 267
2004 490* 325*
2005 416* 326*
2006 318* 319*
2007 320* 311*
2008 376* 296*

* forecast

Thus, in times of recession, the hot rolling of steel can become a money-losing business.

This can, in part, be prevented by reducing production costs or producing products for

value-added markets such as the automobile industry. Either choice requires detailed

knowledge of the rolling process; the former to minimise downtime and maximise

output and the latter to economically meet the necessary specifications for surface

quality and shape.

The rolling process is a complex event involving inter-related and inter-

dependent variables and the ability to accurately predict the final properties, thereby

foregoing expensive mill trials, requires knowledge of what these variables are and how

they interact. Internally, models predicting bulk properties, such as yield strength, give

sufficiently accurate results, largely due to pioneering work by Sellars and Tegart [5] in

the 1960s. Externally, the knowledge of the mechanisms of load transfer between

contacting materials at the high temperatures and pressures of steel hot rolling is
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limited. This is important as, more recently, emphasis has been placed on predicting

material properties in their entirety, recognising the importance of strain path and how it

influences many properties [6]. In rolling it is the alternating shear at the strip surface

as a result of the friction conditions that causes a complicated strain path, limiting our

ability to predict the properties of the material near the surface. Furthermore, it is the

friction conditions that playa large role in dictating the wear and failure of the work

rolls, both of which impact on the financial aspects of rolling in terms of down time and

roll replacement, as well as strip surface quality as the work roll surface deteriorates.

On a larger scale, the friction level affects the roll torque, which in turn determines,

along with the roll speed, the mill power requirements. Therefore modelling friction

has the potential benefits of:

• Identifying the contact conditions between the work roll and the strip.

• Increasing strip surface quality and reduce wear rates by avoiding process windows

that result in undesirable friction conditions.

• More accurately predicting the maximum friction conditions, giving more accurate

roll torque values resulting in more accurate power requirement predictions, which

may enable the mill operating window to be increased.

1.3. Objectives

Typically friction during the hot rolling of steel has been empirically modelled

using laboratory rolling results [7], which is able to indicate the effect of changing a

given variable on the friction condition in the industrial case but cannot be directly

applied to industrial rolling. The aspiration to develop a generic friction model that may

be applied to both laboratory and industrial conditions led to the project objectives,

given by:

• Investigate friction from a fundamental viewpoint.

• Develop a friction model based upon the physics of the process.

• Apply the friction model to the hot rolling of steel.

The desire for a model based on fundamental physics, rather than empirical correlations,

demanded that there be a close link between the theoretical development of the model

and experimental validation. With these objectives in mind, the thesis is structured in

the following way:

3
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• Chapter 2 is a brief historical perspective on friction studies. Included in this

overview are: examples of the application of friction from ancient civilisations, the

earliest scientific studies on friction by da Vinci, the contributions by the French

School of thought on friction of whom Amontons is the most recognisable member,

the little known adhesion experiments by Desaguliers, the kinetic friction studies of

Coulomb and, lastly, the contributions by Bowden and Tabor.

• Chapter 3 is a review of the relevant literature examining the effect of friction on the

strip (e.g. surface shearing), the effect of friction on the work roll (e.g. contact

fatigue), the overall effect of friction on the rolling mill (e.g. power and torque),

friction determination by both direct and indirect methods and the oxidation

characteristics of steel.

• Chapter 4 is a summary of material properties, among these properties are the stress-

strain relationships with strain rate and temperature considerations, Young's

modulus with temperature, Poisson's ratio, specific heat capacity, thermal

conductivity, thermal expansion and density. The surface energy estimates are also

considered in some detail, which are critical to the developed adhesion theory, as

seen in Chapter 5.

• Chapter 5 covers the theoretical aspects of the project. The bulk of this chapter is

dedicated to the derivation of the expanded adhesion theory of friction. Also

included is the development of the finite element model with the friction algorithm

based on the expanded theory incorporated. Contact mechanics for simple contact

situations and more complicated layered contacts are outlined.

• Chapter 6 reports on the experiments conducted. The three experiments that were

conducted during this study were: modified ring compression testing, reciprocating

friction testing and laboratory rolling.

• Chapter 7 is a discussion of the model and its implications. Central to this chapter is

the comparison of the developed mathematical model with the laboratory rolling

experiments. Consideration is also given to the appropriateness of the chosen

experiments in terms of the developed theory and validation. Other topics discussed

include: a sensitivity analysis of the developed theory, the effect of the roughness

angle, criticisms of the adhesion model and their rebuttals, derivation of the theory

in terms of a friction factor and, lastly, material pairings to reduce the friction

coefficient are speculated on.
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• Chapter 8 summarises the principal observations, draws some conclusions from this

work and suggests some areas for further investigation.
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Chapter 2 - A Brief History of Friction

2.1. Introduction

The phenomenon of friction has been acknowledged, if not identified, since the

beginning of civilisation. The development of the understanding of friction has

mirrored the development of civilisation, although the causal relationship between the

knowledge of friction and the increased complexity of society could be debated.

Examples of increased understanding of friction come from the ancient civilisations of

the Sumerians and Egyptians, through the height of the Greek and Roman civilisations,

encompassing the medieval period and finally through the Renaissance, which

essentially brings us to today's society. More exhaustive studies have been published

regarding the historical studies of friction and tribology and some of the individuals

who have studied friction [1-6]; the purpose of this chapter is to give a historical

perspective with regards to the important steps that have been made.

2.2. Pre-Renaissance Civilisation

The ancient civilisations are not generally associated with technology and

machinery as we know it. However, the civilisations of the Sumerians and Egyptians

did take advantage of the friction phenomenon in applications to create time saving

devices and other mechanical constructions. A prime archaeological example of an

application based on friction is the potter's wheel. The oldest surviving example of a

potter's wheel was found in 1930 at Ur, dated c. 3250 BC ([1], p.23). The fragment

showed a thick clay disk with a pivot hole smoothed with bitumen, which indicates the

probable use of lubricants to reduce friction.

Other early examples (c. 2500 BC) that show perhaps not the knowledge of

friction but certainly cognizance of the effects of friction are wheels studded with

copper nails or bound with metal hoops ([1], p.26) and the application of lubricants for

reducing the rolling resistance. The first recorded example of a known lubricant being

applied is shown in a tomb built at Saqqara, Egypt c. 2400 BC ([1], p.36).
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Further development in wear reduction devices and lubricants could be

considered evolutionary, rather than revolutionary; for example: the use of iron nails to

reduce the wear of Roman caligae (a.k.a. sandals) or the embedding of stones in wooden

ploughs in medieval times and the use of vegetable oils and animal fats for lubricants.

Certainly in the medieval times there was a loss of knowledge gained by the Romans

through the fragmentation of the Roman Empire, hence the lack of sophistication in the

wear reduction techniques. An excellent example of the loss of knowledge as a result of

the collapse of the Roman Empire pertinent to friction is the recognition of friction as a

force, although the term "force" was not in use until Newton, by the Greek philosopher

and mathematician Aristotle, c. 330 BC ([1], p.66). Unfortunately the Greeks typically

applied their advanced knowledge of mechanics to construct elaborate toys rather than

develop more practical applications.

2.3. Leonardo da Vinci

Perhaps the most inventive and talented person of all time was Leonardo da

Vinci and while he is best known for his art, his studies of the natural world show his

undisputed genius. In light of his wide-ranging studies it should not be too surprising

that he studied tribology, representing the first scientific investigation of friction ([1],

p.97). Most of da Vinci's work relating to friction and tribology are found in Codex

At/anticus, Codex Madrid I and II and a volume known as Arunde/ MSS.263 [1-3].

It is tragedy that da Vinci's notes had remained undisclosed for such a long

period as many of the experiments that were performed by da Vinci were repeated,

more often than not hundreds of years later. For example, da Vinci's experimental

approach was similar to that of Coulomb. Some sketches from da Vinci's notebooks are

shown in Figure 2.1. The similarities in approaches can be seen by comparing Figure

2.1 and Figure 2.5.
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(a) (c)

'19

(d)

Figure 2.1 - Sketches from the Codex At/anticus and the Codex Arunde/ showing
experiments to determine: (a) the variation of friction force between horizontal and

inclined planes; (b) the influence of apparent contact area on the force of friction; (c) the
force of friction on a horizontal plane by means of a pulley; (d) the friction torque on a

roller and half bearing ([1], p.98).

A summary of the more important conclusions reached by da Vinci, with respect to

friction, are ([1], p.99):

• The effect of weight was directly proportional to the friction, independent of the
contact area.

• The frictional resistance depended upon the nature of the surfaces in contact
with smoother surfaces having smaller friction.

• For "polished and smooth" surfaces "every frictional body has a resistance of
friction equal to ~ of its weight".

This last conclusion requires further discussion. Although this has since been shown to

be inaccurate, it is similar to a conclusion reached by Amontons [7] who concluded that

resistance due to friction is proportional to Y3of the normal load. For materials of the

8
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day, i.e. wood-on-wood or wood-on-iron, a friction coefficient of 0.25 is reasonable as

Bowden and Tabor [6] give friction coefficients of 0.2 wet and, when dry, ranging from

0.25 to 0.50 and 0.20 to 0.60 respectively. Therefore it does not appear to have been an

unreasonable conclusion, lending credence to da Vinci's experimental method and some

of the other conclusions that he drew. Furthermore, da Vinci's notes showed that he

recognised the difference between sliding and rolling friction and the beneficial effect of

lubricants ([1], p.97). Interestingly, da Vinci thought that the reduced friction observed

in lubricated sliding was the result of a rolling action ([1], p.98).

2.4. The French School

The French School of thought on friction consisted primarily of Guillaume

Amontons, Philippe de la Hire and Antoine Parent during the late l600s and early

1700s. Typically these men were inventors, artists and mathematicians rather than

trained scientists; however, each of these individuals contributed to our current

understanding of friction.

Although trained as an architect, Amontons was an inventor who developed

instruments for civil engineering, navigational and mechanical purposes but is best

remembered for his work on static friction. The apparatuses used by Amontons [7] for

his friction experiments were quite creative, consisting of test specimens loaded with

springs, while the force required to overcome friction and initiate sliding was measured

on a spring balance, shown in Figure 2.2. Specimens tested included copper, iron, lead

and wood in various combinations with each surface coated with old pork fat. His main

findings were ([1], p.154):

• That the resistance caused by rubbing only increases or diminishes in proportion
to greater or lesser load and not according to the greater or lesser extent of the
surfaces.

• That the resistance caused by rubbing is more or less the same for iron, lead,
copper and wood in any combination if the surfaces are coated with pork fat.

• That this resistance is more or less equal to Y3of the load.

9
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Figure 2.2 - The test apparatus used by Amontons showing the applied normal load via
spring (C-C-C) to the test materials (A-A and B-B) with the resulting friction force

measured with a spring balance (D) [7].

Amontons thought of the fundamental cause of friction in terms of surface

roughness and the force required to lift interlocking asperities over each other in sliding

motion ([1], p.156). The representations of elastic asperities are shown in Figure 2.3.

Another finding of Amontons' was the independence of friction on contact area, which

coincides with his concept of lifting interlocking asperities.

A
t~

A.

:a
7 I

Figure 2.3 - Amontons representation of elastic asperities by springs [7].

The independence of friction on contact area prompted Philippe de a1Hire to test

and confirm this conclusion with sliding experiments involving wood-on-wood and

marble-on-marble. According to de la Hire [8], the resistance arose from the texture of

the surfaces which, if flexible, had to bend or lie flat or, if hard, had to disengage

themselves and might become detached. This concept was able to explain the

independence of friction on contact area since the possibility of detachment introduced

the concept of permanent surface deformation and shearing, which implies that

resistance would depend upon the number of asperities and hence the size of the

surfaces ([1], p.l58). In the case of elastic asperities the deflection was seen to be

inversely proportional to their number (i.e. the more asperities the more difficult to

cause each individual asperity to deflect), while the total reaction remained constant,
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giving a resistance independent of area. In the case of rigid asperities the resistance

arose from the force required to lift the surface ridges over each other, thus yielding a

direct relationship with load but no dependence on the apparent contact area ([1],

p.l57).

This leads to Antoine Parent's contribution to friction theory. Parent [9] drew

attention to the fact that in drawing a body up a slope of angle B, the ratio of the

tangential to the normal force was tan B, thus applying the new understanding of

friction, demonstrated by Amontons and de la Hire, to statics and equilibrium ([1],

p.l58).

2.5. John Theophilus Desaguliers

John Theophilus Desaguliers is often more remembered for his friendship with

Sir Isaac Newton and his work with electricity; however he made important

observations which had largely gone unremarked until the early 1950s with Bowden and

Tabor's [5] adhesion theory. He introduced the notion of cohesive forces and thought

the action of these forces contributed to the overall frictional resistance experienced by

sliding bodies. The reason for the dismissal of this theory was the inability to reconcile

the necessary dependence of contact area required by the cohesive/adhesive concept

with the experimentally observed independence of contact area.

The procedure used by Desaguliers [10] involved the use of lead spheres that

were pressed together with a slight twist. The cohesive force was then measured by the

force necessary to separate the spheres. The original apparatus was a handheld device

that used a tray with a known weight to separate the spheres, shown in Figure 2.4a.

Unfortunately given the small diameter of the lead balls the contact patch was difficult

to measure accurately, thus a second device was built that enabled a greater weight to be

applied, enabling larger lead balls to be tested with a corresponding increase in

contacting area, shown inFigure 2.4b.
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Ca) Cb)

Figure 2.4 - Depictions of two devices employed by Desaguliers to measure the
cohesive forces between lead spheres [10].

With regards to friction, Desaguliers believed that the influence of cohesion is

introduced when the role of surface finish is considered ([1], p.l61). Thus, Desaguliers

noted that when the sliding surfaces are highly polished the force of friction may

actually rise due to the fact that the attraction of cohesion becomes sensible when the

surfaces are brought nearer and nearer to contact ([1], p.l61). It has since been shown

that in highly polished samples there is an increase in real contact area [5,6], thereby

demonstrating the accuracy of Desaguliers' hypothesis. Given the unrepeatable nature

of the experiments it is remarkable that Desaguliers was able to suggest an explanation

that has since been shown to be correct, to the best of our current understanding.

Practically speaking, it could be said that Desaguliers demonstrated the first friction

weld.

2.6. Charles Augustin Coulomb

Along with Amontons, Charles Augustin Coulomb's name is synonymous with

the study of friction although Coulomb's interests were far-ranging and the study of
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friction played a minor role relatively late in his life. Since Coulomb was in the employ

of the French army his primary interests lay in the field of civil engineering, i.e. fort

reinforcements and retaining walls. In an essay entitled "Essai sur une application des

regles de maximus & minimus a quelques problemes de statique, relatifs a
l'architecture", Coulomb [11] writes that friction and cohesion are passive forces and

can be measured by the limits of their strength. For this essay Coulomb refers to the

works of Amontons [7] and others while writing that there can be some variation in the

friction strength in proportion to the compressive force. For architectural purposes

Coulomb [11] describes cohesion as the resistance that solid bodies offer to the simple

separation of their parts. In the case of solids, if they are homogeneous, they have the

same strength, and the total cohesion is proportional to the number of parts to be

broken, and hence the area of the rupture. The tests conducted by Coulomb focussed on

the fracture of solid objects, rather than the separation force required for two bodies in a

manner similar to Desaguliers [10]. Coulomb's focus on friction did not take place until

1779 at his military posting at Rochefort ([4], p.197) where his experiments on friction

won the Academie prize for 1781 but were not published until1785 [12].

There are two principal differences between the studies of Amontons and

Coulomb: Amontons' studies were lubricated static friction experiments while

Coulomb's experiments were typically unlubricated sliding friction. Coulomb initially

investigated the influence of four main factors on friction ([1], p.217):

• The nature of the materials in contact and their surface coatings.
• The extent of the surface area.
• The normal pressure (or load).
• The length of time that the surfaces remained in contact (time of repose).

The experimental apparatus used by Coulomb for studying sliding friction,

shown in Figure 2.5, bears a striking resemblance to the apparatus of da Vinci, shown in

Figure 2.1. From these experiments Coulomb observed the dependence of friction on

the materials and coatings involved as well as the load. Although, with respect to load

he noted that the direct proportionality was not strictly observed by all materials. He

also observed the independence of friction on contact area. His temporal studies led to

the concept of static and kinetic friction.
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I'

Fw . .1.

,
Figure 2.5 - Coulomb's apparatus for studying sliding friction [12].

Furthermore, Coulomb [12] studied the movement of a block on an inclined plane using

the apparatus shown in Figure 2.6, from which he developed the equation:

Ff = FT = Ac + f.1.FN (2.1)

where Fj and FT are the friction and tensile forces, Ac is the adhesive or cohesive effect,

F N is the normal force and f.1.is the coefficient of friction. The term j..iF N is attributed to

deformation or ploughing. From these experiments Coulomb concluded that cohesion

had a very small influence upon friction, however he was the first person to use a two-

term expression for friction. This is the formulation that is often used to describe
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friction when more accurate modelling of friction is required; however, the formulation

that is as often referred to as the Coulomb friction model or the Amontons friction

model is the proportionality between normal force and friction force. Another fact that

demonstrates the relevance of Coulomb's work on friction is the importance of the A

term in equation 2.1 for the tribology of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS).

T

Figure 2.6 - Coulomb's experimental apparatus for studying the movement of a block
on an inclined plane [12].

2.7. Frank Philip Bowden and David Tabor

In the 1950s, Frank Philip Bowden and David Tabor [5,6] were able to reconcile

the apparent incongruity of the adhesive effects described by Desaguliers [10] with the

observed independence of surface area on friction by Amontons [7] and Coulomb [12]

using the concept of real contact area. Bowden and Tabor [5,6] demonstrated that the

real contact area, defined as the summation of the small regions of contact (i.e.

asperities or junctions of contact) where atom-to-atom contact takes place, is

proportional to the applied load. This contrasts with the projected contacted area

previously assumed. However, if fully plastic flow during a sliding process is assumed,

friction is found to change linearly with the applied load, as demonstrated previously.

As this theory is relevant to the current study a more complete description is included in

Chapter 5.
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2.8. Conclusions

It is interesting to note that despite the extended time frame from the initial

studies of friction by da Vinci to the middle of the 20th century very little variation in

the friction formulation arose. The loss of da Vinci's pioneering studies should be taken

into consideration over the slow development of friction theory, but that only slightly

changes the time scale. The consistency of the results between independent tests, within

experimental error, leads one to conclude that an engineering solution had been found

that was acceptable for the applications of the day.

Despite the long time scale it is possible to find historical references to even the

most current theories, which have been applied to conditions that were undreamed of

when the theories were first penned. Ultimately, today's friction studies borrow heavily

from these historical descriptions, whether this is realised or not.
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Chapter 3· Literature Review

3.1. Introduction

Friction is one of the most significant physical phenomena influencing the

forming of metal, yet in comparison with metallurgy, heat transfer and mechanics

remains the least understood [I]. The reason for this is that friction is not a fundamental

material property and cannot be directly measured, although there exists a large number

of tests that have been developed [2]. The complexity of friction is such that it can been

seen as a function of many variables, among those that have been identified to be more

influential are: temperature, pressure, hardness, slip, relative roughness and lubrication.

To complicate matters even further these variables interact with each other to further

affect friction during rolling [3].

Friction affects, or is affected by, almost everything in rolling. The most

obvious effects are seen in the strip, the work roll and the power consumed by the

rolling mill. This makes it necessary to assess the level of friction during rolling, which

may be done directly or indirectly. Further afield, since friction is the result of two

contact surfaces, it is important to be able to characterise these surfaces in terms of

microstructural properties and evolution of the surfaces over time. This leads to the

realisation that the alloy additions to steel can have a significant impact on the

properties of the iron oxides, which vary in consequence from element to element.

3.2. Effect of Friction in the Rolling Mill

Although friction cannot be directly measured, the presence of friction has a

large impact on the rolling process, the strip, the work rolls and the rolling mill itself.

Friction affects the strip by changing the amount of shear applied to the strip for a given

reduction, while the work rolls are affected in terms of damage resulting from excessive

friction levels and friction plays a critical role in assessing the power requirements of

the mill, thus determining the capital investment necessary for a rolling mill.
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3.2.1. Friction and the Strip

The primary concern regarding friction levels in rolling is for the formation of

suitable textures for deep drawing applications. The shear deformation that results from

friction can be both good or bad depending on the materials involved; for example, the

presence of shear textures is beneficial for the deep drawing performance of aluminium

but is ruinous for interstitial free (IF) steels. The reason for this is that for good

drawability a {Ill} recrystallisation texture parallel to the sheet plane is required. Lee

and Lee [4] studied the warm rolling of IF steels and found that a Goss texture, i.e.

{lID}<001>, forms in the surface layer and remains unchanged after annealing. To

study the effect of shear strain on the final texture of the steel they rolled layered, i.e.

laminated, samples at 700°C without lubrication. They found that the increased

reduction, which results in increased shear strain, had no effect on the strain in the [111]

slip systems but increased the strain in the (110)[111] and the (110)[111] systems, i.e.

directions 3 and 4 in Figure 3.1.

RD [001]

[110]

RD Rolling direction
RP Rolling plane

Figure 3.1- A unit cell showing the (110)[001] texture and related slip systems [4].

The lack of change of the Goss texture, even after annealing, was explained by Lee and

Lee [4] that when the [001] direction is on a {lID} plane the symmetry condition is

satisfied and atoms need to undergo minimal shuffle during recrystallisation, because

recrystallised grains and the deformed matrix will share the same (110) plane. As a

result, the recrystallisation texture will be (110)[001], which is also the deformation
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texture. A study by Barrett [5] on the deep drawability of IF steel reported that the

shearing action at the surface, combined with the influence of solute carbon and

nitrogen results in (110) texture forming in the sheared regions, preventing the

formation of (111) and (200) textures required for good drawability. Furthermore, they

reported that carbon in solution has a strong influence on texture formation during

ferritic hot rolling as a result of preferred nucleation sites and local crystal rotations in

the vicinity of the grain boundaries, thus the absence of carbon resulting in strong (111)

textures, explaining why it is necessary to use IF steels for deep drawing applications.

Even the absence of carbon was not found to be sufficient to prevent the formation of

shear texture; the use of excess ester oil was also required, i.e. low friction conditions.

With regards to aluminium, the situation is almost the exact opposite. Whereas

in steel rolling it is desirable to minimise the amount of shear deformation for good

deep drawing properties, in aluminium rolling it is necessary to maximise the amount of

shear deformation as it is difficult to form the desired <111> texture. According to

Sakai et al. [6] the <111> texture parallel to the normal direction cannot be formed in

fcc metals by conventional rolling. In order to obtain shear deformation across the

sample they developed a rolling method by manipulating the drive rolls, thus enabling

an increase in the resulting r values, which is a measure of the resistance of a material to

thinning, defined as the ratio of strain in the width direction to strain in the thickness

direction.

3.2.2. Friction and Degradation of the Work Roll

As the source of the friction force cannot be unequivocally identified, it is

assumed that the state of the work roll plays a large role in determining the level of

friction that exists. There will be a large thermal fatigue component as the work roll

surface heats up when contacting the strip surface only to be cooled again with spray

cooling. There will also be a large mechanical fatigue component as the work roll

deforms the strip followed by contacting the back-up work roll. Colas et al. [7] attribute

accelerated oxide growth as a result of cracking within the oxide layer due to both the

mechanical and thermal stress components. The thermal cycling then causes oxide

loops, shown in Figure 3.2, which spall off to form pits in the oxide layer.
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Figure 3.2 - An example of an oxide loop [7].

There is relatively little literature available on the study of work roll failures

regarding mechanical and thermal fatigue [8-10]. Qualitative and quantitative models

have been developed by Frolish and Beynon [11,12] for back-up rolls. Parallels can be

drawn between back-up roll and work roll failures; therefore it would be reasonable to

suppose that the work roll oxide failure could be modelled in a similar, albeit more

complicated manner as a result of the additional thermal cycling. The qualitative failure

model for back-up rolls is given in Figure 3.3.

Load movement

- -------------- -----7-- -------2 ~K-~ K3.'~::ac-tio;;-;;oeificienTo-.14
I ., ,..

\ 4 \
Thin plastically deformed \~ - 6

layer 5 ~-- ..

Figure 3.3 - Qualitative back up roll failure mechanism [11].

This model was validated against both laboratory scale test discs and industrial work

roll/back-up roll pairings. The initial cracks typically propagated 60° from the surface

before the tensile mechanism, as a result of the fluid pressure, changed the direction of

the crack. In the test discs, the crack typically propagated towards the surface while in
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the back up rolls the crack typically propagated on a steeper trajectory downwards. The

direction may be calculated by the following equation for the stress intensity factor, K

[12]:

K =COSt[K cos' rps _'iK sin"']
a 2 122// r, (3.1)

where rps is the angle of the crack with respect to the surface (in radians),

K, = KiN +KiT +KiP and i=I, II. The suffixes N, T, P represent normal, tangential and

pressure contributions respectively. The initial direction of the mode I crack

propagation predicted by equation 3.1 is determined by the crack length to half contact

width ratio at the point that the mode I threshold is reached. Furthermore the role of

lubricants in the crack is important in the continued propagation of surface initiated

rolling contact fatigue cracks.

The work roll surface does not remain at a constant temperature but will

fluctuate over time. There remains some disagreement within the literature as to what

the range of temperature is experienced by the work roll. This is principally due to our

inability to accurately describe the heat transfer coefficient. Fletcher [13] suggests that

the surface temperature of the work roll can range between 450 and 600°C, depending

upon the heat transfer coefficient. Gonzalez et al. [14] have used a temperature

compensated time parameter, W, to determine the oxide growth during this cyclical

pattern:

W = t .exp (__g_)
R·T

(3.2)

where t is the time, T is the temperature, R is the gas constant and Qe is the apparent

activation energy. The initial value of Q determined by Gonzalez et al. [14] was

4 kJ mol" and was shown to be relatively constant up to approximately 10 ,urn; beyond

this point Q increased exponentially, as shown in Figure 3.4. Using this temperature

compensated time parameter, the oxide thickness may be estimated before the oxidative

wear mechanisms take hold, using the activation energy as a function of scale thickness.

Also, if the instantaneous oxidation rate is known or calculated then the wear rate may

be estimated. The increasing activation energy with oxide thickness could be a result of

the wiistite lattice vacancies filling up while the lack of fit above 40 um could indicate a

transition in the oxidation mechanism.
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Figure 3.4 - Variation of apparent activation energy as a function of oxide thickness
[14].
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To investigate the roll deterioration on a laboratory scale Kato et al. [15]

developed a disc-on-disc simulator. Using this device they determined that the

temperature of the work roll strongly influences the wear patterns. When the roll

temperature was 400-500°C scratches were visible on the matrix (i.e. steel) of the

material and above 600°C, an oxide layer covered the simulated roll surface. The

nature or source of the abrasive particle was not determined but the hardness was less

than that of the carbides. Kato et al. [15] went on to determine that abrasion is the

dominant wear mechanism in work rolls; furthermore they conclude that thermal fatigue

is the one of the main surface roughening mechanisms. This is a similar conclusion to

one drawn by Mercado [16] for high carbon, high chromium steel. The test, developed

at the University of Sheffield, was designed to induce thermal fatigue in tool steel discs.

When high speed steel was tested, the test technique did not result in any appreciable

surface degradation; however, when high carbon, high chromium discs were tested

thermal crack morphologies and surface defects comparable to those observed

industrially were achieved. Furthermore, the test resulted in a smoothening of the
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surface for high speed steel discs while high carbon, high chromium steel maintained a

relatively constant roughness with a sharp increase in roughness near the end of the test.

It is possible that the thin black oxide observed on the high speed steel discs was

responsible for the smoothening response. Thermal cracking in the high carbon, high

chromium steel was observed in the early stages of the test, which propagated

perpendicularly to the rolling direction. The implication of which is that the principal

stress at the surface acts along the circumferential direction of the test disc.

Furthermore, crack coalescence was repeatedly observed but fire cracking was not

observed. Several limitations of this technique have been identified, most importantly

the absence of strip surface expansion under the roll bite, no bi-directional slippage and

limited contact pressure achievable at high temperature. These results quantitatively

correlate with a study conducted by Beverly et al. [17] involving on line observation of

work rolls via CCD cameras it was concluded that the formation of an oxide layer on

the roll surface has a lubricating effect, while the change of appearance of the oxide

layer (i.e. fire cracking, etc.) does not influence the coefficient of friction. However, an

increase in the coefficient of friction was observed with the breakdown of the oxide roll

surface with a maximum friction coefficient reached with the appearance of banding.

Quinn [18] related the theoretical wear rate to the real area of contact, sometimes

referred to as the Archard wear law, given by:

F,
W =K·A =K·--1!....r Ih r p.

p

(3.3)

where Wr_th is the theoretical wear rate, K is the probability of producing a wear particle

at each micro-contact [19], Ar is the real area of contact, FN is the normal applied load

and Pp is the hardness of the softest surface. Wear rates are typically measured in units

of volume of material removed per unit sliding distance. However, Quinn [18] found

that the general oxidation theory provided a better description of the pin-on-disc

experiments using high-chromium ferritic steel pins and austenitic stainless steel disks.

The general oxidation theory is expressed as [18]:
n

w,._Ih =LWr_Ih,
;=1

(3.4)

where n is the number of wear mechanisms (typically n=3). Quinn [18] evaluated this

relationship in a purely empirical manner and found the activation energies for mild and

severe wear were very low compared to the activation energy of static oxidation of iron.
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From this it can be postulated that the oxide growth rate of the high-chromium ferritic

pins was not sufficient to counteract the wear rates. It is important to note that the

relative hardness of the two materials in question is close.

Rainforth [20] examined the work hardening behaviour at worn surfaces using a

tri-pin-on-disc apparatus. Among others, the materials investigated included: single

phase fcc metals, multi-component systems (i.e. tool steel with added TiC) and oxide

ceramics. The worn pins and wear tracks examined for mechanical (i.e. hardness) and

microstructural features (i.e. grain size). When considering work rolls, the most

important findings are:

• An exponential relationship between strain and depth below the worn surface

was almost universally observed.

• The wear rate increased linearly with the depth of deformation for H21 tool steel

(with TiC additions) and 316L stainless steels despite changes in wear

mechanisms and material microstructures.

• Calculated flow stresses at the worn surface based on sub-grain size tends to

show linear hardening, while microhardness measurements as a function of

depth suggest that a saturation flow stress is achieved at the surface.

• Iron-based oxides tend to become intimately incorporated into the surface of the

worn ferrous-based metals. The resulting mechanically mixed structure may

have improved mechanical properties compared to the single phase material,

which may result in reduced wear.

• Oxides formed by wear have ultra-fine grain sizes and no crystallographic

texture.

• Tribochemical wear of a high purity alumina, tested against zirconia resulted in

a thin amorphous layer containing both alumina and zirconia.

From this work some of the implications for work roll modelling are: the stress-strain

behaviour of the asperities needs to be reconsidered, especially with regard to the flow

stress, and mechanical mixing appears to potentially be important but the time available

may not be sufficient for mixing to take place in the roll bite.
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3.2.3. Friction and Torque

As noted by Duan and Sheppard [21] perhaps the most important feature when

designing the pass schedule is the calculation of the energy requirement. Power and

rolling torque are related through the work roll speed, or angular velocity, in the

following way:

(3.5)

where P is the power (in Watts), liJr is the radial velocity (in rad S-I) and MT is the torque

(in Nm). The specific roll torque, defined as the torque per unit width, may be

calculated using the approach taken by Sims [22] given as:

M~ = 2RrR;Ty ( ~n -(jJ) (3.6)

where M~ is the specific roll torque (in Nm m"), R; is the work roll radius (in m), R; is

the deformed roll radius, 2 Ty is the yield stress of the strip in plane strain compression

(in N m-2), an is the contact angle at the plane of entry (in radians) and (jJ is the neutral

plane angle (in radians). Some of these parameters are shown schematically in Figure

3.5.

Roll bite exit

Neutral plane angle (q»

Figure 3.5 - Schematic showing selected rolling parameters.

The torque is related to the friction coefficient in terms of the neutral plane as the

neutral plane angle is determined by the coefficient of friction in the absence of other

parameters, such as strip tensions. The deformed roll radius may be calculated using the

method devised by Hitchcock [23], given as:

R' = R (1+ cF~ )
r r b.M (3.7)

where R; is the undeformed roll radius (in m), c is a constant (equal to 2.16 X 10-11

m2 N-I for steel rolls), F~ is the specific roll force (in N m"), b is the width of the strip
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and Sh is the difference between the entry thickness and the exit thickness or draught

(in m). The specific roll force may be obtained analytically from the following equation

[24]:

F; ~ 3J s,[~(eO -1)bJR,.M] (3.8)

where i!fo is the mean yield stress (in MPa) and:

(3.9)

where Jl is the friction coefficient, Ii is the mean thickness between entry and exit from

the rolls and Lp is the contact length, given as:

L r:=~R ·!::.hp r
(3.10)

In practice the roll force and deformed roll radius need to be iteratively calculated until

the desired accuracy is obtained.

In a study to calculate the roll torque during edge rolling Lundberg [25] found

that torque on each edge roll may be expressed as a function of friction in the following

form:

MT ~ 2T,R; {(i-cosa,)[ 11, (m+1)- ~R, cosa, ]+i~ (i-cos2a,)} (3.11)

where MT is the torque (in Nm), Ty is the shear yield stress (in N m"), an is the roll bite

angle (in radians), ho is the strip initial thickness and m is the friction factor (O<m<l).

The analysis assumes plane strain, i.e. all the deformation takes place in the draught-

spread plane; thus the form of the equation may be applied to strip rolling when the

reduction per pass is small.

Most studies in which the variation of torque is considered involve lubricated

laboratory rolling experiments of both steel and aluminium [3,26-33], although the

majority of these publications are from Lenard and colleagues, showing that the

measured torque is affected by temperature, reduction and rolling speed. Not

surprisingly the rolling parameter that most influences torque is the reduction while

temperature and roll speed playa less significant roll. As this study is concerned with

un-lubricated rolling it is only of passing interest that the choice of lubricant can
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strongly influence torque. In a lead analogue study, Sims [22] found that the specific

torque increased with increased reduction and increased initial thickness. Also, the

measured torque results compared reasonably well with predictions using equation 3.6.

With respect to calculating torque in finite element (FE) modelling, Duan and

Sheppard [21] studied aluminium slab rolling and found that the ratio of initial slab

thickness, H, to characteristic element size, a, will affect the calculated torque and a

ratio of HIa greater than 4 was found to not improve the computing precision of the

torque. An important consideration has been pointed out by Duan and Sheppard that

when comparing FE torque calculations to measured torque the bearing torques must

also be considered. While recognising that bearing torques will be mill specific, the

industrial bearing torque reported was of the order of 0.08 MNm; thus is could be

expected that other industrial mills would have bearing torques of that order of

magnitude.

3.3. Determining Friction during Rolling

Historically the approach to determining the coefficient of friction can be

categorized into either indirect or direct methods. Indirect methods are typically

mathematical relationships based on the roll bite geometry of the industrial roll mill.

Direct methods involve directly measuring parameters that are known to be affected by

friction as a result of physical contact of materials, either during deformation or the

normal load during sliding contact.

3.3.1. Indirect Friction Determination

Indirect methods of determining friction include the forced skidding, maximum

draught and forward slip. Pavlov and Kuprin [34] proposed the method of forced

skidding, whereby increasing entry tension is applied the roll slips and the neutral point

is at the exit plane. The coefficient of friction is then calculated by:

a1 +2~ tan( ~)
j.J=

2P. -a tan(an)
R 1 2

(3.12)
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where f.Jis the coefficient of friction, 0"1 is the applied tensile stress, PR is the roll

pressure and an is the roll bite angle. The maximum draught method is similar whereby

the reduction is increased until the roll slips, when this happens the coefficient of

friction is determined by:

f.J= tan an (3.13)

Another is the amount of forward slip that takes place since the exit velocity of

the strip is usually higher than that of the work roll thus forward slip, Sf, is defined as

the difference between the two, hence:

(3.14)

where V2 is the exit velocity and Vr is the roll velocity. Inpractice the forward slip can

be determined by either measuring the difference in exit strip velocity (via loopers) and

work roll velocity or comparing the length of two marks before and after the roll stand,

shown here:

S =/2-1,
f I

r

(3.15)

where h is the post-roll stand distance and l, is the pre-roll stand distance. The forward

slip can then be related to the friction coefficient, as has been done by Wusatowski [35]

and also by Li and Sellars [36]:

/!"h

(3.16)

R'
f.J=-,==--r===='==========23-4 (1-S) WO licosa-!i_R' b - R' R'r w, , r

(3.17)

where /!"h is the reduction, ho is the entry thickness, h, is exit thickness, R' is the

deformed work roll radius, Sf is the forward slip, Sb is the backward slip, Wo is initial

strip width, w, is the average strip width after rolling and an is the roll bite angle. From

these equations it can be seen that decreasing the coefficient of friction, reducing the
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work roll diameter, increasing the entry tension or decreasing the exit tension will

reduce the amount of forward slip.

A method to infer the coefficient of friction, given by Hill [37], is to increase the

forward strip tension such that the neutral point is located at the roll bite entrance. The

coefficient of friction may then be calculated by:

(3.18)

where R is the roll radius (in m), R' is the deformed roll radius (in m), FR is the roll

force (in N), an is the roll bite angle (in radians), Mr is the roll torque (in Nm), M~ is

the specific roll torque (in Nm m") and F~ is the specific roll force (in N m"),

Another approach that is often used by industry for tuning rolling models is a

reverse procedure. By knowing the rolling loads and torque a mathematical model can

be used to calculate a mean coefficient of friction or friction factor. The error limits are

then determined by the accuracy of the material model and theoretical assumptions. An

example of this is the CRM metallurgical model [17]. Often with this approach, the

degree of accuracy is acceptable for design purposes but is unreliable as a research tool.

3.3.2. Direct Friction Determination

Due to the nature of rolling, the most suitable type of testing techniques should

involve compression and high temperature contact. Direct methods may involve either

probes or transducers embedded in the work roll to record the forces involved in rolling,

used extensively by researchers such as Lenard [26,27,38] for cold rolling of

steel/aluminium or hot rolling of aluminium. The embedded pin technique should not

be applied to the hot rolling of steel due to the issue of scale compacting into any

clearance areas [39]. Other direct techniques are off line methods involving cool,

elastic tooling and hot, plastically deforming material or friction testing devices

measuring the friction coefficient as a result of two contacting surfaces, such as ring

compression testing and friction testing devices (Le. reciprocating or pin-an-disc type).
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3.3.2.1. Ring Compression Testing

Since the majority of metal forming processes involve compression there have

been a number of compression tests developed to elucidate metal behaviour in

compression. From these tests it has been found that inhomogeneous deformation is a

common feature of industrial processes that is not necessarily present in the more

controlled laboratory testing.

One of the tests proven to study the friction conditions in hot metal forming is

the ring compression test [1]. The test was initially developed by Kunogi [40] and

further developed by Male and Cockcroft [41]. The principles of the ring compression

test are well understood. For given conditions of temperature, strain rate, strain and

initial specimen geometry according to the ratio of outer diameter to inner diameter to

height (OD:ID:H) the deformation of the inner diameter of the specimen may be

calculated as a unique function of the interfacial friction coefficient. Determining the

friction coefficient is done by comparing the reduction in height and the change in the

inner diameter to the calibration chart for the initial ring geometry. The calibration

charts are the results of mathematical analysis, examples are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 - Examples of ring test friction calibration curves. a) Coefficient of friction,
b) Friction factor [43].
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Most researchers use the upper bound method and assume the existence of either

a parallel velocity field or that the cylindrical surfaces barrels outwards. However, at

lower values of the friction factor accounting for barrelling does not lead to significantly

different values for m then the simple, parallel velocity field, in which the ring is

assumed to retain its cylindrical shape [42]. The transition between barrelling and non-

barrelling was predicted to take place between friction factors of approximately 0.45

and 0.6. The actual ring test is relatively simple, which requires a ring to be compressed

between two platens. As the ring height is reduced the ring will expand in the radial

direction. If the friction at the interface is zero, both the inner and outer diameters

expand as if it were a solid disk. With increasing friction the inner diameter becomes

smaller.

It has been found in the literature that the friction conditions are strongly

affected by a large number of parameters. Conflicting experiment results regarding the

influence of temperature, strain rate and lubrication have been reported [1,42,44],

indicating that direct comparison of results is very difficult because of the large number

of variables. The application of finite element analysis to the calibration curves has

been able to improve the friction factor predictions with regards to the inner diameter

ratio and height reduction [1,44-47], shown in Figure 3.7.

FE analysis has also served to identify one of the shortcomings of the use of a

friction factor with relatively poor load predictions (in comparison to the displacement

predictions), shown in Figure 3.8. Furthermore, although heat transfer and interface

friction are disparate phenomena [48] they are closely linked since they are both

influenced by the same factors. FE analysis has allowed numerical investigations into

the physics behind the phenomena to shed light on to the influence of one on the other.

Initial investigations by Fletcher et al. [44] indicated that the numerical temperature

predictions were reasonable for the centreline position but initially very poor at a sub-

surface position, shown in Figure 3.9. The variable heat transfer was found to directly

affect the friction, deformation loads and surface plastic strain state [44].
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Figure 3.7 - Ring compression testing calibration curves for lead-free cutting steel. The
lines are calculated friction factors and the points represent experimental data in a) and

FE predictions in b) [1].
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Figure 3.8 - FEM predicted and measured forging load for a total reduction of 31% and

an initial scale thickness of 200 urn [44].
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Szyndler et al. [47] applied an inverse analysis technique in an attempt to

determine the friction factor and deformation properties of a material from one type of

test, namely ring compression. Using an objective function the friction factor was fitted

to a linear equation. Unfortunately, the data that was reported shows that a logarithmic

function incorporating both temperature and strain rate would be more suitable.

However, as a first approximation both the friction factor and the temperature

dependent strain hardening curve were determined using a single type of test, albeit that

numerous tests at various temperatures and strain rates are required.

Cold forming studies of aluminium by Hu and Dean [49] investigated the effect

of surface roughness on the coefficient of friction using cold ring compression tests with

a constant strain rate. The roughness of the samples varied between 0.167 J.1ffi and

5.212 J.1ffi Ra. Of primary interest is the experiment determining the lubricant retention

by the various surfaces, which found that the polished surface (Ra=0.167 J.1ffi) had

significantly better lubricant retention than the other samples (1.996 ua:« Ra <

5.212 J.1ffi). Not surprisingly it was found that friction increased with surface roughness

with the exception of the turned surface (Ra=2.189 zzm). This may indicate that there is

a directionality associated with the specimen (radially since no ovality was reported).

While this study was not extended with regard to either elevated temperatures or to
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different materials, it does serve to show that the ring test results will be influenced by

the roughness of the contacting surfaces. If this experiment were to be repeated for

steel, it is possible that the lubrication retention effect is either reduced with temperature

and surface material (i.e. oxides) or becomes secondary compared to other surface

interactions.

Examining upset cylinders at room temperature, Devaux et al. [50] conclude that

in localized necking under dry friction conditions has a different failure mechanism than

that of sticking friction conditions, implying that the friction varies across the contact

interface.

3.3.2.2. Friction Testing Devices

There are a large number of friction testing devices that are based on rubbing

against a rotating disk [15,51-54]. There are also reciprocating devices available to

investigate stick-slip [55]. These devices have primarily been employed to investigate

either lubrication or surface deterioration (Le. wear). Since predominantly stick-slip

conditions apply in rolling a reciprocating device may more closely represent rolling

conditions.

According to Plint and Plint [55] investigations of stick-slip at low velocities

result in the generation of a series of random stick-slip episodes with the possibility of

interaction between successive cycles. Essentially the 'stick' period is uncontrolled. In

a perfectly stitT high frequency reciprocating device the velocity of the reciprocating

head would be a sinusoidal curve. Since this is not possible there is some lag due to the

elastic etTects at the end of the stroke. The resulting stroke is demonstrated in Figure

3.10. Fortunately it is relative simple to calculate the overall stiffness of the device in

the following manner:

a/ = Ap -(I-COS 2;:, ) (3.19)

where T; is the period for one cycle, Is is the interval between the stroke end and when

slip occurs (Le. point 'a'), Ap is the amplitude and & is the travel of the driving head at

point 'a' in Figure 3.10. If the corresponding change in friction force at point 'a' isMI,
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a le

t

T
Figure 3.10 - Variation of friction force in a reciprocating contact with elasticity and

stick-slip [55].

the stiffness of the system, E' , is calculated by:

M'E,= __ f
/j.[

(3.20)

At mid-stroke the sliding velocity, Vm, can be calculated by:

V = 21l'Ap
m T

c

(3.21)

However, the variation of the friction coefficient is affected by the stiffness of the

testing machine. The more compliant the testing machine, the more likely that

relatively small frictional perturbations will be amplified by the machine and they will

persist long enough to be detected by the load cells [53]. Observations by Chiou et al.

[56] showed that it was possible to dramatically change the severity of the wear by

altering the stiffness of the testing system. Furthermore, Blau [53] compared three

similar devices: a friction microprobe, a laboratory-scale pin-on-flat machine and a

heavy-duty Cameron-Plint TE-77 machine. He found that the different machines gave

qualitative agreement as a result of the variation in machine stiffness. Thus the nominal

friction coefficient consists of both a materials and system variable.

As friction coefficients from both reciprocating and pin-on-disk type friction

devices are often quoted without consideration as to the source of the data it is

necessary to examine the potential variation that may exist as a result of the chosen test.

The UK National Physical Laboratory conducted studies designed to determine the

reproducibility of friction results [57,58]. The friction and wear of 95% alumina
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ceramic were studied in two conditions: a) both pin and disc surfaces ground, and b)

both pin and disc surfaces polished. Unfortunately only 1 of the 11 laboratories

involved used a reciprocating friction device but the overall results for the study are

given in Table 3.1.

Pin-on-disc Tri-pin

Table 3.1- Comparison oftribological results for different test configurations [58].

Reciprocating
Ground specimens

Coefficient of friction 0.65 ± 0.12 0.85 ± 0.14
Number of data 40 5

Pin scar diameter (mm) 1.38 ± 0.19 2.29 ± 0.35
Number of data 42 5

Disc wear track width (mm) 1.27 ± 0.16 1.18 ± 0.08
Number of data 25 5

Total linear wear (11m) 40± 13 81 ± 57
Number of data 25 5

Polished specimens
Coefficient of friction 0.75 ± 0.13 0.64± 0.10

Number of data 35 5
Pin scar diameter (mm) 1.07 ± 0.18 1.35 ± 0.19

Number of data 38 5
Disc wear track diameter

0.96 ± 0.17 1.35 ± 0.19
(mm)

Number of data 33 5
Total linear wear (11m) 21 ± 10 11 ± 11

Number of data 21 5

0.60 ± 0.01
2

1.90 ± 0.05
2

1.78 ± 0.06
2

0.61 ± 0.07
4

1.88 ± 0.42
4

1.88± 0.42

4

Referring only to the friction coefficient data, the reciprocating friction device used in

this study was consistently lower than the pin-on-disc devices (both single and tri-pin

configurations); however, the actual values are generally within the plus minus range.

With regards to the consistency of the results, the reciprocating device was more

consistent but given the relatively few number of tests conducted on the reciprocating

device no conclusions should be drawn regarding the relative consistency as compared

with the other devices. The reciprocating device appeared to be less sensitive to the

initial surface conditions of the samples, i.e. ground versus polished, than the pin-on-

disc devices. This may be due to the repetitive nature of the reciprocating test as the
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same patch of sample is in repeated contact over a short time scale, thus reaching an

equilibrium condition earlier; it is noteworthy that the device description for the pin-on-

disc devices did not indicate the frequency of contact between the pin and any given

area of the disc. The humidity for the test was specified at 50% R.H. but this was not

possible at the majority of the testing laboratories, which will have a considerable affect

on the scatter of the data. Tanaka et al. [59] have shown that humidity will affect the

measured friction coefficient with the effect of increasing the coefficient of friction with

increasing relative humidity.

Hwang et al. [60] examined the friction coefficients of tribological pairings

based on the compatibility parameters proposed by Rabinowicz [61] and found that the

reciprocating device typically measured a lower friction coefficient than the pin-on-disc

machine. However, substantial scatter in the data was reported and the reciprocating

device results were within the scatter of the pin-on-disc device. In a study limited only

to pin-on-disc devices using tool steel pins and Cr-Mo-Ni steel discs, Almond and Gee

[62] found that for the results of five tests the variation of any given machine was

relatively small varied widely between machines. It has been suggested that the

variation between machines could be the result of different damping capacities and

machine stiffnesses in addition to different thermal cycling experienced by the samples

as a result of the differences in the cooling capacities of the various specimen holders.

The end result of this comparison is that the testing conditions should be considered,

including a friction device's past history, when friction coefficient values are taken from

the literature.

3.4. Material Considerations

In the hot rolling of steel there are essentially four materials that must be

considered in the roll gap, excluding any lubrication that may be used; these are: the

steel strip, the strip oxide, the work roll steel and the work roll oxide. The materials that

are actually interacting are the oxides but these are dependent upon the host materials.

How the different oxides grow will affect the friction conditions in the roll gap.

Essentially the strip oxide will stay the same throughout the initial stages of the

finishing rolling since there is a prescribed time between secondary descaling, where the

steel is considered to be nominally free of scale, to the entrance of the first rolling stand.
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It is this period where the majority of the scale involved in hot rolling is developed,

although the scale layer is modified in the process of rolling. This amount of time is

relatively independent of process upsets, which results in a relatively constant strip

thickness entering the first stand. The work rolls experience a much more complicated

life cycle resulting in an evolving oxide layer over the course of a rolling campaign.

3.4.1. Physical Description of Iron Oxides

During the hot rolling of low carbon steels there are three principal oxides

present: wustite, magnetite and hematite. Wustite has the chemical formula Fe.O and

is a non-protective, rapidly growing oxide that is stable above 570oe. Wustite is the

thickest oxide layer formed during production, and has a typical scale thickness of 10

urn [63]. The high ratio of wustite to magnetite and hematite has been attributed to the

greater mobility of defects in wustite [63]. Wustite can exhibit marked departures from

stoichiometry, typically FeO.950 but the ratio has been found to be temperature

dependent and values as low as Feo.840 have been reported [64,65]. The high

proportion of cation vacancies leads to the rapid cation transport responsible for its

growth behaviour, even though a proportion of these vacancies exist as vacancy clusters

with no significant contribution to diffusion/oxidation. A description of oxide growth

mechanisms is given in §3.4.2. Room temperature hardness has been reported to be 460

HVand 105 HV at 9000e [63]; however, the hardness of wustite prepared by powder

metallurgical methods has been measured as approximately 20 HV at 8000e [66]. The

density and heat capacity of wustite have been reported to be 7750 kg m" [63,67] and

725 J kg" K") respectively [67]. There is some disagreement in the literature regarding

the density, which has also been reported to be 5250 kg m" [68], perhaps as a result of

wustite's ability to exist in both bee and fcc crystal structures [69]. Furthermore,

wustite can exist in three different subphases identified as WI, W2 and W3 [70]. The

WI subphase is the most plastic and exists closest to the metal surface. W2 and W3 are

less plastic and have less frequent but much larger structural defects. The oxygen to

iron ratio increases from WI to W3 at any given temperature, although beyond

approximately II800e WI is the only stable sub-phase [70].

The next oxide to be considered is magnetite with the chemical formula Fe304.

Magnetite is moderately protective and generally exhibits growth by cation vacancy
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transport (p-type) but can show some cation interstitial transport and intrinsic semi-

conductor behaviour [64]. Below 700°C it grows predominantly by cation transport

along oxide grain boundaries [64]. Room temperature hardness has been reported to be

540 HV and 366 HV at 900°C [63]. The density and heat capacity of magnetite have

been reported to be 5000 kg m-3 and 870 J kg-1K1 respectively [67]. Again, there is

some disagreement with the reported density but the differences are relatively small.

The third oxide of iron is hematite with the chemical formula of Fe203.

Hematite is reasonably protective with similar diffusivities of iron and oxygen. No

general agreement exists as to whether its dominant growth mode is by cation or anion

transport [64,65]. Room temperature hardness has been reported to be 1050 HVand

516 HV at 900°C [63]. The density and heat capacity of heematite have been reported to

be 4900 kg m-3 and 980 J kg-1K1 respectively [67].

The structure of the scale layer is also of interest since the classical three-layer

system is not always present. The classical three-layer system consists of wiistite,

magnetite and heematite going from the steel surface to air, shown in Figure 3.11, as a

result of the increasing oxygen content. One of the reasons for the deviation from the

three-layer system is the presence of cracks or porosity. Cracks provide a path for

oxygen to short-circuit the diffusion process while pores can obstruct the outwards

diffusion of iron ions. The formation of pores is a common feature of oxide scales on

mild steels and medium-purity iron although high-purity iron has been found to have

thick, pore-free scales [71]. These pores are most often found in the wustite layer close

to or at the scale-metal interface. The Fe-O phase diagram is given in Figure 3.12.

Iron
(Fe)

Wustite
(FeO)

Hematite Oxygen
(Fez03) (Oz)

Figure 3.11 - Schematic showing the classical three-layer iron oxide system (Not to
scale).
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3.4.2. Oxidation Process

There is a consensus that the wustite to magnetite to heematite thickness (or

volume) ratio is approximately 95:4:1 for scales formed in the 700-1100°C temperature

range [63], while at around 560°C the ratio has been reported to be 90:8:2 [67]. It is

recognised that this ratio is dependent upon the steel composition [63,72] and oxide

growth experiments have obtained different ratios depending on the time, temperature

and oxygen partial pressures [65]. A possible explanation for the observed differences

could be related to the local chemical equilibrium. If the scale layer is uniform and

remains intact during the course of oxidation then the driving force for the reaction is

the diffusion of iron cations through the oxide layers. If porosity and cracks exist in the

scale the relative growth rates of the heematite and magnetite phases will be increased

due to the availability of oxygen at random sites [65]. One thing that should be noted is

that the oxidation process is sequentially a linear reaction followed by a dominant

parabolic reaction. During the short time scale associated with the linear reaction

kinetics, only wustite can be present [73].

Oxidation of a metal can take place by three different chemical processes; the

interface on which the oxide layer will grow will be determined by which chemical

process is active. The three chemical processes are cation, anion and transport [64]. In

the cation process the oxide layer behaves as a p-type semi-conductor while in the anion

and transport processes the oxide layer behaves as an n-type semi-conductor. These

concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.13. In the anion-type process the oxygen molecules

adsorb on to the surface of the oxide layer before diffusing through the oxide layer to

react with the metal. The direction of the oxide layer growth is inwards towards the

metal surface. In the transport-type process the metal cations diffuse through the oxide

layer to react with the gaseous oxygen molecules. The direction of the oxide layer

growth is away from the metal surface. The cation-type process is similar to the

transport-type process except that the metal cations react with adsorbed oxygen ions.

According to Abuluwefa et al. [65] the oxidation reactions that form wustite and

magnetite are of the transport-type while the hematite forms via the transport-type and

the anion-type.
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oxidegrowth oxidegrowth oxidegrowth

02
:.......

+- e

O2 ue.o, Me O2 ue,o, Me O2 ue,o, Me

a) b) c)

Figure 3.13 - Schematic showing the basic oxidation processes: a) anion, b) cation, c)
transport. Mn+ are the metal cations, o" are the oxygen anions, e' are the electrons, h+

are the electron holes, (i) indicates interstitial diffusion and (v) indicates vacancy
diffusion (from [64]).

The diffusion of oxygen in oxides is slower than that of iron; hence growth

requires the iron ions to diffuse to the gas-oxide interface. Since there is an abundance

of oxygen at the surface the diffusivity of iron ions determines the growth rate [63].

The governing growth mechanism of the scale will be determined by the thickness;

therefore the transport and cation mechanisms seen in Figure 3.13 will playa more

important role as the scale layer becomes thicker. However, with a porous oxide layer it

is just as likely that oxygen molecules can penetrate the scale and react with the iron

ions to form new oxides, which results in a parabolic rate of reaction. Examining the

distribution of iron and oxygen through the thickness of the oxide layers may provide

insight into the oxidation process. The phenomenon of spatial diffusion has been

examined by Banks [75], demonstrating general diffusion calculations and more

specific conditions that are relevant to the problem of scale formation on steel. The

primary difficulty with diffusion calculations is the lack of diffusivity data. Also, there

will likely be an increased hindrance to diffusion crossing the oxide layer interface that

has not yet been considered in oxide growth analyses.

3.4.3. Oxidation Modelling

Despite the complex nature of oxidation and the delicate balance between

diffusion and reaction kinetics, semi-empirical modelling techniques are still

sufficiently accurate for industrial purposes on the proviso that test conditions are

similar. According to Munther and Lenard [63], the reaction kinetics of iron oxide
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formation are commonly seen as parabolic with respect to time and exponential with

respect to temperature. The parabolic nature of scale formation is shown in Figure 3.14.

The Scale Index, y, used by Munther and Lenard [63] represents the mass of scale that is

formed over the exposed surface area.

m
Y=--..!.E!!!!!...=dx·pA scale

(3.22)

where mscale is the mass of the scale, A is the area, dx is the scale thickness and p scale is

the density.

250

0 HSLA
200 c AISI-~

5
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E......
x
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Figure 3.14 - Experimental data for HSLA and plain carbon steel at I I25°C showing
the parabolic nature of the oxidation reaction [63].

In general, Schmalzried [76] states that the parabolic rate law is the most

important reaction kinetic law for heterogeneous reactions. Furthermore, essentially the

same reaction kinetics for solid-gas reactions exist as for diffusion controlled solid-state

reactions. The most important assumption is that thermodynamic equilibrium is

maintained throughout the entire process, both at the phase boundary between the

metal/oxide and the oxide/oxygen interface, as well as locally within the compact,

strongly adherent metal oxide product layer. A guideline has been developed regarding

the morphology of the oxide layer stating the oxide layer will be porous if its molar
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volume is less than that of the metal consumed [76]. Unfortunately, there is not a sound

basis for this guideline and the true compactness and adherence of the oxide layer can

only be determined experimentally.

Schmalzried [76] has considered the general oxidation reaction of a metal, which

has been applied to the oxidation of iron to wiistite. Using the assumptions stated above

the average gradient in the chemical potential is inversely proportional to the product

layer thickness, Ax, at any time. Therefore the instantaneous rate of increase in

thickness, d Ax/ dt , is proportional to the inverse of the product layer thickness, 1/Ax .

This relationship can be integrated to give the parabolic rate law in the form:

Ax2 = i.i, (3.23)

where Ax is the product layer thickness (in m), k is the effective rate constant (in m2 S-I)

and t is time (in s). In terms of the Scale Index used by Munther and Lenard [63] the

parabolic reaction is given by:

r=kpJi (3.24)

where kp is the parabolic rate constant. However, for short time periods the linear and

parabolic nature of the oxide must be considered. This is most conveniently described

in the following equation [71,73,77]:

dmscale kp-- = _ ____:;;---,,--
dt kp

mscale +-
k,

where mscale is the mass of the scale (in kg) and ki is the linear rate constant. Thus as the

(3.25)

mass approaches zero, i.e. at the very beginning, the linear rate constant dominates

while at long times the parabolic rate constant dominates. Since the short time periods

are very difficult to measure experimentally they are often ignored and only the

parabolic rate constant experimentally determined.

The reaction rate constant can be calculated if the standard Gibbs energy of

formation for the oxide layer is known. The effective rate constant can then be

calculated using:

(3.26)
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where DFe is the effective diffusion coefficient (in m2 S-I), !::.GFeO is the Gibbs free

energy of formation for FeO (in J mol"), R is the gas constant (in J morlK-1) and Tis

the temperature (in K). The temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy for the

iron oxide reactions is shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 - Temperature dependence of the iron oxide reactions free energy [78]

Reaction !::.G(kJ mol") Temperature range (K)

-274.033+1.291xl0-1·T
-7.812x 10-3 -T·In T

1184-1600

-311.867+1.229xl0-1·T 949-1272

-247.053+1.417xlO-1·T 967-1373

The average diffusion coefficient can be defined as:

(3.27)

where J.J;e is the chemical potential of the metal at the metal-oxide interface (in

J mol"), J.JFe(02) is the chemical potential of the metal at the metal oxide-gas interface

(in J mol"), The chemical potential at the metal oxide-gas interface can be calculated

by:

J.JFe = J.J;e +R· T 'In( ~ J
P02

(3.28)

This enables the thickness prediction of the oxide layer to be related to both time and

partial pressure of oxygen.

Experiments by Munther and Lenard [63] describe the effect of time and

temperature on the scale formation using their Scale Index, shown in Figure 3.15. The

parallel trend of the experimental data for the different oxidation times indicates that

there exists an Arrhenius-type relationship of the form:

k = k .exp(-~)peRT (3.29)
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where k, is a constant reaction rate (in kg m-2s-1/2) and Qe is an activation energy (in

J mol"). From Figure 3.15, Munther and Lenard [63] determined the average activation

energy for the scale growth in air to be 120 kJ mol", Munther and Lenard [63] also

reported literature values of 124, 188 and 419 kJ mol" for wustite, magnetite and

hematite respectively. Referring to Figure 3.14, Munther and Lenard [63] determined

that the rate constant, kp, was 1.42 x 10-4kg m-2s-1/2 (i.e. 11 mg cm-2min-1/2) at 1125°C.

Assuming that the relationship in equation 3.29 is correct, ke can then be solved to give

4.31 kg m-2s-1I2 (i.e. 3.34 x 105 mg cm" min?"). Furthermore Munther and Lenard [63]

were able to show that in experiments with purged nitrogen were able to reduce the rate

constant from 1.42 X 10-4 to 7.36 X 10-6 kg m-2s-1/2 (i.e. 11 to 0.57 mg cm-2min-Jl2).

Unfortunately the relationship between the reaction rate constant and oxygen partial

pressure was not further explored.
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Figure 3.15 - Oxidation reaction oflow carbon steel (A!S! 1018) in air, using a Scale
Index, as a function of time and temperature (from [63]).
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3.4.4. Effect of Alloy Additions on the Oxide Layer

The diffusion of iron and oxygen ions through the oxide layers is in part

influenced by the chemical composition of the steel. This in turn changes the ratio of

the phases and the morphology of the oxide layer. The presence of alloying and tramp

elements can have a large effect on the composition and adhesion of the scale layer to

the metal surface. The effect of a given element typically falls into one of four

categories: gas formation, formation of alternative compounds, surface enrichment and

lattice substitution.

Very few elements will react with oxygen from the steel and scale layers to form

a gas. The only element to do this on a significant level is carbon [74,77,79]. The main

effect of carbon is to make the oxidation rates more erratic as carbon will diffuse to the

metal-oxide interface and reacts to form carbon monoxide gas and develop a gap. In

high carbon steels at high temperatures, the gas pressure in the gaps may cause cracking

through the oxide layer exposing the metal surface to the atmosphere and increasing the

oxidation rates. If the scale does not crack then the gap hinders the outward diffusion of

iron, decreasing the oxidation rate. However, if there is a sufficient amount of carbon

monoxide gas it will facilitate oxygen transport and increase the oxidation rate. The

decarburization of the surface caused by the oxidation results in grain growth and a

corresponding decrease in hardness. The diffusion of the carbon from the steel

subsurface closely follows Fick's second law [80].

Typically the reaction of steel alloying elements at the steel-oxide interface is a

spinel-type reaction; examples of this are aluminium, silicon, chromium and

molybdenum. The effect of the spinel layer is to retard the diffusion of iron ions to the

oxide surface, thus increasing oxidation resistance. The alloying level of the element

will affect the behaviour of the scale in different ways. In alloys with aluminium, the

aluminium-rich layer will vary in composition depending upon the temperature. From

approximately 500-700°C the aluminium-rich layer is probably Ah03 in 1 atmosphere

oxygen [74]. In the same atmosphere from 700-900°C the aluminium-rich layer is

FeAh04 spinel. In alloys with higher amounts of aluminium another oxidation resistant

mechanism is to increase the temperature of the w!istite formation. For example, steel

containing 1.8 wfllo aluminium was found to increase the w!istite formation temperature
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to 798°e from approximately 5700e according to the Fe-O phase diagram. Whereas the

effect of silicon is somewhat different where dilute iron-silicon alloys are subject to

internal oxidation and the slower oxidation rates are probably due to the lower diffusion

rate of silicon through the oxide layers and the hindered iron diffusion through the silica

layer. In alloys with low silicon additions, the silica formed at the metal-oxide interface

(or internally) may react with the FeO to form the spinel fayalite (Fe2Si04). The spinel

is less protective than silica and has a lower melting point that limits the upper

temperature stability limit of dilute iron-silicon alloys to 1150oe. In dilute iron-

chromium alloys there is a strong tendency for the chromium-containing scales to spall

off upon cooling [74], while at higher chromium contents the spinel often forms a

significant portion of the scale [73]. On stainless steels a protective chrome oxide layer

is form. However, the presence of steam has a detrimental effect on the oxidation

resistance and scale adhesion of alloys with a chromium level of I% or greater [81]. In

the normal range of molybdenum additions (i.e. below 1%) the oxidation rate is reduced

by the spinel reaction and higher levels of molybdenum promote scale adhesion [73]. If

the alloys contain less than 0.25 wt% the amount of spinel is not sufficient to form a

continuous layer at the interface.

Elements that are more noble than iron tend to be rejected at the oxide-metal

interface. Among these elements are: antimony, arsenic, cerium, copper, nickel,

niobium, tin, titanium, yttrium and zirconium [79,82,83]. Ultimately, strong

accumulation results in the retardation of the iron ion diffusion thereby reducing the

oxidation rate. Some of these elements have more of an overall effect than others. For

example, tin improves scale adhesion but has a very detrimental effect in the presence

of copper since it aggravates the problem of hot shortness [84,85]. The presence of

copper is often associated with increased scale adhesion [74,77]. The mechanism by

which copper retards oxidation is by copper segregation. However the temperature will

strongly influence this effect since the melting point of copper is around 1100oe.

Above the melting point segregated liquid copper will penetrate into the metal along the

grain boundaries, weakening the surface leading to crack formation during rolling [73].

Nickel ions do not readily diffuse to the metal surface which means the scale advances

inward by preferred oxidation along grain boundaries. As a result the metal/scale

interface consist of entangled nickel-rich metal and scale causing strong scale adhesion
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[74,77]. Also, nickel has a beneficial effect with respect to the problem of hot shortness

[86].

Manganese can substitute for iron in the wustite and magnetite lattices; therefore

it was reported to have a very slight effect alone on the oxidation of steel [73,74,77].

However, experimental data shows that mild steel (0.065 wt% e, <0.01 wt% Si and

0.29 wt% Mn) oxidised slower than relatively pure iron (0.006 wt% C) in air at 1000ae

and 1100ae. The reduced oxidation rate was probably due to either the manganese

content or the difference in carbon content. However, manganese together with silicon

can combine with iron oxide to form pools and extended stringers of iron-manganese-

silicate in the scale layer. This can accelerate the scaling rate and may contribute to the

formation of 'sticky scale' [74]. 'Sticky scale' is a generic term referring to strongly

adherent, highly deformable scale that is difficult to remove using conventional

hydraulic descalers. Manganese was also reported to promote the formation of spinels

on heat-resistant steels.

Boron, magnesium and phosphorus are elements that react to form alternative

compounds within the scale. Boron has a higher oxygen affinity than iron and is

oxidised at the metal-scale interface to form borate. Borate suppresses the annihilation

and adsorption of vacancies from the scale growth mechanism discussed (see §3.4.2)

thus enhancing void formation at the interface by vacancy condensation [79].

Magnesium forms wiistite-magnesium oxide solid solutions. Plastic deformation of

these solid solutions has been observed above 600ae, although the deformability

decreases with increasing magnesium content [66]. Phosphorus is one of the most

important alloying elements with respect to scale adhesion [79,87]. In general

phosphorus decreases scale adhesion but the mechanism by which it accomplishes this

is temperature dependent. Between 800ae and 900ae phosphorus promotes scale

flaking and above 900-950ae scale blistering is enhanced. To complicate matters

phosphorus has been found to retard oxidation between 500ae and 900ae but the effect

was found to be non-linear. To explain this behaviour it has been suggested that iron

phosphate precipitates near the scale-metal interface and at oxide grain boundaries [88].

At temperatures below 900ae the diffusion of iron ions and electrons is prevented.

Furthermore phosphates promote void formation by vacancy condensation. Above

950ae, iron phosphate and phosphorus oxide was found to decompose leading to a
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cracked, non-protective scale, thus allowing increased oxidation rates. Furthermore, the

phosphorus behaviour changes again with the presence of copper or silicon. Copper

acts as a catalyst for the oxidation of phosphorus, thus increasing the number of cracks

within the scale while in the presence of silicon, phosphorus is rejected from the

interface since silicon is more strongly enriched [89].

Sulphur is a unique element with respect to scale formation. Despite the fact

that sulphur is less noble than iron there is still some sulphur enrichment at the scale-

metal interface. In general sulphur is detrimental to scale adhesion, although this is

accomplished via different mechanisms. The presence of sulphur promotes void

formation but can also internally oxidise manganese sulphate to manganese oxide and

thus form iron sulphate, which is highly plastic. However, with sufficient iron sulphate

segregation a low-melting (TM=940°C) iron sulphate-iron oxide eutectic is formed at the

scale-metal interface [90]. The presence of this compound leads to rapid or catastrophic

oxidation and very strong scale adherence, which may give rise to hot rolling problems

[79].

3.5. Conclusions

As has been shown here, friction plays an important role in the hot rolling of

steel. The level of friction will impact upon the microstructure of the strip, the working

life of the work rolls and the power consumed during rolling. Friction may be assessed

by indirect methods, relying heavily upon the geometry on the roll bite, and indirect

methods, which vary in reliability and robustness in their application to industrial

rolling. The indirect methods of determining friction need to be viewed within the

context of the experimental apparatus as experiments under nominally identical

conditions may record different results. A consideration that cannot be overemphasised

is that friction is the result of contacting surfaces, both of which need to be

characterised. To this end, the evolution of the oxide layer on the work roll over a

rolling campaign deserves some attention in addition to characterising the oxide layer of

the strip.
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Chapter 4 - Material Properties

4.1. Introduction

In order to develop a model based upon fundamental material properties it is

necessary to have more than a passing acquaintance with the true physical properties.

Unfortunately it is often not possible to state with 100% certainty what any given

property is at a given temperature, largely as a result of the difficulty in measuring

parameters at high temperatures and small length scales; thus one must rely upon the

extrapolation of data and the application of analogies. When using these techniques it is

crucial that the results are viewed with care to ensure that they have some physical

meaning, even if they are not perfect.

For the purposes of this project the required material properties have been

arbitrarily differentiated between thermomechanical properties and surface energy. In

this context the thermomechanical properties primarily consist of properties that are

affected by temperature and have been limited to those properties needed for finite

element calculations. Surface energy is a specific topic with many variations; with this

in mind the discussion has been limited to the determination of surface energies for the

conditions that are considered to exist under hot rolling conditions.

4.2. Thermomechanical Properties

To provide an accurate representation of any physical system that is modelled in

terms of high temperature deformation it is necessary to include as many temperature

dependent properties as is practical. Of the thermomechanical properties available the

following properties are considered: Young's modulus, stress-strain curves, Poisson's

ratio, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion and density.
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4.2.1. Young's Modulus

Young's modulus is defined as the slope of the stress-strain curve in the elastic

region, representing the stiffness of the material. Young's modulus for plain carbon

steels and iron oxides is shown in Figure 4.1.

250~--------------------------------------------~
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Figure 4.1 - Effect of temperature on the Young's modulus of steel [1] and iron oxides
(iron oxide data compiled by Nicholls et al. [2], spinel data from [3]). The spinel curve

fit was then used to generate the curve fit for magnetite.

The significant drop with temperature for steel is dramatic but, as a first approximation,

Young's modulus may be ignored in hot working calculations. Young's modulus for

steel may be estimated using the following equation:

E = -O.1413·T + 210.81

where E is the Young's modulus (in GPa) and T is the temperature (in QC).

(4.1)

There is little agreement in the literature as to the effect of temperature on

Young's modulus for iron oxides. The reason for this is the brittle nature of the oxide

and the large effect that porosity and micro-cracks have on the test procedure. The most

widely accepted values for room temperature values iron oxides are compared with steel

in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1- Young's modulus for steel [1] and single crystal iron oxides at room
temperature [4].

Material E (GPa)
Steel 207
FeO 130
Fe304 210
Fe203 220

Nicholls et al. [2] used high temperature data from Bruce and Hancock [5] to give the

effect of temperature on iron oxide scales to be:

E = 240[1-4.7xl0-4 .(r -25)J (4.2)

where E is the Young's modulus (in GPa) and T is the temperature (in 0c). Equation

4.2 was derived for iron oxide that was grown in air [5,6], therefore the resulting scale

will be composed primarily of magnetite with some wustite and heematite. In the

absence of more information, it is assumed that these data are representative for

magnetite. However, examining data for another spinel (MgO:Ah03) shows that

temperature has a non-linear effect on Young's modulus, shown in Figure 4.1, which

means that equation 4.2 cannot be extrapolated beyond the 500°C to 800°C temperature

range that the data covers. To estimate the effect of temperature on the Young's

modulus of magnetite in the region of interest, i.e. room temperature to 450°C, a curve

was developed based upon the available data and the behaviour of spinel. This

relationship was estimated to be:

E = -1.004xl0-7 ·r3 +2.260xl0-5 ·r2 -2.102x 10-2·r +210.4 (4.3)

where E is the Young's modulus (in GPa) and T is the temperature (in QC). This

equation assumes that the inverse spinel structure of magnetite will behave in a similar

manner to the spinel structure. Given the large degree of scatter in the experimental

data at the higher temperatures, the suggested relationship appears reasonable.
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4.2.2. Stress·Strain Curves

At its most basic level a stress-strain curve defines the amount of stress in a

material for a given strain, where stress is defined as the force per unit area and strain as

the relative deformation. Stress-strain curves are typically generated from a tensile test,

which is not a problem for elastic-plastic materials such as steel; however this technique

has important implications on primarily elastic materials such as oxides at low

temperatures. An elastic material usually fails in a brittle manner, the implications of

which are that the stress level at fracture is strongly influenced by any defects that may

exist within the structure.

4.2.2.1. Steel Strength

The flow stress of steel during hot rolling has been shown to be modelled with

an acceptable accuracy and precision by the Shida equation [7,8], which is valid for the

following conditions: carbon contents < 1.2 wt%, temperatures between 700°C and

1200°C, strain rates between 0.1 S-1 and 100 S-1 and strains up to 0.7. The flow stress

( af in kg mm") is given as a function of carbon content (C in wt%), strain (e), strain

rate U in S-I) and temperature (T in 0c) as shown here [7]:

a f = ad' tPw . tPr (4.4)

where ad is the deformation resistance function, tPw is the work hardening function and

tPr is the rate hardening function. The manner in which the flow stress is calculated

depends upon whether or not the normalised temperature, i', is greater or less than a

normalised phase transition temperature, ~, defined as:

f = T+273
1000

f = 0.95( C +0.41)
p C+0.32

(4.5)

(4.6)

The sub-equations from equation 4.4 are defmed below:

ad =0.28.exp(~ 0.01 ).r
T C+0.05

tPw = 1.3(5et41-0.07C -1.5e

(4.7)

(4.8)
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¢r =(O.18r (4.9)

where, for f ~ ~ , ;=1 and:

m = (-0.019C +0.126)f + 0.076C -0.05 (4.10)

whereas for f < t: :
r=30(C+0.9)[f_0.95C+0.49]2 + C+0.06

C+0.42 C+0.09

- 0.027
m = (0.08l·C -0.154)T -0.019· C +0.207 + C +0.320

(4.11)

(4.12)

The Shida equation, described above, was compared to plane strain compression

tests (PSC) tests that were conducted by the author as part of this work at the University

of Sheffield using the Thermo Mechanical Compression (TMC) machine. The PSC

samples were 60 mm long, 30 mm wide and 10 mm thick with small semi-circular

cavities removed from the 30 mm x 10 mm faces for manipulation by the robotic

actuator. A thermocouple hole, 1.6 mm in diameter, was drilled into the centre of the

deformation zone of each sample from the centre of the 60 mm x 10 mm face. The

samples were machined from low carbon steel, the chemistry of which is listed in Table

4.2. The PSC experiments were conducted at 800°C at strain rates of 0.47 S-I, 4.8 S-I

and 39.7 sot,and are shown in Figure 4.2

Table 4.2 - Steel composition used in the experiments (wt %, rem. Fe).

C ~ ~ S P
0.11±0.01 0.49±O.02 <0.02 O.007±0.001 0.013±O.002
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Figure 4.2 - Comparison between plane strain compression tests (symbols) conducted at
8000e at strain rates of0.47 s-I, 4.8 S-1 and 39.7 s' (a, band c respectively) and Shida

equation predictions (solid lines).

4.2.2.2. Iron Oxide Strength

Iron oxides are ceramics and display brittle fracture mechanisms at low

temperature enabling linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory to be applied to

estimate the critical stresses at which failure takes place. Above a critical temperature

the oxide behaviour becomes plastic; unfortunately there does not appear to be any

agreement in the literature defming the transition temperature between elastic and

plastic behaviour. For example, work by Hidaka et al. [9,10] shows that this

temperature is around 700°C while Hancock and Nicholls [11] have applied LEFM

theory to iron oxides up to 800°C, although they did recognise a change in fracture

mechanism at around 600°C. There is a major difference in experimental technique in

determination of these temperatures; Hidaka et al. used controlled gas atmospheres to

create their tensile specimens of the desired composition while Hancock and Nicholls

used 'real' scales (i.e. mixed wustite/magnetite) on steel substrates. The variation in

fracture stress with temperature for iron oxides, either calculated using a fracture

mechanics approach from the data given by Hancock and Nicholls [11], or directly
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measured [9], is given in Figure 4.3. Adding to the debate, Krzyzanowski and Beynon

[12] have shown that the failure mechanism of the scale is not only affected by the

temperature but also the chemistry of the steel substrate. The deformation behaviour of

scale can vary from raft sliding, where great swaths of oxide break off from the

substrate, to brittle failure, where the oxide remains adhered to the surface but suffers

substantial cracking throughout the oxide layer.

40 o
o
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~

10 0 Hidaka et al. (FeO) 0 A
A Hidaka et al. (Fe30,J

V Hidaka et al. (Fe20:J 0 6-

c Hancock and Nicholls (mixed oxide) e
0
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Figure 4.3 - The apparent tensile strength of iron oxide specimens. Hidaka et al. [9]
tensile samples deformed at a strain rate of 2.0xl0-4 S-I, Hancock and Nicholls [11]

estimates using an effective crack length.

In the overlapping temperature range of 600-800°C conflicting trends are indicated with

Hancock and Nicholls [11] showing an increasing fracture stress (not included in Figure

4.3 are estimates for 800°C giving a fracture stress that varies between 74 and 120 MPa

despite increasing crack lengths) while Hidaka et al. [9,10] show a decrease in fracture

stress. This can be attributed to the highly porous tensile samples resulting from the

oxidation of 99.99% iron; however, the effect of the pores should be increasingly

negligible as the oxide behaves plastically at higher temperatures and this may be the

case as necking was observed. Furthermore, the fracture may have been premature as a

result of the presence of pre-existing cracks in the neck.
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Hidaka et al. [9,10] report a change in deformation mechanisms at high

temperature. They define Type I plasticity (i.e. work hardening) in wiistite and

magnetite as a result of dislocation glide below 1000°C and 1200°C respectively.

Above these temperatures they define Type II plasticity (steady-state deformation) as a

result of dislocation climb. The difference in temperature at which steady-state

deformation is achieved between wiistite and magnetite is due to the difference between

diffusion coefficients. Hidaka et al. examined the effect of strain rate and found that at

high temperatures it will directly affect the saturation stress for the dislocation climb

mechanism, thus showing that strain rate will affect the deformation stress. At lower

temperatures Hancock and Nicholls [11] examined the effect of strain rate on crack

spacing, which indirectly affects the strength of the oxide by providing more locations

for failures to initiate, and found that above a minimum strain rate crack spacing is

independent of strain rate while below it is linearly dependent, although the influence of

the strain rate decreases with temperature. Unfortunately the strain rates examined in

these two studies were extremely low, therefore these results cannot be directly applied

to hot rolling where the strain rates at the surface of the stock are many orders of

magnitude greater than those employed by Hidaka et al. and Hancock and Nicholls.

In the context of hot rolling of steel, the oxide layer is very thin (relative to the

strip) and, of interest to this work, between the hot strip and the relatively cold work

roll. Thus the surface of the oxide will be much colder than the oxide at the steel-oxide

interface as a result of the contact with the colder work roll and iron oxide's low thermal

conductivity. This scenario implies that even within the scale layer there could be a

transition between purely elastic behaviour and elastic-plastic behaviour. The end result

is a very complicated scale morphology that is, for most purposes, unnecessary to model

since the principal effect of the scale layer appears to act as a thermal barrier and, as

such, can mathematically be accounted for using the concept of a heat transfer

coefficient. Therefore, while scientifically worthwhile, knowing the detailed behaviour

of the scale layer will not likely have a dramatic effect any model predictions.
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4.2.3. Poisson's Ratio

Poisson's ratio is defined as the ratio of lateral strain to axial strain in an axially

loaded specimen. In the elastic region Poisson's ratio, v, is given by:

E
v=--l

2Gs

where E is the Young's modulus and G, is the elastic shear modulus. In principle

(4.13)

Poisson's ratio will be affected by temperature but in practice this temperature

dependence is usually neglected as a result of the reduced elasticity at higher

temperatures and the reduction of shear modulus with temperature is similar in

magnitude as Young's modulus, thus there is a minimal overall effect [13]. Room

temperature values for Poisson's ratio are given for steel and iron oxides in Table 4.1.

Table 4.3 - Poisson's ratio for steel and iron oxides.

Material v Reference

Steel 0.3 [14]

FeO 0.36 [4]

Fe304 0.29 [4]

Fe203 0.19 (0.33) [4]([15])

4.2.4. Specific Heat Capacity

The conventional defmition of specific heat capacity is the amount of heat

required to change the temperature of a unit of mass of a substance by one Kelvin. In

thermodynamics specific heat capacity is further broken down into the specific heat

capacity for a constant volume, Cv, or the specific heat capacity at a constant pressure,

Cp. The majority of material processing is conducted at nominally constant pressure,

i.e. atmospheric pressure, thus specific heat capacity almost always refers to specific

heat capacity at a constant pressure. The effect of temperature on the specific heat

capacity of steel for selected carbon compositions and magnetite is shown in Figure 4.4.

Both steel compositions follow an upwards trend from room temperature to

approximately 700°C. At 770°C there is a drastic change in the behaviour of the heat

capacity, associated with the change in magnetic properties at the Curie temperature. In
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general carbon does not have much effect on the heat capacity of steel as the size of the

spike of the two steel examples is misleading as the specific heat capacity will be

asymptotic at 770°C and the higher value for the 1.2 wt%C is mostly a result of

sampling frequency. Far greater is the effect of phase since ferrite is far more

temperature sensitive than austenite.
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Figure 4.4 - Variation of specific heat capacity with temperature for selected carbon
steels [16] and magnetite [17].

Grenvold and Sveen [17] used a synthetic magnetite and showed a similar

temperature dependence as steel, with a spike at the Neel temperature, which is

approximately 575°C. The Neel temperature identifies the transition from ferrimagnetic

to paramagnetic. Modelling of specific heat capacity behaviour by Lynch et al. [18]

indicates that there is little difference in heat capacity between the heat capacity of

magnetite and heematite although the spike at the Neel temperature shown by Grenvold

and Sveen was neglected.
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4.2.5. Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity is defined as the quantity of heat that passes in a unit of

time through a unit of area of a plate, whose thickness is unity, when its opposite faces

differ in temperature by one degree; practically speaking it is a measure of a material's

ability to transfer heat. The thermal conductivity of selected steels and magnetite over a

wide temperature range is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 - Variation of thermal conductivity with temperature for selected steels [16]
and magnetite [19-21].

The general trend of thermal conductivity in steel is to decrease with increasing

temperature until the austenite transition temperature is reached, whereupon there is a

small increase. Since carbon is an interstitial element its effect is to reduce thermal

conductivity by increasing resistance to heat flow until the austenite region is reached,

at which point the mobility of carbon within the fcc lattice reduces its ability to act as a

source of thermal resistance.
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There is some disagreement in the literature as to the magnitude of the thermal

conductivity for iron oxides. In the temperature range of 340 K to 675 KMolgaard and

Smeltzer [21] give the following relationships for magnetite and hematite respectively:

kFe 0 = 0.0423 -1.37 x 10-5T (4.14), .
kFep, = 0.0839 - 6.63 x 10-5T (4.15)

where k is the thermal conductivity (in W cm-1K1) and T is the temperature (in K).

Whereas Akiyama et al. [19,20] report the following relationships for the given

temperature ranges:

2.335xl0-4T +0.1136 298 s T s825
k = -
FeO -1.047 x 10-4+ 0.3926 825 sT s1500 (4.16)

k = 1.693xl0-4T _ 298 ~ T ~ 906
hP. 2.967x1O-4T+O.1508 906~T~1500

(4.17)

1.844x 10-4T 298 s T s 912
k = -
F"2O, 8.319xlO-5T+9.243xlO-2 912~T~1500

where k is the thermal conductivity (in W m-1K1) and T is the temperature (in K). It is

(4.18)

noteworthy that Molgaard and Smeltzer's [21] results are two orders of magnitude

greater than Akiyama et al.'s [19,20], as demonstrated for magnetite in Figure 4.5. The

samples used by Akiyama et al. were formed by Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) from fine

materials whose average particle size was 1 pm. Although the porosity was found to be

less than 0.1% the HIP process could result in an increased number of grain boundaries

compared with sample wafers cut from crystals used by Mogaard and Smeltzer. Given

that the electrical conductivity of magnetite is relatively high for an oxide [22], the

magnitude of the thermal conductivity is more likely to be that of Molgaard and

Smeltzer rather than Akiyama et al. Torres and Colas [23] employed constant values of

3.2, 1.5 and 1.2 for wustite, magnetite and hematite respectively for modelling heat

conduction through an oxide layer during hot rolling. Regardless, the thermal

conductivity of iron oxides is another order of magnitude below that of steel. This,

combined with the fact that the oxide layer on hot rolled steel strip is thin compared to

the strip, means that the choice of thermal conductivity equation for iron oxides will not

have a large impact on the overall predictions primarily because the oxide layer is

modelled as a thermal barrier which is accounted for by the heat transfer coefficient.
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4.2.6. Thermal Expansion Coefficient

Thermal expansion coefficient is defined as the proportionate change in length

for one degree change in temperature. The variation of thermal expansion coefficient

for selected steels and room temperature values for iron oxides is given in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 - Variation of mean thermal expansion coefficient with temperature for
selected steels [16] and room temperature values for wustite [24], magnetite [25] and

hematite [15].

The effect of carbon on the expansion coefficient is a small reduction at lower

temperatures but between approximately 3000e and 6000e it has little effect. In the

austenitic region the data is skewed slightly as a result of the 0.06 wt'lIoCand 0.08 wt%e

coefficients of thermal expansion being applicable from 10000e to 1200°C while the

remaining carbon contents data points are from 900°C to 1200°. However, there is a

small reduction in thermal expansion coefficients at the higher carbon contents. The

thermal expansion coefficient for oxides should also increase with temperature.

Unfortunately this information is currently unavailable but one would expect it to be

similar, albeit slightly less, to that of steel given the similar magnitudes of their melting

temperatures.
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4.2.7. Density

The variation of density with temperature for selected steels and oxides is shown

in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 - Variation of selected steel densities and theoretical density with
temperature compared to selected reported room temperature densities [18,26].

Variation of density with temperature calculated using thermal expansion coefficients of
12.6xlO-6 [24], 8.8xl0-6 [25] and 7xlO-6 [15] for wustite, magnetite and heematite

respectively.

As shown in Figure 4.7, neither temperature nor carbon content has a substantial effect

on the density of steel. The theoretical oxide density, Prh, may be calculated using the

approach given by West [22]:

_ FW ·1.66,Zcell
P'h - V (4.19)

where FW is the formula weight, Zcell is the unit cell content and V is the volume of the

unit cell (in A3). The parameters for the iron oxides of interest for Equation 4.19 are

given in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 - Molecular properties of selected iron oxides [22].

Oxide Unit Cell Length (A) FW Z pth (kg m")
FeO 4.36 71.846 4 5755.9
Fe304 8.393 231.539 8 5200.8
Fe203 6.691 159.692 6 5308.9

Oxide densities reported in the literature are 7750 kg m" [23], 5250 kg m" [27] and

5460 kg m" [19] for wiistite; 5000 kg m" [23] and 5400 kg m" [26] for magnetite; and

4900 kg m-3 [23] and 5240 kg m" [26] for heematite. In all three cases the theoretical

oxide densities broadly agree with the literature values. For wustite and heematite the

theoretical densities are slightly greater than the measured densities while the magnetite

theoretical density straddles the measured densities. These differences could be

accounted for by porosity.

The effect of temperature on the oxide density can be deduced using the

following equation:

(4.20)

where I is the unit cell length (in A), a; is the thermal expansion coefficient (in KI) and

T is the temperature (in "C). Thus the effect of temperature on the theoretical density of

iron oxides is shown in Figure 4.7. Although the effect of increasing thermal expansion

with temperature is not accounted for in these estimations, the effect should be minimal,

as seen for steel.

4.3. Surface Energy

Surface energy values are employed in a number of different types of

calculations, most notably fracture mechanics. However, there is a difference between

surface energy during fracture processes and a material's surface energy, which is not

always specified. Fracture energy may be measured using notched sample techniques,

from which surface energy values are often extrapolated. Alternatively, surface energy

values may be estimated using sessile drop techniques. The flaw of this technique is

that it inevitably involves liquids contacting solids, thus it is difficult to extrapolate the
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Table 4.5 - Room temperature surface energy values for selected metals [28] and
selected oxides.

Metal Ys (Jm") Crystal Face Ys,theory (J m-2) Reference

Fe 1.5 Fe304 (100) 1.5 [29]

Al 0.9 Fe304 (110) 1.8 [29]

Be 1.0 Fe304 (111) 2.2 [29]

Co 1.53 FeO (100) 0.94 [29]

Cu 1.1 FeO (100) 1.06· [30]

Au 1.12 Fe203 (1010) 2.24 [29]

Pb 0.45 Fe203 (0001) 2.3 [29]

Mg 0.56 Fe203 (1012) 1.95 [29]

Ni 1.7 Ah03 0.74 [31]

Pt 1.8 Ah03 (1010) 2.89 [32]

Ag 0.92 Ah03 (0001) 2.97 [32]

Zn 0.79 Ah03 (1012) 2.57 [32]

MgO (100) 1.16 [33]

MgO (110) 2.92 [33]

Cr203 (1010) 2.1 [34]

Cr203 (0001) 1.6 [34]

Cr203 (1012) 1.7 [34]
• estimated for 0 K.

surface energy back to room temperature. A list of the surface energies for selected

metals and oxides is given in

Table 4.5. The surface energy for elements appears to follow a general trend along the

chemical groups with a step increase in surface energy with increasing chemical period,

as shown in Figure 4.8. The period of the elements is demonstrated by the relatively

consistent behaviour of the elements going across the periodic table. The surface

energy for periods III and up has been fitted by the author to the following regression

formula:

Y. = I0-0·1I147(Alomic_Number)+C (4.21)
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where C is a constant that depends on the period, given in Table 4.6. There does not

appear to be a direct relationship between the period and the step change in the surface

energy so that the surface energy values for other elements of period II cannot be

estimated. Furthermore, any estimation of surface energy for additional elements in

period III would be dubious given the lack of fit of the curve, particularly given the

satisfactory fit in the higher periods. A reason for the decreasing reliability of the

equation for the lower periods could be a result of increased quantum effects as the

valence electrons become closer to the nucleus.
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Figure 4.8 - Variation of surface energy with atomic number. Solid symbols represent
surface energy data from Rabinowicz [28], dashed lines generated by equation 4.21.

Table 4.6 - C value, as determined by curve fitting techniques, for a given chemical
period for equation 4.21.

Period C
III 1.30
IV 3.25
V 5.12
VI 8.90
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From

Table 4.5 it can be seen that compounds do not follow such a convenient pattern as

elements since oxides have different surface energies for different cleavage planes. As

a first approximation the oxides are assumed to break along the plane of lowest surface

energy [4]; for example, the (100) plane for magnetite with an associated surface energy

of 1.5 J m-2•

There are some discrepancies in the reported literature as a result of the

difficulty in measuring surface energy, which is particularly relevant to compounds. An

example of this is the conflicting results for alumina surface energy; it is noted by Livey

and Murray [30] that the values for alumina are probably not true reflections of the

theoretical value since the surface energy value obtained will vary depending on the

conditions of the measurement. If the oxide is ground to expose regular crystal faces

and a measurement is made at low temperatures where the ions are immobile, then the

surface energy measured will be high. If the oxide is then annealed at high temperature,

a low energy surface will be formed and the measured surface energy should drop.

As many metal forming processes take place at temperatures well above room

temperature, some properties of surface energy need to be considered to ascertain a

relevant surface energy value. In general surface energy, Ys, is expected to scale to the

following proportions [4]:

Z2r oc-s R3
d

(4.22)

where Z is the ionic charge and Rd is the interatomic distance. Young's modulus also

scales according to this ratio, leading to the empirical correlation between Young's

modulus and surface energy found by Mecholsky et al. [35] of the form:

r-=cE 3
(4.23)

where C3 is a constant equal to 0.04 nm. Robertson and Manning [4] have shown that

this correlation is closer to C3 = 0.02 nm for surface fracture energy, in part illustrating

the difference between surface fracture energy and surface energy. However, these

constants were derived for polycrystals and for the fracture surface energy rather than

surface energy. The difference between these values is an increase in surface energy

due to the plastic component of fracture. Assuming that this ratio remains constant then
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it is not unreasonable to assume that surface energy has a temperature dependence,

which is in agreement with results compiled by Semenchenko [36] for the surface

tensions of liquids where the surface tension decreases with increasing temperature.

Since the friction tests were conducted at temperatures well above room temperature,

the surface energies should be reduced by the same relative difference experienced by

the Young's modulus at that temperature. As a first approximation, the change of

Young's modulus with temperature for carbon steel and iron oxides is given in Figure

4.1. The effect of temperature on the surface energy is given by:

( E -E JYr = 1 0Eo T Yo (4.24)

where rr is the surface energy at a given temperature, Eo is the room temperature

Young's modulus, ET is the Young's modulus at a given temperature and }t is the room

temperature surface energy. This enables the surface energy for a given temperature to

be estimated, assuming that both the variation of Young's modulus with temperature

and the surface energy at room temperature are known.

4.4. Conclusions

The fundamental material properties necessary for this project have been defined

and, where possible, described as functions of temperature. Many of the properties,

particularly for steel, are well established in the literature. Where literature data does

not exist, the required information has been extrapolated based either upon available

data or theoretical considerations. Examples of this are the modelling of Young's

modulus for magnetite and the effect of temperature on the density of oxides. Other

properties have required more involved derivations, such as the experimental

determination of the stress-strain behaviour with consideration of strain rate for steel

and the analogies employed in estimating surface energy for a given temperature.

When extrapolations and analogies have been employed, the reasoning for the

steps taken has been elucidated upon and the results tested against experimental data or,

when this is not possible, observed physical phenomena. As surface energy estimates

were not able to be compared experimental results they were evaluated against the
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phenomena of materials melting, recognising that the surface energy must reduce with

temperature as the surface energy of a liquid will be lower than its solid form.

Overall, the necessary information for modelling friction has been described

here. However, a model is only a reflection of reality and is only as good as the

information provided to it.
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Chapter 5 - Theory

5.1. Introduction

There are many theoretical considerations involved in modelling friction;

however, the following chapter deals only with the description of the present

fundamental model for friction, its application to steel hot rolling and important

considerations arising from the contact conditions. To this end the adhesion theory of

friction is developed and expanded to account for variations in material properties as a

result of the changing temperatures experienced during hot rolling. The resulting

friction model is applied to the hot rolling of steel using finite element modelling via a

user-defined subroutine for the interface contact boundary condition. However, as the

thickness of the oxide layer is orders of magnitude smaller than the thickness of the strip

(i.e. microns versus millimetres), it is not viable to model the detail of the oxide layer

within the global context of the hot rolling model. Thus it is important to examine the

contact conditions with both Hertzian and non-Hertzian contact mechanics.

5.2. Adhesion Theory

Adhesion theory has its roots in the 1700s with simple experiments conducted

by Desaguliers [1], as discussed in Chapter 2. His hypothesis was dismissed until the

1950s with experiments conducted by Bowden and Tabor [2,3] who reconciled the

apparent incongruity between the experimental independence of friction on contact area

and the dependence of adhesion on the contact area in its influence of friction through

the concept of real area of contact. Their new theory was expanded upon by

Rabinowicz [4] before the theory was generalized to account for different material

properties by Straffelini [5]. The dependence of friction on fundamental material

properties is further expanded upon in addition to charting the development of the

adhesion theory of friction. The majority of the theory was derived by Straffelini [5];

however, not all steps were published thus the derivation was clarified by the author and

extended with regards to the method of estimated the thermodynamic work of adhesion

term.
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Bowden and Tabor [3,6] based their adhesion theory on the following: when

surfaces are placed together they make contact over the tips of their asperities and the

pressures are extremely high. Over the regions where intimate contact occurs, strong

adhesion takes place and the specimens become, in effect, a continuous solid. When the

surfaces slide over one another the junctions so formed must be sheared and the force to

do this is approximately equal to the frictional resistance. A copper hemisphere sliding

over a flat steel surface at an extremely slow speed has been given as experimental

evidence for this behaviour. At one point along the wear track the copper has actually

lifted a portion of the steel above its original level. Similarly to Amontons' Laws, as a

first approximation the coefficient of friction may be taken as:

f.l = FJ =!_p_
FN py

(5.1)

where Ff is the tangential force (i.e. frictional force), FN is the normal force, 'Z'm IS a

mean shear strength, and pv is the yield pressure. Thus the friction between clean

surfaces is determined by the yield stress and the shear strength of the materials in

question, although small amounts of surface contamination can drastically affect

adhesion.

Unfortunately adhesion is not a directly observed phenomenon. There are

primarily two reasons for this, the first being that in sliding there is more chance of

breaking up surface contamination so that the junctions formed may be stronger than

those formed under normal loading. The other reason is friction is always measured

while the normal load is applied; to study adhesion the normal load must be removed

and in the course of removal the elastic stresses will be released breaking the adhered

junctions [6], as shown in Figure 5.1.

w

1
Elastic deformation

Figure 5.1 - Sketch showing plastic and elastic deformation at the points of contact,
where W is the applied normal force [6].
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Later Rabinowicz [4,7] considered the case where the surfaces are pressed

together by a load and sliding is induced by a shear force. Assuming that when the

sliding occurs the total friction force is determined by the mean shear stress multiplied

by the real area of contact, i.e.:

(5.2)

where FT is a tensile force, Ar is the real contacting area and 'Z'm is a mean shear stress.

The parameter, 'Z'm, appears in most friction theories but is usually only vaguely defined

[5]. Bowden and Tabor [6] consider it to be the surface shear strength of the contacting

junctions, which is proportional to the material yield strength, while others simply

consider it to be equal to 'Z'y but suppose that not all junctions are active [8]. Straffelini

[5] defines 'Z'm as the critical value of the local shear stress for the separation of the

junctions to take place. From this the coefficient of friction can be derived as the ratio

between the average shear stress and the applied pressure. Since the shear stress of the

contacting surfaces cannot exceed the bulk shear strength of the weakest material,

Rabinowicz [7] postulates that, when the applied shear stress is greater in magnitude

than the shear strength, the weaker material at the junction would shear off and adhere

to the surface of the stronger material, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Path2 ~

L1L

1

Figure 5.2 - A junction between two surfaces being sheared, L1L is the applied force and
.t1F is the shear force. If the shear strength of the junction is much bigger than the bulk
strength of the top material, shear will take place along path 2, producing the shaded

fragment [7].

The real area of contact is never the same as the apparent contact area (i.e. the

projected area) since in metals contacting asperities undergo plastic deformation even at

very low applied loads, thus the real area of contact can be expressed by [3]:
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A, = FN (5.3)
Py

where FN is the applied load (in N) and Pv is the material yield pressure (in N m").

From this it can be seen that as the load increases, the real area of contact increases,

assuming that the pressure does not exceed 1/J3 times the material yield stress, as a

result of the von Mises yield criterion. This is due to the increased number of

contacting asperities, N, which may be expressed as [2]:

N _ A, _ FN
- 1rr2 - p

y
1rr2

(5.4)

where r is the average junction radius (in m). However, if the contacting surfaces are

sliding the junctions will be continuously breaking and reforming at other areas. The

junctions will be broken when the local shear stress reaches a critical value, l'm. The

presence of a local critical shear stress implies plastic flow of each asperity, resulting in

an increase in real contact area, which, following Bowden and Tabor [2], can be written

as:

(5.5)

where FN is the normal force, FT is the friction (i.e. shear) force and a is a constant.

Values for a vary in the literature with values of 3, 10, 12 and 25 suggested by

McFarlane and Tabor [9], Bowden and Tabor [10], Courtney-Pratt and Eisner [11] and

Tabor [12]/Ludema [13] respectively. The value of 3 by McFarlane and Tabor [9]

agreed well with experimental data for indium but it was pointed out later by Tabor [12]

that with soft or fully annealed metals the ploughing term is no longer negligible.

Experiments by Courtney-Pratt and Eisner [11] and Johnson [14] measured the increase

in contact area as a result of applied normal and tangential forces agreed well with

equation 5.5 for copper wedges and platinum cones when a was 12. Tabor [12)

comments that where electrical resistance measurements are used, contamination will

tend to give a higher resistance and hence a lower area of contact. He concludes that a

value of 12 for platinum would not seem unreasonable if some work-hardening occurs

to raise the effective shear stress of the metal. The value of 25 is a result of the

assumption that the uniaxial yield strength of metals is approximately 5 times their

shear strength. The value of 25 is unreasonably high since this result is from

measurements of yield strength and shear strength in plane stress and is unlikely to
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apply to the complex stress states involved in the 3-D deformation of an asperity [13].

Discounting values for a of 3 and 25 as unrealistic, the difference between 10 and 12

for a is more significant with larger values of 11; however Bowden and Tabor [10] do

not justify their choice of 10 beyond a convenient approximation while also quoting

Courtney-Pratt and Eisner's [11] experimental value of 12 for a. Thus, assuming a

value of 12 for a, the real area of contact can then be defined in terms of the friction

coefficient (i.e. FT = IlFN ) as:

(5.6)

The average asperity junction radius, r, may be estimated in the following form

[4,5]:

Cr =_1
Py

where r is the average junction radius (in m), Cl is a proportionality constant (in

MN m") and Py is the yield pressure of the softer material (in MPa). Rabinowicz [4]

(5.7)

uses Cl equal to 0.0012 to give values for of r varying between 5 and 15 um depending

upon the materials involved. Lim and Ashby [15] note that the average asperity radius

is typically between 1 and 10 um, with the argument that it is the number of contacting

asperities that change with pressure rather than the size of the junction. Straffelini [5]

uses a value Cl of 0.002 MN m-I to estimate the average asperity junction radius,

according to data from Chowdhury and Pollock [16].

Rabinowicz [4] modelled the adhesive interaction between a hard asperity and a

soft, flat surface using an energy balance approach. If the deformation energy is not

significant the force of adhesion, Fad, is given by:

Fad = 2;rrWab cotO (5.8)

where r is the impressed radius of the impressed asperity, 0 is the angle formed by

conical asperity with the nominal horizontal line or roughness angle, shown in Figure

5.3, and Wab is the thermodynamic work of adhesion.
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material a

material b

i+---- r _--~~I

Figure 5.3 - Elucidation of the definition of asperity radius, r, and roughness angle, B,
in equation 5.8.

The assumption that the deformation energy is not significant appears to be

reasonable as the expression for adhesion force is similar to the model developed by

Johnson et al. [17], who developed their model, known as the JKR model, as a result of

experimental contradictions to the Hertz [18] theory of elastic contact. The JKR model

is given by:

(5.9)

where FN is the normal force required to just separate the spheres (i.e. adhesive force),

Yad is the energy of adhesion of both surfaces and R is the relative radius of curvature

(i.e. R" = RIR2/( RI +~)). The 3/2 constant appearing in the JKR model is for elastic

contact but would change to 2 for the case of plastic contact [19].

Applying Rabinowicz's adhesion model to all contacting asperities, i.e.

multiplying equation 5.8 by equation 5.4 and substituting equation 5.6 for the real area

of contact, the total force of adhesion, FAD, during sliding is given by:

FAD = 2FN Wab cot B ~l +12,ll
pyr

(5.10)

The thermodynamic work of adhesion, Wab, is expressed by [20]:

Wab =r, +r, =r; (5.11)

where Ya and Yb are the surface energies of the two mating surfaces and Yab is the

interface energy. Particularly for the case of metals, Wab is strongly affected by

contaminants, which tend to reduce it [4]. Since the interaction of asperities is also
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characterised by irreversible phenomena, such as plastic deformation, the

thermodynamic work of adhesion should be substituted by the effective work of

adhesion, Gc, such that G; > Wab, or simply G, = C2 •Wab where Straffelini [5] estimates

C2 to be 4.

Unfortunately the thermodynamic work of adhesion term is poorly characterised

since it relies on knowing the surface energy of the combined material, Yob. Two

methods have been developed to estimate the thermodynamic work of adhesion. The

first method, by Rabinowicz [7], utilises a compatibility parameter and has been applied

to metal and non-metal systems. The second method was originally developed for

calculating the interfacial tension of liquids by Girifalco and Good [21] but here it has

been applied to metal and non-metal systems.

In the absence of detailed information for the Yob term, Rabinowicz [7] suggests

that a compatibility parameter may be used to estimate the thermodynamic work of

adhesion, i.e.:

(5.12)

where Cm is the compatibility parameter for the metals a and b and always lies in the

range of zero to one. The value of Cm is assigned primarily by the metallurgical

compatibility of the metals, as determined by their binary phase diagram. According to

Rabinowicz [7] a metal pair is said to be compatible if their binary phase diagram shows

liquid miscibility of at least 1% by volume, and at room temperature either complete

solid solubility of the two metals or else 100% solid solubility of one metal in the other

through a limited composition range; for example, the 100% solid solubility of

cadmium in silver up to approximately 40 at% cadmium. Identical metal pairs are

assumed to be perfectly compatible. Partially compatible metal pairs form one solution

when they are melted together, and at room temperature have limited solubility between

0.1 at% and 1 at%. Partially incompatible metal pairs form one solution when molten

but have very limited solid solubility (less than 0.1 at%) at room temperature.

Incompatible metal pairs form two phases when molten and generally have very small

solid solubility. A similar relationship exists for non-metals with the same procedure

for obtaining the compatibility coefficient, given by:

Wab=Cn(ra+Yb) (5.13)
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where en is the non-metal compatibility parameter, determined in a similar manner to

the metal compatibility parameter. The compatibility parameters are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1- Summary of Rabinowicz's compatibility parameters [7].

Partially Partially
Parameter Identical Compatible Incompatible

Compatible Incompatible
Cm 1.00 0.50 0.32 0.20 0.12

1.00 0.60 0.36

Part of the physical basis behind the choice of the compatibility parameters is that when

the contacting materials are identical the formula reduces to the thermodynamic work of

cohesion, Wcoh, given by:

~oh =2·Ya (5.14)

The main shortcomings of this method are the relatively arbitrary nature of the

compatibility parameters and the method's inability to estimate the thermodynamic

work of adhesion for any pair of materials that falls outside these definitions.

By analogy to the Berthelot [22] relation for the attractive constants between like

and unlike molecules, Girifalco and Good [21] estimate the thermodynamic work of

adhesion to be:

~b = 2<t>~YaYb (5.15)

where <t> is a function of the molar volumes of the two liquids and y is the surface

energy of the respective liquid. The physical representation of this relationship is

illustrated in Figure 5.4. Applying the geometric mean rule to solid systems,

<t> becomes the ratio of molar volumes of the contacting materials, where <t> is less than

one. As <t> represents a physical property, it is inherently temperature dependent, albeit

weakly, since molar volume is the ratio of density to molecular mass. As with the

Rabinowicz method for estimating the thermodynamic work of adhesion, the geometric

mean rule also reduces to the thermodynamic work of cohesion formula for identical

contacting materials.
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Liquid a

Liquid b

Figure 5.4 - The physical representation of the geometric mean rule applied to two
liquids [23].

As has been seen earlier, in order to model friction force using the adhesion

theory the junction shear strength must be estimated. It is considered in this formulation

that the junction shear strength depends directly on the friction force during sliding.

From equations 5.2, 5.6 and 5.10 and setting FT = /3FAD' the junction shear strength can

be estimated by:

'l'm = 2/3 Gc cot f)
r

(5.16)

The value for the constant /3 is 0.5 [16], reflecting the irreversible nature of the shearing

process and refers to the Tresca yield criterion [5]. This remains a relatively

contentious point as there is usually significant scatter in friction testing experiments;

however AFM experiments by Ando et al. [24] and Ando and Ina [25] support this

supposition. A more useful relation can now be obtained between the friction

coefficient, the effective work of adhesion and the roughness angle by combining

equations 5.2, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.16 to give:

(5.17)

Based on experimental friction coefficient data of pin-on-disk dry sliding of copper on

copper and aluminium on aluminium, shown in Figure 5.5, an equilibrium roughness

angle of f) = 0.90 was determined.
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Figure 505- The solid curves represent the effective work of adhesion for the copper-
copper and aluminium-aluminium systems from equation 5.17. The horizontal dashed
lines represent experimental friction coefficients for copper on copper (Jl = 0.9 [4]) and

aluminium on aluminium CJl = 0.4 [7]). The vertical dashed line indicates the
intersection of the experimental data with the respective effective work of adhesion

curves, both of which intersect at the roughness angle ofO.9°, defining the equilibrium
roughness angle.

The fact that a single value for the roughness angle describes both the copper on copper

system and the aluminium on aluminium system is due to both systems being fcc and

having similar abilities for plastic deformation. Further evidence with respect to the

development of an equilibrium roughness angle is given by Straffelini [5] who

conducted dry sliding tests using a copper alloy disc and a tool steel block. The steel

block was given an initial roughness value of 0.02 urn Ra for one test and 0.22 um Ra

for a second test; the recorded friction coefficient trace showed a consistent friction

coefficient for the first two minutes of the test representing a "running-in" period. The

constant friction coefficient is established almost immediately while observations after

40 seconds of sliding showed the steel block's new roughness was 0.01 urn Ra,

although not stated it is implied that this was true for both blocks with the different

initial roughness. The trace shows a transition region with a slight variation between

the smooth and rough blocks' friction coefficient before another equilibrium friction

coefficient is established. The blocks' surfaces at the end clearly show the presence of
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numerous copper particles firmly adhered to the blocks. Studies of single asperities

have shown that under high loads there is a lateral displacement of surface material [26]

whereas studies involving multiple asperities have shown plastic flow of the asperity

tips resulted in partially filled valleys [27-30]. This implies that the effective roughness

angle is established by the process rather than the surface preparation in the form of

prior machining or grinding. In the literature the roughness angle is often referred to as

the asperity slope, whose definition is shown in Figure 5.6. However, the asymptotic

nature of equation 5.17 indicates that the theory can not be applied to very smooth

surfaces, thus there should be a limited roughness range in which the theory can be

applied.

Nominal line

b
a

- ~ lep
Roughness angle or~ ~

asperity slope for point P J I

Peak-to-trough roughness

Figure 5.6 - Definitions of the roughness angle, or asperity slope, and peak-to-trough
roughness [4].

The obtained equilibrium roughness of 0.9° is in line with post-sliding contact

experiments by Tanaka et al. [31] who measured a mean peak slope of 0.70° for a

carbon-carbon sliding contact of a computer hard drive simulation. In experiments

involving polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), Jain and Bahadur [32] report the variation

of roughness angle is approximately proportional to the root mean square (RMS)

roughness with minimal change in slope for the duration of a sliding test. Tallian [33]

reports that a finely finished bearing surface can have an roughness angle of 0.81°
whereas a relatively rough bearing surface can have an roughness angle of 3.44°.

Hisakado and Suda [34] give the roughness angle of an abrasive grain, i.e. polishing

paper grit, to be around 50°. Barwell et al. [30] measured the average roughness angle

for a finely fmished hardened steel piston, as used in aircraft practice, to be 0.16°,

ranging to 3.1° and 7.35° for medium and rough finishes respectively.
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The above analysis results in a single relationship for fcc metals between friction

coefficient and thermodynamic work of adhesion by substituting G; = 4· Wab into

equation 5.17 with a roughness angle ofO.9° to give:

(5.18)

Equation 5.18 is compared with experimental sliding friction data in Figure 5.7.

1.6

1.4

1.2-c
(I) 1.0'u
~
8 0.8
c
0
is 0.6·c
u,

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Cu-8Sn/Cu-8Sn
~

1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4

Thermodynamic work of adhesion (J m-2)
Figure 5.7 - Simplified adhesion theory compared to experimental data for fcc systems.
Friction coefficient data obtained from [5,7,35,36]; thermodynamic work of adhesion

calculated with surface energy data from [7].

5.3. Finite Element Modelling

The complex thermomechanical processing history during hot rolling means that

modelling of the laboratory rolling experiment is necessary to correctly interpret the

test. A powerful modelling technique is the finite element (FE) method, which enables

the temperatures, stresses and strains to be predicted and validated against experimental

data, typically temperature profiles. Furthermore, FE allows the inclusion of user-

defined algorithms to calculate physical phenomena, such as microstructure or, as used

in this research, friction. The rolling model used here was a 2-D, thermo-mechanically
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coupled model assuming a thin, adherent scale layer, the geometry of which is given in

Figure 5.8, using the commercial finite element code MARC.

L
Figure 5.8 - FE model geometry.

5.3.1. Mathematical Formulation

The integral statements necessary for the finite element approximations solved

by MARC are developed from the principle of virtual work, which states that for a

stress field that is in equilibrium within the body, the work-rate inside the deforming

body equals the work-rate done by the surface traction's for all velocity fields that are

continuous and continuously differentiable.

Based on the principal of virtual work, the deformation process during hot

rolling is modelled by:

J[t].[au]dS + J[f].[au]dV = J2)a}(8[aU])dV
s v ~~

where [t] is the traction force matrix per unit area, [au] is the displacement field, [I]

(5.19)

is the force matrix per unit volume, [a] is the true stress or Cauchy stress matrix and

[x] is the direction matrix (i.e. x, y, or z directions).
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During the hot rolling process the temperature distribution within the strip is

calculated using the unsteady-state heat conduction equation, according to:

~(k. aT)+_E_(k. aT)+Q= p.C. aTax ax ay ay P at (5.20)

where p is the strip density (in kg m"), Cp is the specific heat (in J kg" K-\ T is the

temperature of the strip (in "C), t is the time (in s), k is the thermal conductivity of the

strip (in W m-IK"I) and Q is the rate of heat generation due to plastic deformation (in

W m"). The rate of heat generation per unit volume due to plastic work has been

quantified as [37]:

Q.=n·t·CY
"' flow

(5.21)

where 1] is an efficiency term, t is the effective strain rate (in S-I) and uflow is the

effective flow stress (in MPa). The model assumes that 95% of the plastic work is

transformed into heat, i.e. 1] equal to 0.95. Equation 5.20 can be discretised and written

in matrix form, as follows [38]:

(5.22)

where [Cp] is the heat capacity matrix, {t} is the rate of temperature change vector,

[Kc] is the heat conduction matrix, {T} is the temperature vector and {Q} is the heat

flux vector.

5.3.2. Boundary Conditions

Thermal boundary conditions for the rolling model were selected to describe the

interface heat transfer conditions at the strip centreline, the inside radius of the work roll

and at the interface between the strip and work roll.

Symmetry conditions have been assumed about the centreline of the strip for the

rolling simulations. The thermal boundary condition for symmetry can be expressed as:

aT-k·-=O @t>0;y=0ay (5.23)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the strip. A displacement boundary condition

was also applied to prevent movement of the centreline in the y-direction.
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The adiabatic thermal boundary condition at the inside radius of the work roll

has been represented by:

-k. aT = 0ar @t>O r= r., I (5.24)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the work roll (in W m" KI). To ensure this

condition is valid the model thickness of the work roll must be sufficient to avoid

increases in temperature along the inner radius.

The thermal boundary condition between the strip and the work roll can be

expressed as:

- k . : = h . (TslriP - Tworkro/l ) @ t>0; y = y~)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the strip (in W m" K-I) and h is the interface heat

(5.25)

transfer coefficient at the interface (in W m-2 KI).

5.3.2.1. Friction Algorithm

The friction between the work roll and strip is a mechanical boundary condition

that plays a role in determining the amount of shear deformation experienced by the

strip. Typically a constant, average value is used in the FE calculations ranging from

0.3 for industrial rolling to as high as 0.5 under laboratory rolling conditions. For this

study a friction algorithm has been developed, based on the theory above, that enables

an instantaneous friction coefficient to be calculated throughout the roll bite.

The friction algorithm consists of passing the instantaneous surface temperature

to the user-defmed subroutine. Within the user-defined subroutine the effect of the

temperature on the Young's modulus of the two materials, i.e. steel work roll and

surface scale, is translated into energy values at that particular temperature. These

surface energy values are used to calculate the work of adhesion term, which is then

used to calculate the friction coefficient. Frictional heating is automatically

incorporated in the solution by MARC but, in general, the heat generated as a result of

friction, TI, can be estimated using the following [39]:

T - p. p·v·A·1l1 (5.26)
r : p·Cp·V
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where u is the friction coefficient, p is the normal stress (in Pa), v is the sliding velocity

(in m S-l), A is the surface area at the material/tool interface (in m), M is the time

interval (in s), p is the density of the material (in kg m-3), Cp is the heat capacity of the

material (in J kg" K1) and V is the volume subjected to the temperature rise (in m ').

Once the rise in temperature due to friction does not change the friction

coefficient beyond a given tolerance level the algorithm proceeds to the next step. This

enables the algorithm to calculate an instantaneous friction coefficient throughout the

roll bite and, using the FE model, the friction coefficient profile, the surface and contact

forces throughout the roll bite are then known. The friction algorithm is graphically

demonstrated in the flow diagram shown in Figure 5.9.

Temperature
from

FE model

Calculate

f.1

Figure 5.9 - Flow chart demonstrating the friction algorithm.
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5.3.3. Model Results

To gain confidence ill the model it has been validated against literature

experimental temperature data under conditions similar to the experimental conditions

used in this study [40]. The principal differences between the two experiments are the

sample chemistry, the lack of a descaling pass for the literature data, literature sample

thickness of 18 mm as compared to approximately 27 mm after a descaling pass and an

initial rolling temperature of approximately 1025°C. The literature sample chemistry is

given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 - Sample chemistry for the literature experimental data in wt%, rem. Fe [40].

C S P Si Mn Cr Ni Mo
0.12 0.005 0.015 0.57 0.59 1.31 0.02 0.55

The model used the Shida constitutive equation and the friction algorithm, which

assumed steel-magnetite contact and the surface energies at temperature were calculated

using the geometric mean rule approach, described in §5.2. The heat transfer coefficient

applied in the verification model was 100 kW m-2 x'. The model temperature

prediction against the literature experimental data is given in Figure 5.10.

1050

1000

6 950
~
~~- 900e
8.
E
Q) 850t- o Exp. (Centre)

t::. Exp. (Sub-surface)
- FE (Centre)

800 - FE (SUb-surface)

750
0 2 3 4 5 6

Time (s)

Figure 5.10 - Temperature comparison ofliterature of literature experimental data [40]
and model predictions.
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The fit of the model to the experimental data is quite good, particularly at the centreline,

giving good confidence in applying the model results to the problem of friction during

hot rolling. The comparison between the sub-surface model prediction and

experimental temperature is also satisfactory despite the 20°C difference at the roll bite

exit. This is a result of the steep temperature gradient that exists near the sample

surface and the uncertainty of the exact location of the thermocouple weld bead,

demonstrated in Figure 5.11, which is more than the 20°C by which the model

prediction is out.

1100

1000

- 900o
~

~- 800!

~
Go) 700~

800

500
0

Resulting temperature uncertainty

Uncertainty of thermocouple location

2 3 4 5 8

Through thickness location (mm)

Figure 5.11 - Calculated thermal gradient from centre to surface demonstrating the
uncertainty associated with thermocouple readings approaching the surface.

The friction algorithm was then applied to the hot rolling problem via the FE

model to predict the variation of friction through the roll bite, which was compared to

models using average friction coefficient values, shown in Figure 5.12. All three

friction models show stable behaviour before and after the friction point while the

smooth transition at the neutral point has been achieved using the following function:

(5.27)
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Figure 5.12 - Prediction of the variation of the friction coefficient through the roll bite.

where f.J is the friction coefficient depending on the rolling condition, FT is the

tangential force, FN is the normal reaction, Vr is the relative sliding velocity and C4 is a

constant that has a typical value of 10% of a mean sliding velocity. This formulation is

necessary to prevent numerical instabilities at the neutral point within the FE model.

The adhesion theory of friction, as described earlier, estimates that the friction

coefficient at the entry to the roll bite is around 0.18. This is not shown in Figure 5.12

as a result of the resolution of the FE mesh combined with the rapid drop in surface

temperature. The normal and shear stresses through the roll bite are given in Figure

5.13. The friction algorithm predicts intermediate values for both normal and shear

stresses compared to the cases of constant friction coefficients. As the shear stress is a

result of the friction coefficient it follows that the trends displayed by the normal and

shear stresses are similar to that of the friction coefficient. Also, the lower shear

stresses expected at the entry to the roll bite are lost in the mesh resolution.
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Figure 5.13 - Prediction of the variation ofnonnal and shear stress through the roll bite.

From a practical viewpoint Figure 5.13 demonstrates that the variation in friction

coefficient throughout the roll bite does not have a significant impact on the magnitude

of the stresses experienced by the strip.

5.4. Contact Mechanics

The relative scale of the reciprocating friction testing is not conducive to FE

modelling since the thickness of the elastic layer (i.e. oxide layer) is large compared to

the surface features (i.e. asperities). Contact mechanics can be split into two distinct

categories: with or without friction. If a single layer is assumed then Hertzian contact

may be used. The calculations become significantly more difficult when multiple layers

are considered, requiring the use of Non-Hertz ian contact formulations.

The first concise analysis of the stresses resulting from the contact of two elastic

solids was undertaken by Hertz [18] in 1882. The method employing Hertz's

formulation but extended to include Amontons' Law for friction was developed by
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McEwen [41] in 1949 for contacting cylinders in plane strain. McEwen determined the

stresses at any point to be:

-2F[ Z2+n2 Z2_m2]ax =--2 m-2z+2.u(x-n)+m 2 2+un 2 2
Ira m +n m +n

(5.28)

4FV[ ]a =-- m-z+.u(x-n)
Y na' (5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

where zr is the stress (in Pa), F is the load per unit length (in Nm"), a is the half contact

length (in m), .u is the friction coefficient, x, y, z are the coordinates, defined in Figure

5.14, and m, n are functions of a, x and z, given by:

(5.32)

(5.33)

where the sign of m is always the same as that of z and the sign of n is always the same

asx.

-:"T">,t:Tz
I ,
I ,, \

I •-------r--~~--~-------+x
a a

z

Figure 5.14 - Definition of the coordinate system used in equations 5.28 to 5.33. They
coordinate is into the paper.

A computer code was written by the author, using McEwen's equations, to

predict the subsurface stresses. The maximum shear stress in the plane of deformation,

'Z"l,may then be calculated by:

'Z"( =~[(ax -CTzY +4.'Z"!~ (5.34)
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where ax and oz are the stresses in the x and z direction respectively, and 'Z"xz is the shear

stress in the xz direction.

Examples of the resulting maximum shear stress contours with different friction

conditions are given in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. The maximum shear stress when the

friction coefficient is zero occurs at 0.78a with a value of 0.3po (Po is the pressure under

the centre of the indenter), shown in Figure 5.15. The friction coefficient causes the

maximum shear stress to move towards the trailing edge and closer to the surface, as

shown in Figure 5.16. In the case of the friction coefficient equal to 0.2 the location of

the maximum shear stress moved to 0.6a in the z plane and 0.63a in the x plane and

slightly increased inmagnitude to 0.32po.

x/a

-1.5 -1.2 -0.9 -0.6 -0.3 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5
0.0
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-0.4

0.28
-0.6

-0.8 030

-1.0 0.28 0.28

0.26 ~-1.2

-1.4

-1.6 0.18

0.20
-1.8 0.18

-2.0
z/a

Figure 5.15 - The maximum shear stress contours calculated using McEwen's equations
for frictionless contact.
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Figure 5.16 - The maximum shear stress contours calculated using McEwen's equations
for a friction coefficient of 0.2.

With increasing friction coefficient the location of the maximum shear stress

moves towards the trailing edge of the contact as well as towards the surface. An

analysis using McEwan's method for calculated subsurface stress shows that the

maximum shear stress reaches the surface when the friction coefficient is around 0.39.

This confirms calculations by Johnson and Jefferis [42] which show, for sliding contact,

that the yield point is first reached at a point beneath the surface for low values of the

friction coefficient (i.e. jl<0.3) while, for larger values, yield first occurs on the surface.

In principle the calculations for non-Hertzian contact are similar to those of

Hertzian contact but become exponentially more difficult as a result of the step changes

that take place at the different layers' interfaces. A relevant example of non-Hertzian

contact conditions is a layered structure such as oxide layer on a substrate. Strictly
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speaking, accounting for the effect of friction changes the conditions described above to

non-Hertzian; fortunately, this effect is minimal and can be neglected without causing

serious shortcomings in the solution. Different people have devised solutions for

layered contact in different ways with the common theme between them the solution of

the Airy stress function using Fourier transforms [43-49]. Fourier transforms enable a

single solution for an otherwise piecewise function, such as the step changes in stress

levels at the interface between two layers. A different numerical solution has been

considered by Webster and Sayles [50] who divided the contact boundary into elements.

Using the Fourier transform technique the problem represented in Figure 5.17 is

generally solved by applying an arbitrary normal pressure, p(y), and shear stress, q(y), to

the surface. Ifa stress function, ¢i..x,y), is defined by:

82(J 82(J 82(J
CY =-'CY =-', =--

x 8l' y 8x2' xy 8x8y (5.35)

then the equations of equilibrium, compatibility and Hooke's law are satisfied provided

that ¢i..x,y) satisfies the biharmonic equation:

V4(J = 8
4
(J +2 8

4
(J + 8

4
(J

8x4 8x28y2 8y4 (5.36)

x

Figure 5.17 - Typical coordinate system for a layered contact solution where pry) is the
normal pressure distribution, q(y) is the tangential pressure distribution, a is the half-

contact width and h is the thickness of the surface layer.

The general solution for a two-dimensional elastic solid has been expressed by

Sneddon [51] in terms of Fourier integrals. The stresses and displacements, for the

coordinate system shown in Figure 5.17, are given by:

82'1/ 1 coI2 -jM
CY = -- = -- (j) G.e "dto
x, 8y2 21r -<IQ '

(5.37)
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(S.38)

a2
1f/ 1 oof' dGj - joiy dl' =---=- jOJ-e 'OJ

xy, ax~' 27r dx.vy ~ I

(S.39)

(5.40)

(S.41)

where If/ is the Airy stress function that satisfies the biharmonic equation and G is the

Fourier transform of If/, given by:

(S.42)

(S.43)
-«>

The solution for G is given in the form:

G =(A + Bx)e -Iwlx + (C +Dx)e +Iwlx (5.44)

where the constants A, B, C and D are generally functions of the Fourier transform

variable, OJ.For a 2-layer contact eight simultaneous equations for Al to D2 are obtained

by taking inverse transforms of the relations for the stresses given above and

substituting for G from equation S.44 and are determined by matching the stresses and

displacements at the layer interfaces, otherwise known as the boundary conditions,

which are listed below. For any additional layers the boundary conditions are extended

to match the interfaces of the layers. As a result of the last boundary condition C2 and

D2 are zero, and

U!I)(O,y) = -p(y);

U!I) (h,y) = U!2) (O,y);

ul(h,y)=u2(0,y);

U!2) (00, y) = 1'~)(oo,y) = °
The simultaneous equations may then be solved using the following matrix:

1'~ ( 0,y) = -q (0,y)
1'~ ( h,y) = 1'~) ( 0, y)
VI (h,O) = v2(0,y)

(5.45)
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Al P(m)
El Q(m)

[K] Cl 0
=

DI 0
Al 0
E2 0

Simon P. Jupp

(5.46)

where P(m) and Q(m) are the Fourier transforms of the normal pressure and shear

traction on the surface, respectively, and the [K] matrix is given by:

m2 0 m2 0 0 0

-Iml 1 Iml 1 0 0

1 h q2 q2h -q 0
[K]= -Iml (1-lmlh) Imlq2 (1+Imlh )q2 Imlq -q (5.47)

-hlml il -Imlhh t.Imlq2 (il+lmlhh)q2 J; Imlyq -i2yq
kllml (Imlhk1 -2) k1lmlq2 (Imlhk1 +2)q2 -k2lmlyq 2yq

Although the above expressions are sufficient when including the effects of

friction on the contact stresses, the usual procedure is to divide the solution into two

steps [43,46,47]. The first step is to solve for the normal pressure at the surface and to

set the tangential pressure at the surface to zero while the second step is to set the

normal pressure to zero and solve for the effects of the tangential pressure since it is

assumed for the case of fully-developed sliding contact that the pressure profile in the

contact zone is unaltered by the shearing actions. This assumption is increasingly valid

for higher values of Poisson's ratio and lower friction coefficients. The final stresses

and displacements are then the summation of both of these components.

The effect of a thin layer on the subsurface stress distribution is strongly

material property dependent. Results from King and O'Sullivan [43], shown in Figures

5.18 and 5.19, indicate that, when the Young's modulus of the surface layer is greater

than the substrate, the stresses within the layer are increased significantly and the

stresses at the interface are significant and relatively independent of friction. Whereas

when the Young's modulus of the layer is less than the substrate, the stresses are

dramatically reduced with minimal interface stresses. Mao et al. [46] suggest that these

coatings can act as "stress barriers" and conclude that such coatings are beneficial in

reducing contact stress.
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Figure 5.18 - Contour plot showing the effect of friction coefficient (j..l = 0, 0.25, 0.5
from top to bottom) on the maximum shear stress when the surface layer is twice that of

the substrate (i.e. E1=2E2) [43].
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Figure 5.19 - Contour plot showing the effect of friction coefficient (;..t = 0, 0.25.0.5
from top to bottom) on the maximum shear stress when the stiffuess of the surface layer

is half that of the substrate (i.e. E1=1I2E2) [43].
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In terms of the hot rolling of steel, as the Young's modulus of iron oxide

(magnetite) is less temperature dependent than the steel substrate, i.e. the oxide layer

becomes stiffer than the steel substrate at higher temperatures, it follows that the shear

stress at the oxide-steel interface will increase with temperature. This has been seen by

Krzyzanowski and Beynon [52] who found that there was a temperature at which the

failure behaviour of the oxide layer changed from cracking to raft sliding, shown in

Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20 - Change in oxide failure behaviour [52].

5.5. Conclusions

Three theoretical aspects of this project have been described, namely: the

adhesion theory, finite element modelling and contact mechanics. The adhesion theory

has its roots in Desaguliers' 1725 paper, proceeding to Bowden and Tabor's work in the

1950s reconciling adhesion with the accepted view of friction, i.e. friction is

independent of area, through the concept of real versus apparent area. Straffelini's

mathematical development for predicting friction using the adhesion theory is extended

to account for temperature dependent material properties. This temperature dependence

is achieved through the use of the geometric mean rule to estimate the thermodynamic

work of adhesion via the contacting materials' surface energy. The required factor in
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the geometric mean formulation, <1>, is the ratio of molar volumes for the contacting

materials and should be less than one. As high temperature data for surface energy is

generally unavailable, a method was devised in which the relative change in Young's

modulus over temperature was applied to the room temperature surface energy value.

The adhesion theory of friction was then applied to hot rolling of steel through finite

element modelling. Within the finite element model, a user-defined subroutine was

employed to calculate the instantaneous coefficient of friction based on the surface

temperatures of the strip and work roll. The use of this subroutine also enables the

coefficient of friction to change throughout the roll bite, rather than using an average

value as is usually done. Lastly, contact mechanics theory has been reviewed with

Hertzian theory showing that the effect of friction is to increase the subsurface

maximum shear stresses and to move the point of maximum shear stress towards the

surface and trailing edge of the moving contact, reaching the surface when the

coefficient of friction is greater than or equal to 0.39. Non-Hertzian contact mechanics

for a layered contact shows that the Young's modulus of the surface layer plays an

important role in the subsurface maximum shear stress distribution. If the Young's

modulus of the surface layer is greater than the substrate, the surface layer acts as a

stress multiplier, increasing the magnitude of the maximum shear stress and increasing

the shear stresses at the surface layer-substrate interface. If the Young's modulus of the

surface layer is less than the substrate, the surface layer then acts as a stress barrier,

reducing the magnitude of the maximum shear stress and minimal shear stresses at the

surface layer-substrate interface.
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Chapter 6· Experimental Procedure

6.1. Introduction

As friction is affected by a number of different variables, it is important to

choose an experiment that enables a desired variable to be isolated. However,

according to the adhesion theory of friction there are effectively three variables that

strongly influence friction: temperature, surface roughness and choice of material. This

makes the frictional behaviour of materials at high temperature difficult to study as a

result of oxidation, which may change the contact conditions over time. The

experiments chosen to examine these variables were ring compression testing and

reciprocating friction testing. The ring compression experiments of this study examined

the effect of macro scale roughness and the reciprocating friction experiments examined

the effect of temperature and choice of materials, as a result of the temperature range

chosen. Finally, as this project is concerned with modelling friction during the hot

rolling of steel, the adhesion theory developed is used to make predictions about the

influence of friction on laboratory rolling experiments; thus laboratory rolling

experiments were also conducted.

6.2. Ring Compression Testing

Ring compression tests have been employed in the literature [1-4] to ascertain an

approximate level of friction, either in the form of a friction coefficient or friction

factor, during the deformation of metal. The values associated with this test are largely

empirical and the test is generally conducted under lubrication conditions; therefore it

was decided to examine the influence of the oxide thickness as a lubricant in

combination with directionally roughened platens. Due to the difficultly in controlling

the oxide thickness a large variation in platen roughness was used to ascertain the effect

of roughness interacting with the oxide layer. The following sections describe the

experimental set-up, procedure and results.
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6.2.1. Equipment Description

The equipment used in this experiment was: a 50 ton Marleo hydraulic press,

tool steel platens with a specified roughness, a Surtronic 3+ roughness measuring

device, a Banyard Inductoheat induction furnace and a National Instruments data

acquisition system.

The 50 ton Marleo press has a single tool speed of approximately 4 mm s',
which did not vary significantly under load. A safety feature of the Marleo press was a

guarding interlock such that the press could not be operated unless the guards were

closed. The layout of the Marleo press in relation to the induction coil and the location

of the interlock are shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 - The 50 ton Marleo press used in the ring compression experiments in
relation to the induction furnace.

The platens with specified roughness were prepared using spark erosion in

addition to a nominally smooth platen and a platen prepared earlier for a previous

project. The surface profiles of the platens, shown in Figure 6.2, were obtained using
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the Surtronic 3+. It is important to note that the abscissa is in millimetres while the

ordinate is in microns.
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Figure 6.2 - Examples of platen surface profiles: a) platen 1; b) platen 2 and
c) platen 4.

Not shown in Figure 6.2 are the surface profiles of the nominally smooth platen (Platen

0) and the third machined platen (Platen 3). The absence of the third platen was due to

an inconsistent surface profile across the width and the results of the initial tests were

considered to be inconclusive and no further tests were conducted with Platen 3.

The device used to measure the surface profiles was a Taylor Hobson

Surtronic 3+. The output from this device is in terms of Ra, Rq, Rz(DIN), Ry and Sm,
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whose defmitions and other roughness terminology are give in Appendix C. The device

physically measures the profile using a stylus at the end of a movable arm. The stylus

measures the height of the surface relative to a pre-set plane, along which the arm

travels. Before the stylus is a skid that supports the end of the arm, thereby removing

any extra weight from the stylus. The skid is curved slightly with a diameter well in

excess of any surface feature so as not to affect the measurement. The stylus is made

from diamond and the skid is made from red ruby, both for their low wear properties.

The stylus and skid layout is shown in Figure 6.3. The profiles were measured to an

accuracy of 0.02 urn.

Pick-up set level
with surface

Stylus

Figure 6.3 - Schematic showing the layout of the profilometer.

The induction furnace was manually controlled, where the full scale deflection

(FSD) was equal to 80 kW at 800 volts and 9600 Hz, and within the induction coil was

a vitreous silica tube, where the sample was located during heating. The curvature of

the silica tube allowed the rings to rest on the bottom edges, which exposed the bottom

of the sample to air. The exposure of the bottom to air was not as complete as the

exposure of the top surface; however it was significantly better than if the ring had been

sitting flat. The ring in relation to the vitreous silica tube is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 - Image showing the sample resting in the vitreous silica tube while being
heated in air by the induction furnace.
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The frequency of the induction furnace was sufficiently high so as to not affect the

thermocouples readings, thus enabling the temperature of the samples to be

continuously measured while heating in the induction furnace.

The National Instruments data acquisition system consisted of a PCI-6034E

senes data acquisition (DAQ) card, a SC-2345 signal conditioning unit, type K

thermocouples and an LVDT. Solid state signal conditioning was applied to the

thermocouple signals, i.e. the room temperature voltage was subtracted via a cold

junction compensation (CJC) thermistor on the temperature signal processing board

(TC-02) before passing the voltage to the DAQ card. The LVDT voltage signals were

passed to the computer unconditioned. The experimental set-up showing the location of

the LVDT device used to measure the displacement, the stopper ring, and the sample is

shown in Figure 6.5. The stopper ring was required to ensure that the desired platen

displacement was not exceeded.

Sample-------,

Stopper Ring~

Platens

Figure 6.5 - Ring compression experimental set-up.

The ring compression tests were conducted using the "standard" ring geometry

of 48 mm outside diameter, 24 mm inside diameter by 16 mm thick with the

thermocouple located at the centreline. The samples were prepared from low carbon

steel, whose composition is listed in Table 4.2.
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Immediately prior to testing the top and bottom surfaces of the samples were polished to

a 400-grit fmish and cleaned using methanol to remove any grease (including

fingerprints). Once the surfaces had been cleaned the samples were only handled with

latex gloves to prevent contamination. The platens were also cleaned with methanol

just prior to the each test to remove as much oil and grease as possible.

6.2.2. Experimental Procedure

With a thermocouple attached, the samples were placed in the induction furnace

coil and heated in air to 12000e using a consistent heating profile of 30% full scale

deflection (FSD) to 1050°C followed by 40% FSD to 1200°C. Once the desired

temperature was reached the furnace was turned off and the sample removed from the

furnace using tongs, gripping the sides to minimize the damage to the top and bottom

oxides. The samples were placed in approximately (speed being important) the centre

of the bottom platen and the press activated. During the time required to move the top

platen to begin the deformation the samples lost around 1000e from the centreline

temperature, in part due to the closing of the guarding. The time required to deform to

approximately 50% reduction was around two seconds, not including the time required

to move the platen to begin the deformation. The total time between the removal of the

sample from the furnace and the start of deformation was about 15 seconds. Following

deformation the samples were air cooled and examined for dimensional changes.

6.2.3. Results

Experiments were conducted using a single furnace temperature, 1200oe, and a

single reduction, approximately 50%, whose results are reported here. The typical

thermal profile during the entire test is shown in Figure 6.6, while the typical thermal

and displacement profiles during the deformation stage of this test are shown in Figure

6.7.
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Figure 6.6 - Typical thermal profile during ring compression testing.
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Figure 6.7 - Typical thermal and displacement profile during deformation.
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As can be seen in Figure 6.7, the available data acquisition rate of 1 Hz was sufficient to

measure an average deformation time.

A comparison of the final dimensions of the deformed rings is given in Figure

6.8, showing the long axis, short axis and final thickness. The samples are labeled x.y.z,

where x is the sample temperature out of the furnace, y identifies the platen used and z

indicates the sample number.
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Figure 6.8 - Comparison of the final dimension across the roughness (i.e. the short axis)
to the final dimension along the roughness (i.e. the long axis) and the [mal thickness.

These results show a relatively consistent final thickness around 9 mm, measured with

the majority of the oxide still in place, indicating consistency between experiments, as

expected due to the presence of the stopper ring. Platen 1 samples show the greatest

degree of preferred deformation, albeit very small and, as expected, Platen 0 samples

showed virtually no preferred direction of deformation.

Examples of the post-deformation rings for each platen are shown in Figure 6.9.

Within the deformed ring there are some features that require further comment. The

patchy appearance of the samples is the result of the oxide adhering more strongly in
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Figure 6.9 - Post deformation ring samples: a) 1200.0.02, b) 1200.1.01, c) 1200.2.01
and d) 1200.4.01.

some areas than others. The lighter colour indicates where the oxide was removed,

either as a result of the deformation or thermal shock. There is a trend for the shape of

the removed oxide area to be longer in the direction of the roughness, i.e. in the

direction of greater strain. This feature is most visible on sample 1200.1.01. A second

feature is the circle of slightly different colour on the inside and outside, most obvious

on sample 1200.0.02, which indicates areas of fold-over. Fold-over occurs when the top

and bottom surfaces of the ring cannot stretch enough to match the expanding diameter
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of the walls, which then causes the uppermost and bottommost area of the wall to

contact with the platens. The uneven nature of the folded-over regions is a result of

slight misalignments between the "floating" top platen and the piston.

Using the Surtronic 3+ surface profiles were taken from the areas of oxide

removal for the samples deformed using the roughened platens. Typical surface

profiles, shown in Figure 6.10, confirm that the impressed surface on the ring reflects,

but does not mirror, the surface of the platen, profiles for which are shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.10 - Surface profiles taken from locations with a minimum amount of
oxidation: a) 1200.1.01, b) 1200.2.01 and c) 1200.4.01.
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The process of fold-over was further investigated by marking the sides of the

undeformed ring with indentations, i.e. punch marks. The rings were then tested in the

same manner as previously with the smooth platen chosen to reduce the number of

variables affecting the outcome. The presence of fold-over can be clearly seen in Figure

6.11, which shows the side view of the stamped rings, since the number of indentations

visible on the undeformed rings is more than those visible on the deformed rings.

a) b)

Figure 6.11 - Results from fold-over experiment Samples A and B. Uncompressed (a,
b) and compressed by approximately 44% (c, d).

Figure 6.11 also shows how the indentations have been vertically displaced by the.

deformation. The plan view of the same rings is given in Figure 6.12, which clearly

shows the presence of indentations on the top surface and correlates well with the darker

rings located at the outer and inner edges of the deformed rings; it also shows the

barrelling feature and how the indentations have been horizontally displaced.
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a)

Barrelling

50 70 80 90.

Figure 6.12 - Plan view from Samples A and B, identified as a) and b), showing
indentations on the tool-work piece interface.

6.3. Reciprocating Friction Testing

In partnership with Corus' Ilmuiden Technology Centre (UTC) the reciprocating

friction tester that was used by the author for this series of experiments was the Plint

TE-77 High Temperature (HT) High Frequency Friction Tester (HFFT). The high

temperature option allows a maximum operating temperature of 800°C, compared to the

normal maximum operating temperature of 600°C. This is an important distinction as

the kit is generally used to assess the durability of lubricants at temperatures up to only

about 200°C. Although the maximum temperature possible was not tested, the high

temperature option enabled the desired temperatures to be reached more quickly. The

following sections describe the experimental set-up, procedure and results.

6.3.1. Equipment Description

The Plint TE-77 HT had three main elements, shown in Figure 6.13, comprising

of the motor assembly, the loading assembly and the sample testing assembly. The

oscillating motion was achieved using an offset cam mounted on the motor shaft. The

stroke length may be adjusted by changing the cam configuration to achieve a minimum

length of nominally zero and a standard length of 15 mm. The oscillation frequency

may be set between 0 and 50 Hz, using a thyristor-controlled variable speed motor with
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Figure 6.13 - Side view of Plint TE-77 showing oscillating mechanism and friction
force measurement arrangement [5].

tacho generator feedback to ensure that a stable oscillating frequency is maintained.

However, the maximum stroke distance can only be used when the frequency is below

30 Hz. The sample assembly was mounted on a flexure, which enabled the friction

force to be measured using a Kistler Piezo-electric force transducer with a typical
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sensitivity of 43.5 picoColoumbs per Newton (pC N°!) and a range from 0 to 500 N. A

charge amplifier converts the measured force to a proportional voltage. This was

followed by a low-pass filter, which fixed the upper cut off frequency of the measuring

system to suppress transducer resonance. Final scaling of the signal for voltage output

took place in a second stage amplifier.

The normal load was applied through the combination of a servo-motor, spring

balance and beam linkage. A Kistler load cell mounted directly beneath the sample

assembly then measured the normal load. The load cell range was 0 to 1000 N. The

load was applied to the specimen using a yoke, which transmitted the load to the sample

plate through a dowel. The dowel dimensions were 6 mm in diameter by 16 mm in

length, although the actual contact length was 12.8 mm due to the conical shape of the

dowel ends. The dowel material was 100Cr6 tool steel with a hardness of 841 HVOS

and a Ra of 0.18 urn. The sample was heated by four 200 W heating elements to

achieve a maximum temperature of 800°C. The temperature was measured by a K-type

thermocouple attached to the sample surface. The accompanying software calculated

the friction coefficient according to the ratio of friction force to normal force. The data

acquisition rate used in this set of experiments was 1Hz.

The sample geometry was 58 mm by 37 mm by 4 mm thick, shown in Figure

6.14, with an oxide layer grown in-situ on the test rig. The thickness of the sample was

not critical since only the surface was tested and the sample was thick enough to carry

the stresses without any significant deformation. The threaded hole was used for

material handling purposes and proved very useful for polishing. The chemical

composition of the reciprocating friction steel samples was the same as that for the PSC

and ring compression tests, given in Table 4.2. The samples were prepared by being

surface ground followed by polishing to 1000-grit and degreasing with acetone

immediately prior to testing. From tests that were conducted with an overnight delay

between polishing and testing it was found that a thin oxide layer formed despite the

sample being dried using acetone and stored in a fume cupboard. This oxide formation

was attributed to the increase surface energy as a result of the deformation caused by

polishing. The sample relative to the line contact holder is shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.14 - Reciprocating friction test sample geometry.

Sample
Line contact assembly

Oil bath (dry)

Figure 6.15 - Reciprocating friction test experimental set-up showing the line contact
assembly in relation to the sample.

The remaining piece of equipment employed in these experiments was the

Surtronic 3+, described in more detail in §6.2.1. The Surtronic 3+ was used to measure

post reciprocating experiment roughness from both damaged and undamaged areas of

the samples. The post experiment roughness was chosen since the oxide layer will

obscure any surface features of the steel prior to oxidation [6].
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6.3.2. Experimental Procedure

The reciprocating friction test procedure was not complicated; the sample was

secured in the sample holder with two screws. Under one of the screws a type K

thermocouple was secured such that it was in good contact with the sample surface. A

new, degreased dowel was placed in the line contact assembly with care taken to ensure

that a level contact was achieved. This point is important since a non-level contact will

cause unacceptably high stresses at the end of the dowel resulting in abrasive wear,

making the test invalid. The sequence of events programmed into the friction tester was

as follows:

1. Apply small load, i.e. 1 N, to stabilise the yoke.

2. Set heating power to maximum, achieving a heating rate of approximately

1.1 K S-I, until desired temperature is reached.

3. Increase normal load to desired level, i.e. 25, 50 or 100 N.

4. Maintain temperature for duration of desired oxidation time, i.e. 300 to 900

seconds.

5. Initiate the reciprocating cycle, set at 2 Hz, to run for 600 seconds.

6. Change the temperature set point to room temperature to continue recording the

temperature upon cooling. Tum on compressed air, arranged such that it

impinges directly against the bottom of the oil bath, achieving a cooling rate of

approximately 0.6 K S-I.

7. The next test may then started once the heater block temperature had reached

l50aC or less to ensure the formation of a similar oxide layer with each test.

6.3.3. Results

The reciprocating friction experiments were conducted in two stages. The initial

experiments were designed to investigate the usefulness of the Plint TE-77 reciprocating

friction tester under dry conditions at elevated temperatures and to assess the

applicability of this apparatus for studying dry friction. To this end the preliminary

experiments were conducted at a single temperature, 450aC, a single oscillating

frequency, 2 Hz, and a fixed running time of 10 minutes. The thickness of the oxide

layer was varied through longer or shorter holding times at temperature and the normal

load was varied between 25, 50 and 100 N. The second stage was to compare the

extended, temperature dependent adhesion theory to experimental friction results by
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conducting experiments at various temperatures. The initial experiments showed that

variations in the experimental parameters of oxide thickness, normal load and running

time did not have a large effect on the outcome, as such the running time and hold times

were set to 600 seconds and 120 seconds respectively to ensure a constant temperature

during the test and the normal load was set at 100 N so as to be able to compare these

results with the initial experimental results.

6.3.3.1. Initial Experimental Results

The results from the initial experiments, conducted in November 2002, are given

here. The sample identification and corresponding test conditions are summarised in

Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 - Summary of sample identification, test conditions and average friction
coefficients.

50

Oxidation time (s)

300 600 900

air-i2b-07 Ji =0.56 air-i2b-lO Ji=0.51 air-i2b-12 Ji =0.57

air-i2b-08 Ji =0.52 air-i2b-ll Ji=0.58 air-i2b-13 Ji =0.55

air-i2b-09 Ji =0.55 air-i2b-14 ,u=0.53

air-i2b-15 Ji =0.49 air-i2b-17 u=0.49 air-i2b-18 ,u =0.49

air-i2b-16 Ji =0.50 air-i2b-19 Ji =0.50 air-i2b-20 ,u =0.50

air-i2b-21 Ji =0.50 air-i2b-23 Ji =0.49 air-i2b-25 ,u =0.49

air-i2b-22 Ji=0.47 air-i2b-24 Ji =0.48 air-i2b-26 11=0.48

Load (N)

25

100

The oxide thickness was expected to increase with time in accordance with parabolic

behaviour. The average friction coefficients measured for the 300 second, 600 second

and 900 second experiments were reasonably consistent for the normal loads of 50 and

100 N, regardless of the oxide thickness. The results for the 25 N experiments were

inconsistent independent of the oxide thickness. Thus it was considered that the friction

coefficient was independent of both load and oxide thickness when the load was greater

than 50 N.
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Typical friction coefficients measured during a test are shown in Figure 6.16.

The spike at the beginning of the trace was caused by the force necessary to begin the

movement since the dowel was in contact with the sample and the load was applied

during the oxidation stage. Further friction coefficient traces are given in Appendix D.
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Figure 6.16 - The friction coefficient trace for sample air-i2b-25; oxidised at 450°C for
900 seconds and tested with a normal load of 100 N.

6.3.3.2. Validation Experimental Results

The results from the experiments, conducted in August 2003, designed to test the

temperature dependence of friction, as predicted by the extended adhesion theory, are

given here. The temperature range investigated was 200°C to 600°C; however, in

experiments outside the 450° to 500°C range the experimental conditions changed as a

result of the formation of particles removed from the oxide surface. In experiments

conducted at 400°C and below the oxide layer was aggressively removed within the first

few strokes of the reciprocating arm while in experiments conducted at 550°C and

above a fine powder was formed shortly after the tests began but the oxide layer

remained otherwise intact. In the range 450°C to 500°C the oxide layer remained intact

with no particle formation, satisfying the desired test conditions. There was some minor
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variation in friction coefficient for the tests conducted at 450°C with an average of 0.48,

compared with an average of 0.49 achieved in the first set of experiments. There were

differences between the test conditions that could explain these results. First, the initial

experiments were conducted in November 2002 when the weather was damp while the

validation experiments were conducted in August 2003 when the weather was

unseasonably warm and dry, which is important as humidity has been shown to affect

friction coefficient results [7]. Second, the temperature control was significantly better

in the initial experiments as all the tests were run at a single temperature whereas the

validation experiments were conducted at a variety of temperatures. Since the

equipment is typically used to test lubricants at temperatures around 200°C the

equipment's heating capacity had not yet been optimised. The combined results for the

reciprocating friction test are given in Table 6.2. Friction coefficient traces at 450°C,

475°C and 500°C are shown in Figure 6.17, showing the consistency between the initial

experiments and validation experiments conducted at 450°C and the differences in

friction coefficient observed between the experiments at 475°C and 500°C.

Table 6.2 - Combined test results using the Plint TE-77 reciprocating friction test
device.

Temperature Number of Average Standard
Comments(0C) tests J.I Deviation

200 2 Debris formed
300 2 Debris formed
400 2 Debris (slightly less than above)
450 14 0.49 0.008 Suitable test conditions
475 1 0.46 Suitable test conditions
500 5 0.45 0.017 Suitable test conditions
550 2 Powder formed
600 4 Powder formed
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Figure 6.17 - Traces showing the variation of friction coefficient with temperature for
samples oxidised at temperature for 600 seconds and a normal load of 100 N.

6.4. Laboratory Rolling

The use of laboratory rolling experiments to examine friction is not uncommon;

however, the results of these experiments are typically not applicable to the industrial

scale since the rolling conditions are significantly different. The main advantage of

laboratory rolling is the control of the variables and the ability to measure the necessary

parameters for a detailed study. As the extended adhesion theory is based on

fundamentals it may be used to make predictions on both the laboratory and industrial

scales. This supports the use of laboratory rolling experiments for validation purposes.

6.4.1. Mill Description

The equipment employed for this series of experiments consisted of a 2-high

Hille Rolling Mill, a protective atmosphere furnace and a National Instruments DAQ

system.
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The 50 ton Hille mill, shown in Figure 6.18, has a 4 pole, 18.5 kW induction

motor coupled with a 50: 1 reduction gear and an AC motor controller, and a 3 kW 2000

RPM servo motor for roll gap control. The mill could be controlled by either a Control

Techniques Interface Unit (CTIU) system in either manual or automatic modes, or in

combination with a National Instruments system for user flexibility. The system is

capable of multi-pass operations independent of the user with the exception of material

handling. The material handling was directed by an automated pair of "traffic lights",

shown in Figure 6.18, one for each rolling direction. The red, amber and green lights

were linked to the programmed rolling schedule and indicated "do not roll", "prepare to

roll" and "rolling" respectively; thus enabling a large degree of control over interpass

times. The variables that could be controlled in automated mode were roll speed

(including direction) and roll gap. The accuracy of the roll speed was 0.1 RPM and the

roll gap was 0.01 mm. Variables that could be recorded during the rolling were load via

two load cells, torque via a shaft clamp-on torque measuring system for both rolls with

induction power and radio signal coupling, roll speed via high resolution (5000 points

per revolution) optical encoders and temperature.

Figure 6.18 - General layout of the 50 ton Hille mill.
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The torque sensors of the top and bottom drive shafts were calibrated by

applying a known static torque and comparing it against the measured torque, as shown

in Figure 6.19. At torques above approximately 150 Nm both sensors gave linear

loading curves, which were used for the calibration equations given by:

Mbollom = 1.0l4(Mmeasured -34.594)
applied

M10P = 1.0l8(Mmeasured +35.009)
applied

(6.1)

(6.2)

The resistance furnace used silicon carbide spiral elements and is capable of a

maximum temperature of l400°C with a protective atmosphere. The protective

atmosphere consisted of 85.6% by volume nitrogen, 10.6% by volume carbon dioxide,

2.0% by volume carbon monoxide and 1.8% by volume hydrogen supplied by an Atmo-

Gen XCFGC30 exothermic gas generator. The National Instruments DAQ system

consisted of a PCI-6040E Multifunction I/O board and a PCI-6602 Counter/Timer

board.

700
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-E 500Z-s
2" 4000-
~ 300;:,
lA
aI
Cl)

::E 200

100

0
0

-0- Bottom sensor (unloading)
-0- Top sensor (unloading)
_ Bottom sensor (loading)
-+- Top sensor (loading)

100 500 600200 300 400 700
Applied torque (Nm)

Figure 6.19 - Torque calibration curves showing the applied torque against the
measured torque.
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The rolling samples were 30 mm wide by 25 mm tall by 200 mm long, chosen

so that the samples become close to square after the de scaling pass. As the sample was

to be rotated by 90° it was necessary for the thermocouple holes to be drilled from the

end of the sample rather than is usual from the side, as shown in Figure 6.20. Due to the

difficulty of drilling a 1.6 mm diameter hole to the centre of the sample the majority of

the length was drilled as an oversized hole of2.5 mm in diameter with the last 10 mm at

1.6 mm diameter. To secure the thermocouples steel split pins were inserted in the

opening to reduce the size of the hole sufficiently to centre punch the material to pinch

the thermocouple in place. The chemical composition of the rolling samples is given in

Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 - Rolling samples chemical composition in weight%, remainder iron.

C Mn Si S P

0.18 0.82 0.27 0.015 0.037

Figure 6.20 - Schematic of rolling sample with dimensions in mm. Note: not to scale.
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The roll diameter was measured to be 139.4 mm with an average transverse Ra

ofO.88 JIffi and 0.78 JIffi for the top roll and bottom rolls respectively, measured using a

Surtronic 3+ profilometer.

6.4.2. Experimental Procedure

The procedure followed for the laboratory rolling experiments was the

following: The thermocouple extension leads were fed through the roll gap and

attached to the sample, which were then heated in a protective atmosphere to the desired

temperature. Upon removal of the sample from the furnace the automatic control of the

mill was started and the sample fed into the mill, thermocouple leads first, such that the

thermocouples were oriented horizontally rather than vertically, when told to do so by

the "traffic lights". The sample was then manually rotated by 90° while the mill

automatically reversed the direction of the work rolls and set the second pass roll gap.

The sample was then fed back into the mill, again when told to do so by the "traffic

lights".

The mill control system has five parameters: Pass time, mill set-up time,

number of passes, roll speed and gap size. The pass time indicates the amount of time

available for rolling per pass, set to I0 seconds for these trials. The number of passes is

indicated by the number of mill set-up times required, for these trials the mill set-up

time was I0 seconds. The roll speed for the first pass was +I0 RPM and -10 RPM for

the second pass, where the negative sign indicates the reversing direction of the work

rolls. The roll gap was 27 mm for the first pass and 20 mm for the second pass.

6.4.3. Results

There were two objectives for the laboratory rolling experiments: I) to obtain a

thin adherent scale layer and 2) to obtain process data for comparison to the FE model.

The results of the laboratory rolling tests are summarised in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4 - Summary of laboratory rolling parameters and results.

Sample Furnace Interpass ISI pass 2nd pass Average Average
ID exit T CC) time (s) entry T entry T torque (Nm)* load (kN)

(0C) (0C)

13-09 1065 11 1025 966 772 82.0
06-l0a 1100 45 1040 830 1159 89.7
06-l0b 1056 12 1008 933** 946 86.6
06-IOc 1070 13 1020 947** 959 84.6
OI-lla 1080 9 1005 940 943 87.7
Ol-llb 1080 13 1025 943 933 83.4
Ol-lic 1090 13 1041 943 859 76.6
03-lla 1050 12 995 916 987 92.5
03-Ilb 1046 13 985 907 1042 92.0
03-llc 1057 12 1010 930 935 87.1
03-lld 1048 13 988 913 1009 90.8
* includes bearing torque
** estimated

From Table 6.4 it can be seen that the two-pass rolling schedule achieved consistent

interpass roll times, with the exception of sample 06-10a where there was a material

handling error causing the increased interpass time. As a result of the consistent

interpass time there was a correlation between the 1st pass entry temperature and the 2nd

pass entry temperature for samples with consistent interpass times, thus sample 06-10a

was not included, given in Figure 6.21. A regression analysis gave a linear equation of

the following form:

(6.3)

Equation 6.3 was used to estimate the 2nd pass entry temperature of samples 06-10b and

06-10c, which was necessary due to the breakage of the centreline thermocouple.
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Figure 6.21 - Correlation between the 1st pass entry temperature and the 2nd pass
temperature for samples with between an interpass time between 11 and 13 seconds.

6.4.3.1. Scale Layer during Rolling

One of the major assumptions of the FE model is the presence ofa thin, adherent

scale layer. To achieve a thin scale layer a two-pass rolling schedule was designed;

unfortunately quantitative assessment of the scale layer entering the roll gap was

unrealistic. Qualitatively the scale removal was deemed successful by visually

comparing the extent of the scale removal from the sides of the sample. Images taken

from video footage showing the roll bite for each of the descaling and principal rolling

passes for sample 03-lla are given in Figure 6.22. In a similar fashion images showing

the roll bite entry/exit are shown in Figure 6.23 and 6.25 for samples 03-llb and 03-llc
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b)

Figure 6.22 - Effect of the different rolling passes on the scale layer removal as seen
looking at the roll gap for sample 03-11a; where a) is the descale pass (10% reduction)

travelling from right to left, and b) is the principal rolling pass (20% reduction)
travelling from left to right.
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b)

Figure 6.23 - Effect of the different rolling passes on the scale layer removal for sample
03-11b; where a) is looking at the roll bite entry for the descale pass (10% reduction),
and b) is the looking at the roll bite exit for the principal rolling pass (20% reduction).
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b)

Figure 6.24 - Effect of the different rolling passes on the scale layer removal for sample
03-lle; where a) is looking at the roll bite exit for the descale pass (10% reduction),

and b) is the looking at the roll bite entry for the principal rolling pass (20% reduction).
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respectively. The descaling pass was deemed effective by the reduced amounts of scale

peeling from the sides of the sample during the 20% reduction rolling pass compared

with the 10% reduction descaling pass. This effect was not as obvious in Figure 6.24 as

there appears to be significant amounts of scale peeling from the sides during the 20%

reduction, especially compared with the amounts visible in Figure 6.23. This could be

explained by the differences in temperature at both the furnace exit and the entry of the

2nd pass, since at high temperatures a small increase can result in substantially more

scale growth if the scale growth is in the linear and mixed growth regions, as discussed

in §3.4.3. Furthermore Figure 6.24b shows the sample surface to have a uniform

colour, i.e. temperature, indicating that the scale layer is adherent.

6.4.3.2. Rolling Process Parameters

The rolling process parameters recorded for comparison of experimental results

and FE predictions were: temperature, torque and load. The roll speed was also

recorded, for checking consistency rather than for comparative purposes.

The temperature traces for sample 03-11d during the 20% reduction pass are

given in Figure 6.25. Heat generated by plastic deformation can be seen at the

centreline and quarter positions where the temperature has increased once the sample

has entered the roll gap. The temperature traces for the quarter positions and the

centreline position are not identical because the quarter position thermocouples

measured the heat lost to the environment during the interstand time, 13 seconds for this

sample, showing the thermal gradient through the sample when it entered the pass. The

similarity between these thermocouple readings was achieved by holding the sample off

the rolling table during the interpass time. The location of the thermocouples, 50 mm

from the end of the sample, was the maximum depth that could be achieved without

excessive time and cost for each thermocouple hole and were chosen to record the

temperatures during steady-state deformation, avoiding the end effects of the sample

entering the roll gap.

An example ofa torque trace for sample 06-l0c is given in Figure 6.26, showing

the difference in torques between the top and bottom roll, which is due to the
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Figure 6.25 - An example of the temperature trace through the roll gap for
sample 03-11d with 20% reduction at a roll speed of 10 RPM.
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Figure 6.26 - An example of the torque trace for sample 06-1Oc.
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nature of laboratory rolling. Also shown was an offset in the recorded torque for the top

work roll. It should be noted that the measured torques includes the torques from the

drive bearings.

An example of the recorded rolling load is given in Figure 6.27 for sample 06-

10c showing the difference between the load cell on the drive side compared with the

operator's side due to the sample being fed on the drive side half of the work rolls,

which can be seen in Figure 6.24, by the differences in recorded loads between the two

load cells, which was done to keep the other side of the rolls unused for a different

rolling experiment.
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Figure 6.27 - An example of the load trace for sample 06-10c.

The recorded work roll speed for sample 06-10c is grven In Figure 6.28,

showing a slight reduction in roll speed as the sample entered the roll bite and a slight

increase in speed as the sample exited the roll bite. The magnitude of the effect of the

sample exiting the roll bite during the 20% reduction pass is less than 5% and the effect

is even less for the descaling pass. The minute magnitude of the effect, combined with
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the rapid return to the desired roll speed, means that this can be neglected in the analysis

but highlights that there are effects due to the equipment, in addition to the material.
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Figure 6.28 - An example of the variation of the work roll speed for sample 06-1 Oc, for
both directions of operation.

6.S. Conclusions

Over the course of this project three experimental studies were conducted: ring

compression testing, reciprocating friction testing and laboratory rolling. A variation on

the standard ring compression testing employed in this study using roughened platens;

however the technique was not found to be sufficiently sensitive for further use towards

a fundamental study of friction.

The reciprocating friction test gave consistent results between tests of nominally

identical conditions and tests were conducted over a temperature range of 2000e to

600oe. The only suitable experimental conditions were in the temperature range of

4500e to 500oe; during experiments at temperatures below this range there was an

aggressive removal of the oxide layer and at temperatures above this range the

formation of a powder at the surface occurred. Within this 50 K temperature range the
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measured friction coefficients were sufficiently consistent at the applied normal loads

and oxide thickness.

The laboratory rolling experiments were conducted with a two-pass rolling

schedule to obtain a scale layer that was as thin as possible. The first pass used a 10%

reduction to remove the scale from the side of the sample, which was then rotated so

that the descaled sides became the top and bottom surfaces. The sample geometry was

chosen such that the sample became relatively square after the first pass. The use of the

automatic capability of the mill control system enabled consistent interpass times to be

achieved, although some variation from human intervention still existed. The rolling

process parameters that were recorded for comparison with FE predictions were

temperature, torque and load.
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Chapter 7· Discussion

7.1. Introduction

The most elegant theory in the world is of limited practical value unless it has

been demonstrated to be grounded in reality. To this end the developed friction theory,

via the friction algorithm, is compared to laboratory rolling experiments in order to be

validated. The validation procedure is necessary to gain confidence in the theory before

applying it to other systems, such as industrial rolling. The following discussion is

centred on aspects of validating the developed theory but also considers how the theory

may be applied in other circumstances.

Before a validation of the theory is accepted the experiments used, in this case

reciprocating friction tests and laboratory rolling tests, should be examined. Since the

theory predicts a phenomenon that is difficult to measure experimentally a sensitivity

analysis has been conducted to show which parameters used in the theory have the

biggest effect on the friction coefficient. One of the assumptions of the theory is

particularly contentious, namely the role of roughness angle. Therefore this parameter

is discussed in detail to support the assumptions required by the theory.

The friction theory developed in this work was an extension of the existing

adhesion theory of friction. There have been some criticisms levelled against the

original adhesion theory; these criticisms, as well as potential criticisms, and their

rebuttals are also discussed.

There are two principal types of friction models, i.e. Coulomb and friction

factor. A Coulomb type model is preferable in some situations while a friction factor is

more suited to others. Therefore the theory has been re-derived in terms of a friction

factor model.

Lastly, some blue sky engineering is indulged in to speculate on material

pairings that should reduce the friction coefficient during the hot rolling of steel.
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7.2. Experimental Considerations

In order to justify the soundness of the theory it is necessary to examine the

experiments that were used to identify and verify the theory. In this case, the

reciprocating friction test provided data used to confirm applicability of the theory for

different temperatures and materials than those quoted in the original derivation; and

laboratory rolling tests were used to show the theory could be applied to the hot rolling

of steel.

7.2.1. Reciprocating Friction Test

Given the narrow band of experimental conditions available to test the modified

adhesion theory two questions should be considered, namely:

I) Does the oxide layer on the sample surface remain intact?

The surface profiles were measured across the sample, i.e. perpendicular to the

direction of travel, using a Surtronic 3+ profilometer. The average roughness of the

scuffed surface is compared to the average roughness of the smooth surface in Figure

7.1, using the Ra measure, showing that the load has not affected the average roughness

of the samples which suggested that the test was independent of the oxide thickness.

The Ry method indicates the maximum peak-to-valley height across a sample,

shown in Figure 7.2. The maximum Ry value was seen in Sample 7, with a value of 20

urn; however, from the surface profile the actual penetration depth is closer to 10 urn

since it is likely that there had been a build-up of material that makes the penetration

depth appear greater than it actually was. With later samples, the penetration depths

were reduced and became more consistent. The deeper penetration may have been

caused by abrasive wear since the load did not have an obvious effect on the overall

surface roughness.

Thus, the independence of the friction coefficient with respect to the thickness of

the oxide layer, along with the absence of any trend in the Ra and Ry measurements

suggests that the dowel is not interacting with the steel substrate.
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The samples subjected to a normal force of 50 N or 100 N showed a consistent

friction coefficient of approximately 0.49, independent of the oxide thickness. The

samples subjected to a normal load of 25 N showed a slight increase in friction

coefficient over time as well as a variation of friction coefficient from test to test for

nominally the same conditions. The results for the 25 N normal load experiments are in

line with those expected for a contacting surface with a thin, stiff surface layer, i.e. an

oxide layer, since the deformation of the asperities may not necessarily be plastic or the

junctions formed may not have a constant specific shear strength; thus violating the

conditions required for Coulomb friction [1]. Also, the range of the friction coefficients

at the end of the test was relatively consistent between oxide thicknesses.

Furthermore, in the tests that were used to develop the theory as applied to high

temperature friction conditions, namely the tests between 450°C and 500°C, virtually no

debris was observed, especially compared to the sub-450°C tests, where there was

wholesale removal of the oxide layer, or above 500°C, where an obvious powder was

formed. Thus it was considered that the friction coefficient for the tribe-pair of tool

steel and magnetite was measured.

2) Is the consistency of the results real?

A total of fourteen tests were conducted at 450°C with two load levels over a

period often days. The overall average and standard deviation of these tests were 0.491

and 0.008 respectively, while the average and standard deviation from the initial

experiments, of which there were twelve results, were 0.492 and 0.008 respectively.

For the second set of experiments two tests were conducted at 450°C for comparison

with the previous results, recording an average and standard deviation of 0.483 and

0.007 respectively. In addition to this, five tests were conducted at 500°C with an

average of 0.449 and a standard deviation of 0.017. The repeatability of these

experiments is in line with those quoted by Gee and Lay [2] for reciprocating friction

testers. Furthermore, Blau [3] compared the behaviour of the Plint TE-77 using various

contact geometries, including ring/liner-contact, in an international round-robin testing

program led by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory leading to approval for ASTM

Standard G-133 testing. Therefore it was concluded that the Plint TE-7_7reciprocating

tester was able to accurately and consistently measure the friction coefficient for the

experimental conditions employed in this study.
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7.2.2. Laboratory Rolling

Laboratory rolling is well described in the literature [4,5] but cannot be directly

applied to the industrial case largely as a result of the strain rate sensitivity of steel [6].

The friction model described in §5.2 relies upon the parameters of temperature and

contacting materials, both of which can be taken from either the laboratory or industrial

cases. This leads to the following two questions:

1) How does the scale layer in the laboratory relate to industrial rolling?

The thickness of the oxide layer entering the second pass is determined by the

sample temperature and the interpass time, assuming that the majority of the scale layer

is removed by the first descaling pass. With industrial rolling the interpass time

represents the distance (or time) between the post roughing descalers and the first stand;

measured thicknesses of the tertiary scale on strips from various hot rolling mills range

between 2 and 30 j.JfD [7-9]. Laboratory scale thicknesses, including a descaling pass,

have been reported to vary between 20 and 60 j.JfD, depending on the oxidation start

temperature [10]. The oxide thickness was most strongly affected by temperature

followed by time; although humidity also has a strong influence. Generally the

experimental interpass time was around 12 or 13 seconds, longer than the time of a

typical rolling mill of around 5 seconds, but the rolling temperatures were lower and the

humidity was much lower than in an industrial rolling mill. All of which gives credence

to the assumption that the experimental scale layer during the second pass was of a

similar order of magnitude as the industrial system, thus the laboratory rolling

procedure employed in this study provided a relevant scale layer.

2) Is the surface of the scale layer magnetite?

As noted above, the time available for oxidation of the sample surface was

around 13 seconds at a temperature above 900oe. Various oxidation studies [11-14]

have disagreed over the levels of wilstite, magnetite and hematite at hot rolling

temperatures. Differences in the results of these oxidation studies have been attributed

to the degree of scale adherence and ferrous ion supply [8]. One of these-studies of

scale formed on steel was conducted by Blazevic [14], using mild steel samples and

non-isothermal conditions to estimate the scale composition with temperature, shown in

Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3 - Scale composition during oxidation [14].

Below 570°C, the scale composition will be primarily of magnetite with small amounts

of heematite depending on the oxidising conditions. Between 700°C and 900°C the

scale consists primarily of wustite with a small amount of magnetite and virtually no

heematite. Above 900°C the relative amount of wustite rapidly drops with a

corresponding rapid increase in magnetite and increases in heematite. The second pass

rolling temperatures for this study were all above 900°C, which suggests that significant

amounts of magnetite would be formed. Since magnetite is oxygen rich compared to

wustite it will always form at the oxygen-solid interface, i.e. at the surface, rather than

the solid-solid interface. Thus it is a reasonable assumption that the surface of the

sample contacting the work rolls consisted primarily of magnetite. The difficulty in

determining this assumption experimentally is that any characterisation of a sample by

x-ray diffraction would include a quantity of transformed magnetite (since wustite is not

stable below 570°C) and possibly any magnetite that reacts with oxygen to form

hematite.
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7.3. Model Comparison

The development and verification against literature data of the rolling model,

including the friction algorithm, has been discussed in §5.3. Assumptions specific to

the rolling models to be compared with the laboratory rolling results were as follows:

the Shida equations were used to calculate the steel flow stress for a 0.18 wt% carbon

steel, the oxide surface was assumed to be magnetite contacting the clean steel surface

of the work roll, the sample was reduced from 26 mm in thickness to a final thickness of

20 mm, the geometric mean rule has been used to estimate the thermodynamic work of

adhesion and the heat transfer coefficient employed was 25 kW m-2 K-1• The model was

then compared with experimental data for the parameters of temperature, rolling load

and rolling torque. The effect of the friction algorithm is further demonstrated with a

comparison of the predicted friction coefficient through the roll bite with average

values.

7.3.1. Temperature Comparison

One means used to validate finite element (FE) models is a temperature

comparison. The temperature comparison for sample 03-lId is shown in Figure 7.4,

showing a good fit between the model predictions and experimental results for a heat

transfer coefficient of 25 kW m-2 x', which is in line with the heat transfer coefficients

reported by Li and Sellars [4]. The fit is considered good, despite the obvious

differences between the experimental temperatures and the predicted temperatures,

since the model predicts the same thermal recovery rate approximately 1 second after

entering the roll gap. The maximum temperature rise recorded at the centreline was

approximately 3°C and does not match the expected temperature rise of 12°C based on

adiabatic heat generation due to plastic deformation, Ts, given by [15]:

U O=.&".B
Td=-P-=---

pCp pCp
(7.1)

where Up is the work of plastic deformation per unit volume, p is the density (in

kg m"), Cp is the specific heat capacity of the material (in J kg-1 Kl), 0= is the mean

flow stress (in MPa), "& is the mean strain and B is the fraction of deformation work

converted into heat, which is conservatively 0.95 with the remainder of the deformation

work stored in the material as energy associated with the defect structure. The probable
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reason for the reduced measured temperature rise is a slight time delay in recording the

temperature during the 20% reduction pass as a result of the 10% deformation being

insufficient for the thermocouples to achieve an intimate contact with the surrounding

metal, shown schematically in Figure 7.5; thus the recorded temperature profile during

rolling cannot be directly used for comparison with FE predictions.
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Figure 7.4 - Comparison of experimental results with finite element predictions for
sample 03-11d for a heat transfer coefficient of25 kW m-2x'.
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Figure 7.5 - Schematic showing the deformation of the thermocouple hole that results in

a slight time delay in recording the 2nd pass temperature.
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Also shown in Figure 7.4 is the variation that can exist III the actual

thermocouple location; the designed thermocouple location was 6.1 mm from the

centreline, which would not be significantly affected by the first pass since the

thermocouples were arranged horizontally, but the FE predictions suggest that the two

thermocouples were between 5.8 mm and 6.4 mm from the centreline. This is a

reasonable difference given the depth of a drilled hole of a small diameter, i.e. 50 mm,

where the drill bit can drift, and the 1.6 mm diameter of the thermocouple hole itself.

Furthermore, there are small differences between the 114 position, which is nearer to the

rolling table, and 314 position due to their location as a result of the heat lost to the rolling

table; however, both thermocouples show a similar rate of thermal recovery.

7.3.2. Rolling Load/Torque Comparison

The predicted rolling loads and the experimental results are compared in Figure

7.6, showing that the model consistently over-predicts the rolling loads by between 8%

and 17%, with the exception of sample 06-l0a. However, the model is able to predict

the same trend for the samples rolled at different temperatures, indicated in Figure 7.6

by the different temperatures at which the samples were rolled, given in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 - Summary of rolling temperatures.
Sample Rolling Temperature (0C)

06-10a 830
Ol-lla 940
Ol-llb 943
03-lla 916
03-11b 907
03-llc 930
03-11d 913

The significant differences between the predicted rolling load and the measured rolling

load for sample 06-10a, shown in Figure 7.6, could be the result of poor thermocouple

contact with the steel, which would result in a lower recorded temperature than the level

of the rolling load would indicate. The predictions of models using average friction

coefficients of 0.25 and 0.35 for sample 03-11d were 104 kN and 107 kN respectively,

thus showing that the friction algorithm predictions were physically reasonable. The

principal source of the difference between the measured and predicted rolling loads was

likely to be the constitutive equation used to describe the flow stress behaviour of the

material, but there will also be some differences due to the model being 2-D plane

strain, which did not take any edge effects into consideration.

Rolling torque may be predicted by assuming that the total rolling load is

concentrated at a point along the arc of contact at a distance, also known as the moment

arm am, from the line of the centre of the work roll, given by [15]:

(7.2)

where A is the neutral point as a fraction of the roll gap from the roll bite exit (equal to 0

at the roll bite exit and 1 at the roll bite entrance), R; is the work roll diameter (in mm),

ho is the initial thickness (in mm) and h, is the final thickness (in mm). According to

the traction coefficient plot through the roll bite, given in §7.3.3., A should be

approximately 0.4. Torque, M, is then calculated by multiplying the rolling load, FR, by
the moment arm:

(7.3)
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The predicted torques, using the rolling loads predicted by the model, shown in Figure

7.6, and the moment arm calculated using equation 7.2, are compared with the

experimental results in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7 - Rolling torque comparisons of model predictions and experimental results
using equations 7.2 and 7.3 with A = 0.4, R = 70 mm, ho = 26 mm and hj= 20 mm.

Unlike the rolling load predictions, Figure 7.7 shows that the model using the friction

algorithm under-predicts the experimental torque, in this case by between 13% and

17%. This level of accuracy for predicting torque is generally considered acceptable

[16]. In general the torque measurements were more sensitive to the sample

temperature than the rolling loads, shown in Figure 7.8 and 7.8. Bearing torque is

difficult to determine but Duan and Sheppard [16] suggest that the bearing torque in

industrial aluminium hot rolling is around 5%; unfortunately the basis of the bearing

torque determination was not disclosed. Once the estimated bearing torque had been

taken into account the accuracy of the model was increased to between 8% and 13%.

However, it should be recognised that there is a difference between unloaded and loaded

bearing torques, which is important as the torque sensors were calibrated under different

conditions than those that would be experienced during the experiments.
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When the friction algorithm predictions were compared with constant friction

coefficient predictions it was found that the models varied by approximately I% when

,u=0.25 and by approximately 2% when ,u=0.35, which is not significant. However, it

must be reiterated that the friction algorithm does not require any preconceptions

regarding the level of friction.

7.3.3. Friction Coefficient Prediction through the Roll Bite

One of the advantages of calculating friction as a function is the ability to

continuously estimate the friction coefficient through the roll bite. The traction

coefficient through the roll bite, given in Figure 7.10, shows that the friction coefficient

predicted by the algorithm was not a constant value, even accounting for the smoothing

function used to avoid the mathematical singularity at the neutral point as discussed in

§5.3.3. A minor point is that the apparent inconsistency of the roll bite entrances; the

delayed roll bite entrance for the 1l=0.25 curve is simply a function of the mesh density,

which was relatively coarse in this analysis. It can also be seen in Figure 7.10 that the
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Figure 7.10 - Finite element predictions of the traction coefficient through the roll bite
for sample 03-11d showing the friction coefficient calculated as a function of

temperature compared to assumed average values.
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neutral points of the three curves were moving closer to the roll gap entrance with

increasing friction coefficients. The normal and shear stresses for the three cases

considered, shown in Figure 7.11, follow the same trends as the friction coefficient

curves. Furthermore, the normal stress curves do not display a significant variation in

magnitude throughout the roll bite, i.e. are relatively flat, indicating that a constant heat

transfer coefficient was a reasonable assumption for this model.
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Figure 7.11 - Finite element predictions for normal and shear stresses.

7.4. Thermodynamic Work of Adhesion

As discussed in §5.2, one can estimate the thermodynamic work of adhesion by

factoring in the reduction of the individual surface energies as a result of the increased

temperature. Using the factors proposed by Rabinowicz [17], given in Table 5.1, the

assumption of identical material still over-predicts the Wab term compared to that

expected by Straffelini [18]. Not surprisingly, the "compatible" parameters of both

metals and non-metals under-predict Wab. According to equation 5.12, a friction

coefficient of 0.49 predicts a Wab of 1.94 J m-2. Therefore an intermediate parameter

specific to metals contacting their oxides, CMe-ox, was proposed. The CMe-ox term needed

to obtain a value of 1.94 J m-2 is 0.79. Given the experimental uncertainties a value of
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eMe-ox = 0.8 was suggested, which estimated the Wab at 450°C to be 1.97 J m",

Furthermore, since both a metal and a non-metal were involved in the contact either

compatibility parameters could reasonably be used, although it would appear that the

roughness angle is determined by the harder material, which suggests that the non-metal

compatibility parameter could be more appropriate.

Also discussed in §5.2, the thermodynamic work of adhesion can be estimated using the

geometric mean rule. For the situation of a 100Cr6 dowel contacting magnetite a

simplifying assumption that the dowel will have approximately the same molar volume

as iron. Thus the molar volumes were 7.08 cnr' mol" and 11.30 cm' mol" for iron and

magnetite respectively, resulting in a value for <I> ofO.626.

The two techniques for estimating the thermodynamic work of adhesion are compared

in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12 - Calculations for the thermodynamic work of adhesion made using the
Rabinowicz method and the geometric mean rule compared with experimental results.
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Figure 7.12 shows that both methods for calculating the thermodynamic work of

adhesion give satisfactory results. The principal difference between the approaches is

that the Rabinowicz method requires the equilibrium roughness angle to be 0.9°, based

on experiments using fcc metals. The equilibrium roughness angle is then used to

"tune" the compatibility parameter used in the Rabinowicz equations. Alternatively, the

use of the non-metal compatibility parameter does not require this assumption and, as

can be seen in Figure 7.12, suggest that the equilibrium roughness angle is close to 0.7°,

which is similar to that suggested by the geometric mean rule. The geometric mean rule

also does not make any assumptions regarding the equilibrium roughness angle, which

results in the prediction of an equilibrium roughness angle of 0.7°. In the absence of

experimental friction coefficient data similar to that used to determine the roughness

angle for the fcc metals, this technique provides a physically reasonable value without

requiring any further simplifying assumptions. Also shown are the estimated

thermodynamic work of adhesions as calculated using Rabinowicz's method and the

compatible non-oxide parameter, which largely agrees with the GMR results. However,

this appears to be more by good fortune than good planning since the <l> ratios are 0.78

and 0.57 for aluminium-aluminium oxide pairs and copper-copper oxide pairs

respectively, which do not result in similar estimates of the thermodynamic work of

adhesion between the two methods.

7.5. Sensitivity Analysis

Within the developed friction model there are a number of parameters that can

affect the predicted coefficient of friction, some of which are poorly defmed. Most of

these variables will have little effect on the overall prediction because they are

accounted for in the formulation via other relationships. An example of this is the shear

strength of the contacting junctions. However, there are a number of assumptions built

into the model that may, or may not, have a large effect on the friction coefficient

predictions, namely: the average asperity junction radius (r), the constant a, the

constant p, the equilibrium roughness angle (8) and the thermodynamic work of

adhesion (Wab). There is also the sensitivity of the thermodynamic work of adhesion to

temperature.
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Further to the discussion of § 5.2 the average asperity junction radius has been

defined as:

C
r=-I (7.4)

Py

where Cl is a constant (in MN m"), Literature values for this constant vary from

0.1 MN m" to 0.0012 MN m-I. Lim and Ashby [19] suggest that Cl should be equal to

0.1 MN m", which they have used in their calculations for flash heating of pin-on-disc,

while Rabinowicz [17] also used sliding tests for flash heating calculations resulting in a

value for Cl of 0.0012; the major difference between the experiments appears to be the

experimental sliding velocities .

The value for a varies in the literature between 3 and 25. The value of 3

obtained by McFarlane and Tabor [20] resulted from experimental data for indium

while the value of 25 is a result of the assumption that the uniaxial yield strength of

metals is approximately 5 times their shear strength [21].

The f3term results from the following relationship:

FT = f3·FAD (7.5)

where FT is the friction force and FAD is the adhesive force. Straffelini [18] uses the f3

term to represent the shearing process at the junctions, reflecting the irreversibility of

the process. The destructive nature of this process leads to considerations of the Tresca

failure criterion, which inevitably leads to the possibility of applying the von Mises

failure criterion instead. Straffelini [18] suggests that published experimental data

[20,22,23] supports the use of 0.5 as the value for p.

The roughness angles that have been published vary between 0.7° [24] and 3.44°

[25]. The roughness angle of 0.7° is from post carbon-carbon sliding contact [24]

whereas Tallian [25] has shown that a finely fmished bearing can have a roughness

angle ofO.81 ° and a relatively rough bearing can have a roughness angle of3.44°.

The friction model with Cl, a, f3 and () as variables is given as:

JJ = 8x 10--6·P .W
~I +a .JJ2 Cl tan () ab

(7.6)
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The effect of these variables, in addition to the thermodynamic work of adhesion, on the

friction coefficient is given in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 - Sensitivi of the friction coefficient to the variables Cl, a, , 8and Wab.

Cl (MNm-l) a f3 8CO) Wab (J m") fJ % change
Base 0.002 12 0.5 0.9 1.5 0.255 0.0

0.0022 12 0.5 0.9 1.5 0.217 -14.7
0.002 12 0.55 0.9 1.5 0.306 20.3

+10% 0.002 13.2 0.5 0.9 1.5 0.265 4.1
0.002 12 0.5 0.99 1.5 0.217 -14.7
0.002 12 0.5 0.9 1.65 0.306 20.3
0.0018 12 0.5 0.9 1.5 0.313 22.9
0.002 12 0.45 0.9 1.5 0.214 -16.0

-10% 0.002 10.8 0.5 0.9 1.5 0.245 -3.7
0.002 12 0.5 0.81 1.5 0.313 22.9
0.002 12 0.5 0.9 1.35 0.214 -16.0

From Table 7.2 it can be seen that the thermodynamic work of adhesion and

f3 parameters have the strongest influence on the friction coefficient when the values are

+10%, but the Cl parameter and the roughness angle have the strongest influence when

the values are -10%. In both cases the a parameter has the weakest influence on the

friction coefficient. However, with the exception of the a parameter the remaining

variables have a similar influence on the friction coefficient; therefore the definition of

all these terms is important.

The sensitivity of the thermodynamic work of adhesion to temperature depends

on the materials involved and the method used to estimate it. The reciprocating friction

experiments involved steel-on-magnetite contact. Young's modulus for steel shows a

strong dependence on temperature while magnetite shows a weak dependence on

temperature, discussed in §4.2.1. The effect of temperature on the molar volume ratio,

<1>, required by the geometric mean rule is negligible and will be ignored in this analysis,

whereas the compatibility parameters employed by Rabinowicz do not have any

temperature dependence. As type K thermocouples were used for these experiments the

thermocouple accuracy given by International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 584-
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2 (1989) are assumed. The temperature dependent accuracy of the thermocouple

according to lEC 584-2 (1989) is given in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3 - Temperature dependence of Type K thermocouple accuracy according to
lEC 584-2 1989.

Class 1
Temperature (0C)

Class 2
Temperature (0C)

-40 < T :5: 375
375 < T:5: 1000

±1.5
±0.004·T

-40 < T :5: 333
333 < T:5: 1200

±2.5
7.6±0.0075· T

The class of the thermocouples used in the experiments was unknown, so it was

assumed that the worse accuracy of the Class 2 thermocouples applies. At 450°C, a

Class 2 thermocouple should have an accuracy of ±3.4°C, similarly at 1000°C an

accuracy of ±7.5°C. This was the inherent error in the thermocouples; the overall data

acquisition system also had some inaccuracies built in. The effect of temperature on the

thermodynamic work of adhesion, calculated by both the geometric mean rule and

Rabinowicz's method, is given in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4 - Effect of temperature on the thermodynamic work of adhesion as calculated
by the geometric mean rule (GMR) and Rabinowicz's method (RM).
Temperature ceC) Materials Wab (GMR) Wab (RM)

440-440 Fe-Fe304 1.534 1.979
450-450 Fe-Fe304 1.525 1.967
460-460 Fe-Fe304 1.515 1.817
325-840 Fe-Fe304 1.406 1.799
325-850 Fe-Fe304 1.397 1.788
325-860 Fe-Fe304 1.387 1.776

The temperatures chosen in Table 7.4 reflect the experimental conditions against which

the theory was developed and tested. In both situations the temperature does not have a

large effect on the thermodynamic work of adhesion; for instance, at the temperatures

the reciprocating friction tests were conducted, ±7.5°C results in a variation of friction

coefficient of ±O.012 using the geometric mean rule formulation. The variation in the

thermodynamic work of adhesion for the approximate laboratory rolling temperatures,

i.e. 325°C for the work roll and approximately 850°C for the sample surface, is similar

in magnitude to the variation seen with the reciprocating friction test temperatures, but
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the resulting variation in friction coefficient is only ±O.007, again using the geometric

mean rule. The influence of temperature on the friction coefficient is more acute with

higher thermodynamic work of adhesion as a result of the approaching asymptote.

Overall, the reason for the seemingly small differences in thermodynamic work of

adhesion is that the magnitude of the surface energies is small compared with the

Young's modulus, thus when the change in Young's modulus with temperature is taken

as a percentage and applied to the surface energy it results in a relatively small number.

7.6. Effect of Roughness Angle

An important aspect of the extended theory is the link between the friction

coefficient and both physical and material parameters. The material parameter of the

theory, work of adhesion, is reasonably well established, while the physical parameter,

roughness angle, requires further discussion given the lack of agreement on the best

method of characterising surface roughness and the debate with regards to whether or

not an equilibrium surface structure is established. The potential impact of the

establishment of an equilibrium surface roughness is also considered.

7.6.1. Roughness Angle versus Ra

One of the most common definitions used for surface roughness is the Ra

parameter, primarily for its simplicity and ease of measurement. Unfortunately, the Ra

parameter is not very explicit and a large variety in surface profiles can exist for a given

Ra value. However, consistent grinding practices can be expected to give consistent

surface profiles that may be differentiated between using the Ra parameter.

Furthermore, the Ra measure is widely used in industry. Thus it would be useful to

have a relationship between roughness angle and Ra. The definition of Ra is given as

[26]:

1 L

Ra =- ~y(x)ldx
Lo

where L is the measured length, y is the relative elevation compared to a given datum.

Assuming that the asperities are uniformly distributed and there is complete penetration

of the surface, with the defmition of roughness angle, (),given by Rabinowicz [17], the

(7.7)

relationship between roughness and Ra is given by:
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1Ra =-rtan(}
2

(7.8)

As the junction radius, r, has been related to the yield strength of the weaker material,

Ra can be described in terms of yield stress, cry (in MPa) and roughness angle:

Ra = .l( Cl J tan o
2 2.8·cry

where CI=0.002 MN m-I. Assuming that it is the strength of the oxide layer that

(7.9)

governs the depth of penetration, rather than the steel substrate, which has an

approximate strength of between 5 and 10 MPa at 1000°C [27] (this calculation

assumed 5 MPa) and a roughness angle of 0.7° is established the resulting Ra would be

0.9 JlITl. This is close to the measured transverse Ra of ground laboratory work rolls

with an average value ofO.83 JlITl, as reported in §6.4.1, or a transverse roughness of 1.4

11mand a longitudinal roughness of 1.0 JlITl for sand blasted laboratory work rolls

reported by Lenard and Barbulovic-Nad [28].

7.6.2. Evolution of Roughness Angle

As the extended adhesion theory assumes an equilibrium roughness angle, there

must be a physical mechanism to enable this surface to be established. Straffelini [18],

in part, attributes this angle to the crystal structure of the contacting materials with the

reported experimental data for fcc metals. This may be the result of the ability of the

fcc crystal to deform but does not suggest a mechanism. At the high temperatures and

the highly stressed environment of hot rolling the situation is further complicated by

oxidation and wear. A study by Burdek [29] has tracked the evolution of temper work

roll surfaces over a rolling campaign, lending credence to the idea of an equilibrium

roughness angle. However, as the theory was derived by Straffelini with room

temperature data, a mechanism must exist to explain the evolution of the surface. This

mechanism has been examined, albeit in different contexts, by Meine et al. [30] and

Packham [31].

Burdek [29] used a Rank Taylor Hobson Talyscan and TalyMap software to

measure the change in surface topography during temper rolling. The variations in two

top work rolls, A and B, were tracked over two different campaigns (since it was not
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stated, the campaigns were assumed to be of a similar nature) with starting Ra values of

2.82 f.lITl and 2.47 f.lITl respectively. At the end of the campaigns with approximately 70

km rolled, the measured Ra values had reduced to 1.88 f.lITl and 1.23 f.lITl for rolls A and

B respectively. A second parameter, MVR, was used to describe roughness, defined as

the total volume of void of the surface obtained by measuring the space between the

points of the surface and an imaginary horizontal plane at the maximum elevation of the

surface, which effectively measures the average void volume. The initial MVRs for the

two rolls were 15.31 x 10-3 mm' mm-2 and 13.33 X 10-3 mm' mm" for A and B

respectively, which were representative of the different initial Ra values. Most

interesting, however, is that this parameter rapidly converged to a similar value,

irrespective of the different Ra measurements at the first measurement during the

campaign. The final value for the MVR parameter for both rolls was almost identical at

A=4.16 x 10-3mnr' mm" and B=3.86 x 10-3mm' mm", What this may indicate is the

redistribution of the asperity peaks into the valleys, which would not be identified by

the Ra parameter because it simply measures the average relative height and does not

differentiate with respect to the profile of the surface. Furthermore, after the initial drop

in the MVR value the measurements are relatively consistent through the bulk of the

rolling campaign until a small drop at the end, shown in Figure 7.13. Thus, according

to the MVR parameter, the roll surfaces may be considered to have an equilibrium

surface roughness over the bulk of a temper rolling campaign.

Meine et al. [30] conducted experiments on micro grooves measuring the

friction force of a hard sphere on a silica layer over a silicon substrate. The micro

groove was prepared by lithography techniques in the silica layer such that the silicon

was not exposed; the hard sphere was loaded and traversed back and forth across the

length of the sample with the friction force continuously recorded, shown schematically

in Figure 7.14. This experiment was conducted for a variety of sphere materials

showing the friction force increasing over a short distance rather than a virtually

instantaneous step, an example of which is given in Figure 7.15. The conclusion drawn

by Meine et al. was that the change of the deformed sample volume in sliding direction

is considered the most likely reason for the change of friction force at a step. The result

of elastic deformation of the groove is reasonable given that the sharp edge of the

groove would be required to carry very high pressures as the area of contact is reduced,
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thus elastically deforming. As the experiments were conducted at low loads, slow

speeds and relatively low temperatures the elastic deformation described by Meine et al.

is likely to incur increasing plastic deformation with increasing loads, speed, frequency

and temperature.
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Figure 7.13 - The evolution of the roughness parameter MVR for two work rolls over a
rolling campaign [29].

(8)

sliding posmon

Figure 7.14 - Schematic drawing of the results of experiments investigating the changes
in friction force with decreasing step height h from (a) to (b) for sliding down and from
(c) to (d) for sliding up. Here z is the indentation depth, s is the distance between the
edge of the step and the centre of the contact area on a flat surface, FN is the normal

force and hs is equal to h + z [30].
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Figure 7.15 - Friction force curves for an aluminium oxide sphere sliding at 0.7 mm S-1

up the step with different normal forces [30].

Packham [31] examined the relationship between surface energy, surface

topography and adhesion, primarily studying bond strength of adhesive bonds. One of

the conclusions drawn was that rough surfaces, when stressed, may be able to

redistribute the stress so as to increase energy dissipation during failure of the joint.

The strengthening of an interface resulting from increasing roughness may change the

mechanism of fracture from a less to a more energetic mode. Packham's definition of

roughness was not in terms of Ra, instead it was defined in terms of surface area. Using

this definition, the roughening of a surface involves the reduction in asperity height;

although a mechanism was not suggested for the stress redistribution, one possibility is

plastic flow of the asperity tips. This finding is physically reasonable since asperity tips

have a high relative surface energy and similar mechanisms are seen elsewhere; for

example, the dissolution of sharp asperities before the dissolution of the bulk metal in

electro-refming.

7.6.3. Consequences of an Equilibrium Roughness Angle

The most immediate impact of an equilibrium roughness angle, with regards to

hot rolling, is potentially on the grinding practices of the work rolls. Operational

experience has shown that with work rolls that are ground too rough there is rapid and

significant wear, while if the work rolls are ground too smooth there is significant

slippage to the point where the strip cannot enter the roll gap. As a result of this

experience the work rolls are given a finish that attempts to balance these factors. The

effect that an equilibrium roughness angle would have on the grinding practice is the

optimisation of the required surface finish, assuming that the transition point between
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friction mechanisms can be accurately identified, which is discussed in §7.7. Other

consequences could involve the implementation of online surface measurement, data

from which could be used to optimise rolling schedules by identifying when the roll

surfaces are beginning to degrade and allow traditional techniques of roll scheduling to

attempt to restore the roll surfaces.

7.7. Criticisms of the Adhesion Model

Although the original adhesion theory of friction has reached mainstream

engineering circles, there have been criticisms of the original adhesion theory and there

are some parameters that have been observed to affect the friction coefficient that are

not explicitly identified in the extended adhesion theory, such as: pressure sensitivity,

real contact area, contact time and relative velocity.

7.7.1. Original Criticisms of the Adhesion Theory

There are a number of criticisms of the original adhesion theory that Rabinowicz

[26] addresses; however, in light of the extended adhesion theory some of the points

raised need to be readdressed:

1. "It is not readily apparent how the strong junctions between the contacting materials,

as strong as actual welds, are produced since in many cases the temperature at the

contacts is quite low, interdiffusion of the surface atoms is unlikely to occur, and the

alignment of the surface atoms is likely to be poor."

Rabinowicz's reply: "Modem work in adhesion has shown that clean metals adhere

very strongly when pressed together in such a way as to extend and break up oxide and

other surface films."

Current theory: In addition to the breaking up of surface films the geometric mean rule

suggests that the alignment of the atoms at the contacting interface is a function of the

molar volumes. Thus, when there is a large difference in molar volumes the work of

adhesion is reduced and the friction coefficient is subsequently reduced. Therefore the

physical alignment of the atoms is likely only to be crucial on the atomic scale.
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2. HA more important criticism is that although strong adhesion between contacting

materials is postulated in this theory, it is a fact that if the normal force pressing the

surfaces together is removed, this adhesion cannot be detected."

Rabinowicz's reply: "The junctions are deformed elastically as well as plastically and

that removal of the load breaks off most of the junctions, as a result of the elastic spring

back."

Current theory: Although, strictly speaking not a part of this theory, adhesion

experiments were conducted by Desaguliers [32] in 1725 with lead spheres to measure

an adhesion force, albeit in an irreproducible manner. This suggests that adhesion

should be experimentally measurable at either higher temperatures or using materials

with low yield stresses.

3. "Objection is made on the ground that the brittle non-metals, with which plastic

deformation does not occur, show frictional properties similar to those of metals."

Rabinowicz's reply: "The material at the interface is under high compressive stress and

that brittle materials deform plastically under these high compressive stresses."

Current theory: The degree of deformation required for brittle materials, under the high

compressive stresses at the asperities, is less than that of metals since there is an

assumed equilibrium or average roughness of the weaker contacting surface. In brittle

materials, such as alumina, the extended theory suggests that it will have a smaller

roughness angle but otherwise the friction coefficient is still primarily a function of

surface energies via the thermodynamic work of adhesion term.

4. "There are objections based on the magnitude of the friction force. It is known that

for most metals the shear strength s is about 112 of cry, the plastic yield strength in

tension, and the penetration hardness p is about 3 cry. Hence the ratio sip has a value of

about 116,whereas actual friction values, which should equal sip, are about 0.4, or about

two or three times as great as sip.
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"Furthermore the adhesion theory treats the normal stress p and the shear stress s

as independent variables. Yet they are related by some yield criterion in that, when a

high normal stress p is applied to an interface, the shear stress required to initiate sliding

must be diminished. Accordingly the derivation of [f-=slp] is in error, and we should in

practice expect friction coefficients smaller than sip.

"We would also expect friction phenomenon to be affected by contaminants at

the interface. Experiments carried out in air may agree poorly with [f-=slp] but the

agreement can become progressively better when the contaminants were removed by

carrying out tests in dry air, then in vacuum, and finally after outgassing at elevated

temperatures, in a high vacuum. In fact tests carried out with clean metal surfaces in a

good vacuum (e.g. copper) do not agree at all with [f = sip], and the friction is found

to be very high (order of magnitude 100) and to depend critically on the surface

geometry (Bowden and Hughes [33]; Gwathmey [34]; Bowden and Young [35])."

Rabinowicz's reply: "The real area of contact tends to be larger than the value Lip that

is assigned to it in [A, = Lip]. Since the actual value of AT, once displacement starts, is

larger than it should be by a factor of two or three, the shear strength has a substantial

value, and the friction coefficient is correspondingly larger than the theoretical value of

116. The very high values of friction coefficient observed with very clean metals are

due to a further increase in AT, above the value just considered because of the coming

into play of surface energy effects. If we combine [L = 1rr2p - 21rrw"b cot ()] with an

expression for the shear force at a circular junction of radius r,

[7.10]

we fmd that

IlF s 1- =-._------
IlL p 1- 2 .Wab . cot ()Irp [7.l1]

"[Equation 7.11] becomes the relation for the friction coefficient if we regard {}

as an average surface roughness angle and r as an average junction radius. We see that

very high values of friction coefficient can occur when the ratio of surface energy of

adhesion Wab to hardness p is high and the surface roughness angle () is very small.

These are the conditions that produce very high friction coefficients [Figure 7.16]."
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Figure 7.16 - Friction coefficients for clean similar metals [26]. Experimental
conditions: like metals, unlubricated, 10ad-1000 g, speed < 10mm S-l [26].

Current theory: One of the initial assumptions of the extended theory is that the real

area of contact scales in proportion to the normal force and inversely proportional to the

yield strength of the material involved. This changes the basis upon which the

remaining theory is derived compared to the original adhesion theory, thus the argument

about the relationship between shear strength and yield strength and the resulting

friction coefficient prediction is not applicable. Referring to Rabinowicz's modified

adhesion theory, given by equation 7.11, the main differences between that and the

extended theory are: the extended theory considers the energy consumed by the

deformation process to be negligible and takes into account N junctions, rather than a

single asperity, as assumed by Rabinowicz. Furthermore, the extended theory uses an

experimental relationship between real area of contact and friction coefficient. The

relationship between friction coefficient and work of adhesion shown in Figure 7.16 is

different from the relationship predicted by the extended theory as a result of different

experimental conditions, thus representing a different operating window.
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7.7.2. Pressure and Real Area of Contact Dependence

In the original definition of Coulomb's friction model the friction coefficient is

defined by the ratio between the shear stress and the normal pressure. The extended

adhesion theory relies on the relationship between the adhesive force and the normal

force, which in tum is related to the rolling pressure. The definition of the friction

coefficient is the ratio of normal and tangential forces, thus a pressure dependency for

the friction model is implied.

However, friction models available in the literature suggest that friction also

displays a pressure dependency [36,37]. The majority of these models are empirically

or laboratory rolling based and, as such, tend to incorporate the effects of a large

number of variables. Although the extended adhesion theory of friction is material and

temperature dependent, the concept of a friction coefficient must be taken in the context

of hot rolling, thus the other phenomena that exist must also be considered; one of these

phenomena is heat transfer between the strip and work roll. Typically the heat transfer

is modelled through a heat transfer coefficient representing the resistance to heat flow

between the contacting materials and is taken as a constant value throughout the roll

bite. However, Samarasekara et al. [38-40] have modelled the heat transfer coefficient,

h (in kW m·2K\ as a function of roll pressure, PR (in MPa), given as [38]:

h = 0.695 'PR -34.4 (7.12)

This model was the result of analysing industrial data for a number of different rolling

stands and different rolling conditions [39]. Applying this model gives the temperature

dependent friction model an additional pressure dependency. From a phenomenological

viewpoint an increase in heat transfer coefficient with pressure would result in a

reduction in strip surface temperature and an increase in work roll surface temperature.

As a result of the relationship between Young's modulus and temperature the effect of

temperature on the friction coefficient is more prevalent at high temperature than low

temperature, thus the friction coefficient should increase with increasing pressure for a

given set of rolling conditions.

Similar to pressure dependency the real area of contact is one of the underlying

assumptions in the derivation of the extended adhesion theory. The theory relies on the

relationship between shear force, junction shear strength and real area of contact to
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develop the relationship between the (effective) work of adhesion, roughness angle and

friction coefficient. Confidence in this relationship was established by the fit achieved

with experimental results compared to the derived model, given in §5.2; one of the

results of this set of assumptions is that an equilibrium roughness for the harder surface

develops. However, the simplified approach to the adhesion theory proposed by

Straffelini [18] was developed under room temperature conditions, which means that the

behaviour of the softer material at higher pressures may not be sufficiently addressed

since plastic contacts are only accounted for as a constant applied to the force of

adhesion term, i.e. 2 instead of 312. At the temperatures at which hot rolling occurs the

softer material will fill the serrations, for lack of a better word, of the surface roughness

of the harder material. As the work roll serrations are filled the real area of contact will

increase, giving a corresponding increase in the friction coefficient, which may be

accounted for in the same fashion as the pressure dependency by taking the holistic

approach towards modelling the surface behaviour in the roll gap and including the

pressure dependency of the heat transfer coefficient.

Ultimately the contact phenomena during the hot rolling of steel should not be

seen to exist independently. The extended theory identifies the friction component,

which by its definition is independent of pressure, while industrial observations have

shown that the heat transfer between the strip and the work roll are pressure dependent.

The concept of real area of contact is present in both of these phenomena, affecting both

the area available for adhesion and the area available for heat transfer.

7.7.3. Effect of Contact Time

There are models in the literature [41] that show the friction coefficient with a

dependency on variables such as roll velocity, roll radius and draught. These variables

will affect the friction coefficient as a result of their effect on the rolling contact time.

The principal manner in which the rolling contact time will affect the friction coefficient

is through the resulting temperature profile; in general an increase in rolling contact

time means a reduced temperature of the stock surface, which results in an increased

friction coefficient.
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Roll velocity should influence the friction coefficient since with increasing roll

speed the strain rate will increase; steel exhibits strain rate sensitivity resulting in

increased flow stress, as a result of the increased strain rate, and increased heat of

deformation, which in turn increases the temperature of the scale. This generalisation is

true over the entire temperature range but the friction coefficient becomes more

sensitive to roll velocity at lower rolling temperatures, which may be explained in terms

of the extended theory that lower temperatures result in higher work of adhesion terms,

resulting in a steeper curve as the asymptote of the friction coefficient-work of adhesion

relationship is approached. This scenario is further complicated by the changing oxide

states at the contacting surfaces with temperature. Thus the overall effect of roll

velocity may be blurred as a result of the formation of an oxide layer with a higher

surface energy, for instance the formation of hematite.

Roll radius and draught will both affect the rolling pressure and contact time.

According to the roll force model ofFord and Alexander [42] combined with industrial

data from Siciliano et al. [43], an increase in roll radius will increase the rolling

pressure, for a given reduction, while decreasing the contact time (see Appendix E).

Hence there are the competing factors of increased heat lost to the work roll, but less

time is available for the heat to transfer to the work roll. However, the magnitude of the

increase in heat transfer coefficient with increased rolling load is likely to have less of

an impact than the decreased time for heat to be lost, thus an increase in roll radius for a

given reduction should result in a decrease in friction coefficient. Whereas the effects

of an increase in draught are additive, i.e. an increase in draught results in an increase of

pressure, for a given roll radius, and an increase in contact time leading to lower strip

surface temperatures and an increase in friction coefficient.

7.7.4. Effect of Relative Velocity

The relative velocity between the strip and the work roll will vary from the roll

gap entry to the neutral point and then again to the roll bite exit. Lundberg [44]

suggests that continuous rolling at 3 m s" will give a maximum relative speed of

0.6 m s" at the roll gap entry and 0.15 m s" at the roll gap exit; to obtain a relative

velocity of 3 m s" a roll speed of 15 m S-l is required. In the fmishing rolling stands,

the strip will speed up continuously from the first stand, with a typical strip speed of
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around 0.5 m s", and can exit the seventh stand with the strip speed exceeding 20 m S-l,

depending on the mill set-up and rolling parameters. Lundberg has taken data published

by Wusatowski [45], giving the friction coefficient as a function of temperature and

rolling speed to show that decreasing rolling speed will increase the friction coefficient.

Unfortunately, as noted by Lundberg [44], the method used to determine the friction

coefficient was not disclosed; however, the trend is in line with the adjustment

parameter for Ekelund's friction model [46] given by Lundberg [44] indicating that

rolling speeds below 2 m S-l do not have an effect on the friction coefficient whereas

speeds greater than 2 m s" will reduce the overall friction coefficient according to:

Q2 ;:0.4+0.6exp[ -0.2(v-2)] (7.13)

where Q2 is a multiplication factor and v is the rolling speed (in m s"). This

relationship suggests that the effect of the rolling speed will saturate with a maximum

reduction in the friction coefficient of 60%. This effect can be seen using the extended

adhesion theory as a result of frictional heating, where the increase in rolling speeds

results in an increase in relative velocities between the strip and the work roll,

ultimately causing the surface to increase in temperature with the associated reduction

in the friction coefficient.

7.8. Other Contributions to Friction

There are two factors that can affect friction that remain unaccounted for in this

theory, namely ploughing and electrical contact. Ploughing, with respect to friction, can

be defined as a hard surface with a "sharp" asperity sliding over a softer surface that

will dig into the surface and produce a groove. As noted by Rabinowicz [26], the

energy of deformation represented by the groove must be supplied by the friction force,

which in turn must be larger than if no such groove had been produced. The additional

friction force as a result of ploughing has been estimated by Rabinowicz [26] as a result

of a circular cone (i.e. an asperity) with a roughness angle 0 pressed into a softer

surface. The area of the groove that is created during sliding, Ag, may be estimated by:

Ag;: 2(~ .r.rtanO);: r2 tanO (7.14)
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where r is the asperity radius and eis the roughness angle. Assuming that the additional

resistance of sliding is equal to the normal pressure multiplied by the area of the groove,

the ploughing component, in terms of the original adhesion theory, becomes:

FT nr' s + r2p tan e s tan e
J.i=-= =-+--

FN ~r2p p ~
(7.15)

where FT is the friction force, FN is the normal force, s is the shear strength and p is the

yield strength. The extended adhesion theory has been derived under the assumption

that adhesion is the dominant friction mechanism and the contacting surfaces are

sufficiently smooth that any ploughing that takes place is in the form of asperities

deforming. Applying this approximation to the extended adhesion theory gives:

8xl0-6p W
C tane ab tan e'1 +__

l_a(8XI0-6p W J2 ~
C tane ab

1

J.i= (7.16)

where a, p and Cl are constants and Wab is the thermodynamic work of adhesion term.

This equation has been applied to a copper on copper system, shown in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.17 - The results of equation 7.16 for a copper on copper system where:

Wab=2.2 J m-2, a=12, Cl=O.002 MN m" and /FO.5.
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Figure 7.17 shows that equation 7.16 qualitatively predicts what has been

experimentally observed by Rabinowicz [26] with high friction coefficients for smooth

surfaces, a transition region with constant friction coefficient and an increasing friction

coefficient for rough surfaces. The predictions are reasonable for smooth surfaces,

where adhesion is the dominant friction mechanism, and rough surfaces, where friction

is caused by interlocking asperities, but equation 7.16 does not give a reasonable

prediction for the transition from adhesion to interlocking asperities as the dominant

friction mechanism. Despite this inability to predict the transition region, Figure 7.17

may indicate the roughness range for which the equilibrium roughness angle will

develop as the local minimum of the curve, in this case around 4°; above this roughness

angle the surface should roughen while below this angle the equilibrium roughness

angle should be obtained. The transition roughness angle will depend on the

denominator of the tan 0/1{ term, which is likely to be a function of roughness angle

since the friction coefficient should equal tanO for the situation of asperities sliding

over one another. Figure 7.17 also suggests that the smoothest contacting surface that is

feasible for copper is around 0.88°.

The electrical component of friction will occur when unlike materials are

contacting each other, which is a result of the electrical double layer that forms at the

junctions. The breaking of these junctions must be accompanied by the separation of

unlike electrical charges, which leads to an increase in the friction force as a result of

the separation [47]. In metals this appears to be extremely small in comparison with

other factors affecting friction but this effect has been used to explain the increase in

friction force observed during fretting tests of glass fibre-epoxy composites [48].

Furthermore, the electrical component of friction is dominant in micro-mechanisms

[49].

7.9. Coulomb Friction versus Friction Factor

Coulomb friction models are not applicable in situations where the normal

pressure greatly exceeds the shear strength of the contacting materials. Although the

simplified adhesion theory has been derived with the assumption that the pressure is less
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than 0.577· (J'o' following Straffelini [18] the theory was re-derived as a relationship for

friction factor instead of friction coefficient.

The friction coefficient, j.J, is given here in terms of shear stress, T, and yield

pressure, pv, and recognising that friction factor is related to the friction coefficient by a

factor of.J3 gives:

(7.17)

Using equation 5.16 as starting point, given here:

G
T = 2/3 c
m rtanB (7.18)

and, following §5.2, assuming r = ..s_, equation 7.18 becomes:
Pr

T 2·/3·G m~= c=_
Pr Cl tan 0 .J3

(7.19)

However, the shear strength of the junction cannot exceed the shear strength of the

weaker material, which is the definition of sticking where m=1, results in the following

relationship:

2.J3./3.G1= c

Cl tanO
(7.20)

In other words, the smoothest a surface can be during sliding before adhesion is

suggested by:

2.J3./3.GtanO = c
Cl

(7.21)

Although this is the logical extension of the theory, the applicability of this equation for

very smooth surfaces remains in question as a result of its asymptotic nature. If the

friction force is assumed to be only the result of the adhesion force, i.e. P=1, equation
7.21 correctly predicts the asymptotes for the roughness angle from equation 5.17,

examples of which are given in Table 7.5 when Cl is equal to 2000 N m-I. This

assumption is reasonable since the /3 term represents the shearing process at the
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junctions; if the shear strength is equal to the junction shear strength then the material

may fail either in the material or at the junction.

Table 7.5 - Comparison of asymptotic roughness angles predicted by equation 7.21 with
roughness angles calculated by equation 5.17.

Effective work of adhesion
(J m')

Predicted Basymptote (0) Observed Basymptote (0)

0.5 0.050 0.050
2.0 0.199 0.199
4.0 0.397 0.397
8.0 0.794 0.794
12.0 1.191 1.191

Substituting equation 7.17 into equation 5.17 gives:

m _ 2·p·Gc

.Jl+a'.m2 - Cj·tanB
(7.22)

where a' is a constant equal to 2. The lower friction limit of m=O, gives the result that

Gc=O, which is physically representative as there must be adhesion to create a friction

force. For the upper limit ofm=l, equation 7.22 reduces to equation 7.21. Although, as

mentioned earlier, the upper limit of friction factor this equation may not be valid and

some experimental validation should be conducted.

The question of which friction model, Coulomb or friction factor, is more

applicable now arises. This can be determined by comparing the von Mises equivalent

stress multiplied by 0.577 (the shear yield stress) to the shear stress at the sample

surface for an assumed friction coefficient ofO.5, shown in Figure 7.18. Since the shear

yield stress is always greater than the shear stress at the sample surface in the roll bite

for a friction coefficient of 0.5, which is the maximum friction coefficient that is likely

to be experienced in hot rolling, the Coulomb friction model is always valid in the roll

bite. A situation in which friction factor is more appropriate than a Coulomb friction

coefficient is forging, thus it may be able to validate the developed friction factor

equation from the adhesion theory against controlled forging tests.
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Figure 7.18 - Comparison of the von Mises equivalent shear stress and the shear stress
at the sample surface from finite element calculations.

7.10. Speculative Material Pairings

In the hot rolling of steel there are two contacting materials: the strip and the

work roll. The steel strip surface is limited to iron, wustite, magnetite or heematite. As

noted by numerous sources heematite has a deleterious effect on both strip surface

quality and work roll wear, thus it is advisable to avoid its formation. Magnetite or a

combination of magnetite and wustite is the current typical surface of the oxide layer,

which has a surface energy value of 1.5 J m-2 but is not dramatically affected by

temperature. Wustite has a lower surface energy than magnetite at 0.94 J m-2; in the

context of the adhesion theory makes it preferable to a magnetite surface for one of the

rolling contact surfaces. At room temperature iron (or steel) has a surface energy equal

to magnetite but at hot rolling temperatures it may be as little as v.. this value. Thus,

according to this theory, preventing or reducing the oxidation of the strip should result

in lower friction coefficients, assuming that the work roll material remains the same.
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There is considerably more freedom in the selection of the work roll material, if

financial and other physical restraints are neglected. The only restraint that should not

be overlooked is the assumption that oxidation will take place; therefore the material

should be an oxide. The only problem with this approach is finding the surface energy

data for a given material. Two examples of alternative roll materials, for which surface

energy data are available, are CrAIN and Ti02• A study involving the coating of tool

steels [50] suggests that coating with CrAIN can stabilise the surface energy of the

coated tool as oxidation takes place, resulting in a reduction in surface energy of

approximately 15% after 20 hours at 550°C, compared with uncoated tool steel. From

the biomedical industry a study on the surface properties of silver doped titanium oxide

films found that the surface energy of the Ti02 ranging from 0.35 J m-2 to 0.45 J m-2 for

silver concentrations from 1.4 at% to 11.2 at% respectively [51]. The low surface

energy at room temperature, compared with the iron oxides, suggests that the friction

coefficient would be dramatically reduced if surface energy were the only requirement

for a work roll material, bearing in mind that some friction is required to perform

rolling.
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Chapter 8 - Conclusions and Further Work

8.1. Conclusions

The objectives of this project were: to investigate friction in a fundamental way,

to develop a fundamental model of friction based on the physics of the process, and to

apply the friction model to the hot rolling of steel. In the course of this work the

following observations were made:

• The modified ring compression testing technique using pre-roughened platens was

not suitable for investigating stick-slip friction conditions.

• Reciprocating friction testing provided consistent and applicable results for stick-

slip friction conditions between 450°C and 500°C using samples with oxide layers

grown in situ.

• Below this temperature range the oxide layer was aggressively removed as a result

of the friction force exceeding the shear strength of the oxide; above 500°C a fine

powder material was removed/formed changing the friction conditions to 3rd body

lubrication.

• Two-pass laboratory hot rolling experiments were conducted to investigate the

effect of temperature on friction, via load and torque measurements. The first pass

successfully used a 10% reduction, combined with the sample geometry, to remove

the secondary scale formed in the furnace and immediately prior to rolling. The

sample was rotated by 90° before the second pass of 20% reduction, of which the

torque and load were measured. In terms of scale removal, the sample geometry of

the initial height being greater than the initial width played an important role.

• The rolling model incorporating the friction algorithm was validated in terms of

temperature (using a constant heat transfer coefficient of25 kW m·2 Kl).

• The algorithm to predict the friction coefficient for the rolling experiments was

found to be physically reasonable; based on comparisons with predictions using

constant friction coefficients to predict rolling load and torque. The advantages of

the friction algorithm are that no initial assumption regarding the magnitude of the

friction coefficient is required and it can predict the friction coefficient throughout

the roll bite.
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• The predicted rolling loads were between 8% and 17% greater than the experimental

loads while the rolling torques were between 13% and 17% less than the

experimental torques before accounting for bearing torque. The accuracy of the

rolling torques improved to between 8% and 12% when a 5% allowance was made

for bearing torque.

• The thermocouples were unable to accurately record the heat generated by plastic

deformation. The short delay in the thermocouple weld bead making intimate

contact with the steel was a result of the initial 10% reduction and the rotation of the

sample.

• The mill control system was used to automatically change the roll gap and direction

of rolling to obtain consistent interpass times, thereby producing consistent results.

Advances in friction theory as a result of this work are as follows:

• The adhesive friction theory was further developed to include temperature

dependence of the work of adhesion term via the contacting materials' surface

energies.

• The adhesive friction theory was re-derived in terms of a friction factor, rather than

a Coulomb-type friction coefficient, but it was shown that a Coulomb-type friction

coefficient was still applicable to the rolling experiments that were conducted.

• The geometric mean rule for estimating the thermodynamic work of adhesion was

applied to solids using the ratio of molar volumes.

• The relative change in surface energy of a material at any temperature was estimated

by the relative change in Young's modulus.

• A single equation was used to estimate the Young's modulus for magnetite over the

temperature range of 25°C to 850°C.

• The application of the adhesive friction theory over a range of temperatures was

verified with experimental data from reciprocating friction tests.

• Criticisms of the adhesive friction model, past and present, have been considered

and explained in terms of the current model.

• Other contributions to friction were considered with the effect of ploughing on the

friction coefficient shown to be minimal with smooth surfaces and dominant with

rough surfaces. The electrical component of friction was considered to be negligible

at the macro scale.
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Advances in rolling theory as a result of this work are as follows:

• The reciprocating friction test and laboratory rolling were deemed suitable and

reproducible for the development and validation of the friction theory.

• A friction algorithm using the modified adhesion friction theory for calculation of

the friction coefficient was developed as a user-defined subroutine for finite element

analysis to predict the friction coefficient throughout the roll bite.

• The application of the friction algorithm in a rolling model compared favourably

against laboratory rolling experiments using torque and load comparisons.

• The friction algorithm predicted that the friction coefficient would continuously

vary between 0.25 and 0.35 from the roll gap entrance to exit.

• The sensitivity analysis of the friction coefficient equation, i.e. equation 7.6, showed

that all the variables, with the exception of the constant a (defined in §5.2), had

similar influence on the friction coefficient prediction.

• The roughness angle employed in the theory was considered and it was found that

the roughness angle of 0.7° can be related to a Ra of 0.9 j.lffi, which is similar to the

work roll roughness used in the rolling experiments. Furthermore the roughness of a

surface has been shown to evolve and approach an equilibrium level.

• The work of adhesion term in the friction algorithm allows industrial work roll

surfaces to be estimated; thereby enabling the effect of changing the scale layer

composition has on the friction coefficient to be examined.

• It was speculated that changing the oxide scale at the strip surface to wiistite would

reduce the friction coefficient while work roll coatings of CrAIN or Ti02 would also

reduce the friction coefficient.

Lastly, while the friction algorithm within the rolling model did not have a significant

impact on the model results in terms of rolling load and torque compared with assumed

constant friction coefficients the advantage this method has over constant friction

coefficients is that no preconceptions regarding the level of friction is required prior to

modelling a rolling pass.
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8.2. Further Work

The developed friction model is a generic model as it relies only upon the

contacting materials, the contacting temperature and roughness of the contacting

surface. Furthermore, as the modified adhesive friction theory has also been derived as

a friction factor, rather than a Coulomb-type friction coefficient, the model may be

applied to many other metal forming operations. However, in the literature there is a

lack of data regarding the properties of oxides, particularly stress-strain curves, and a

lack of surface energy data for many materials, including metals and oxides.

From a material properties viewpoint, further work may involve:

• Determining the mechanical properties of the different iron oxides, i.e. stress-strain

curves at various temperatures and strain rates.

• Determining the surface energy of contacting materials over a range of

temperatures; specifically for hot rolling, tool steels and their oxides and the surface

energy of iron oxides with temperature.

• Studying the interface between the oxide layer and the steel substrate using a

layered contact mechanics approach.

With respect to hot rolling, further work may involve:

• Using the model to study the development of the work roll oxide layer, i.e. tracking

the changes in the surface energy necessary to give the evolving friction coefficient

seen in industry.

• Examining the influence of the roughness angle on the friction coefficient.

• More accurately modelling the surface energy of the work roll oxide layer, perhaps

in terms of weighted averages of the oxide components, for example chromium

oxide and iron oxides.

• Investigating the sticking zone around the neutral point in laboratory rolling.

• Applying the modified adhesive friction theory to other systems, such as the cold

rolling of steel or aluminium rolling.

For metal forming operations other than rolling, further work may involve:

• Applying the modified adhesive friction theory to forging operations, such as plane

strain compression or ring compression, using the developed friction factor model.
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Appendix A - Self-Consistent Units Used in Finite
Element Analysis

Quantity SI Multiplier
rnrnItoruae/s/IC
(or SI-mm)

Length m 1000 mm

Time s 1 s

Mass kg 1 tonne
1000 Mg

Force
kg m S-2 tonne mm S-2

1
N N

Density kg m" 1 tonne mm"
10004 Mg mm"

Stress
kg m" S-2 1 tonne mm" s"2
Nm-2 10002 MPaorNmm-2

Energy
kg m2 S-2

1000
tonne mm2 S-2

J mJ orNmm

Temperature K 1 °C

Specific Heat m2 s-2K-l
10002 mm2 S-20c-l

Capacity J kg" °C-l

Heat kg S-3K-' 1 tonne S-30c-'
Convection Wm-20c-1 1000 N S-IK-I mm"

Thermal kg m S-3K"I tonne mm S-3°C-I

Conductivity Wm-I0c-I 1 N S-IK"I

Thermal mm-IK' -1 0c-l
Expansion 1 mmmm
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Appendix B - Derivation of Stress Function

Coefficients in Layered Contact Analysis

The stress function coefficient matrix required for the analysis of the contact

stresses between an elastic cylinder and a single layered elastic solid with friction is

derived. Assumption and substitutions by Mao et al. [1,2] have been used.

B.1. Assumptions
1. Perfect adherence between the layer and the substrate as well as frictionless

contact with the cylinder is assumed.

2. The system is taken as being in contact with another elastic body, which may be

an elastic half-space or another multi-layered body.

3. The stresses as a result of the contact are assumed to be plane strain.

4. The strains are assumed to be small; therefore all the usual assumptions with

regards to linear elastic theory are also applicable.

5. The contact is considered to be dry.

6. The coordinate system used in this analysis is described in Figure B.1.

g(y)~
--+ y

a h

X2

x

Figure B.1 - Coordinate system and sample geometry.

B.2. Substitutions
q=J~h

(I-v;)El
Y= 2

(I-VI )E2

" VV =--
I-v

00

p( (J)) = J p(y)e}Q)Yl dy

, 2-v
v=--

I-v
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B.3. Surface Deflection Due to Unit Line Load
The general solution for a two-dimensional elastic solid has been expressed by

Sneddon [3] in terms of Fourier integrals. The stresses and displacements are given by:

(;2 1 00 •

(J' = _J!._ = - - I oi G.e-]wy; d(j)
x; ay2 2" -<:JO I

(B.1)

(B.2)

82
", 1 ooI' dGi - jwy dT = --- =- J(j)-e '(j)

xy; fuPn. 2" dx.
V.Y -00 I

(B.3)

(B.4)

- I-Vi
2 OOI[d2Gi ( Vi J 2G ]-jOJY; dtoV.--- --2-+ -- (j) . e -

I 2"E, -<:JO dx; 1- Vi I (j)
(B.5)

where '" is the Airy stress function that satisfies the biharmonic equation and G is the

Fourier transform of "', given by:

(B.6)

(B.7)

The solution for G is given in the form:

G = (A + Bx)e-I* + (C +Dx)e+IOJlx (B.8)

where the constants A, B, C and D are generally functions of (j) and are determined by

the boundary conditions.

B.4. Derivatives of G With Respect to X

(B.9)

(B.10)
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(B. II )

(B.12)

B.S. Boundary Conditions

U;I)(O,y) = -p(y); TN (O,y) = -q(O,y)

U;I) (h,y) = U~2)(O,y); TN (h,y) = T.\;! (0, y)
u,(h,y) = u2(O,y); VI (h,O) = v2(O,y)

U~2)(OO,y)= T~)(OO,y) = °
(B.13)

Eight simultaneous equations for A 1 to D2 are obtained by taking inverse transforms of

the relations for the stresses given above and substituting for G from Equation 8. As a

result of the last boundary condition C2 and D2 are zero.

B.6. Solving for the stress function coefficients (aka the A

matrix)
B.6.1. Matching normal stresses at the surface

Substituting the first boundary condition into Equation B.1 gives:

(B.14)

Using the inverse Fourier transform, this equation reduces to [3]:

00

(JiG, = Jp(y)ejQ)Yldy = p(m) (B.1S)

(B.16)

For constant unit pressures applied over the interval -aI2:S; y:S; a12, this formula

becomes:

QC ~ 2
p= Jp(y)ejQ)Yldy= J cos(my)dy=-sin~ (B.17)

-«l a/ m 2
-j2

Substituting Equation B.17 into Equation B.lS, and setting Xl = °gives:
m2(AI +C1)=P (B.18)
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8.6.2. Matching shear stresses at the surface

Substituting the shear stress boundary condition into Equation B.3 gives:

_q(y; ) = _1_ } jm dG; e- jOJYid m
27r --«> dx,

(B.19)

Again, using the inverse Fourier transform this equation reduces to:

dG 1 eo .
_I = - f q(y )e}OJYIdy = q( m)
dxl m--«>

(B.20)

In this example, the shear stress at the surface is zero therefore the integral is equal to

zero. Differentiating Equation B.8 with respect to Xl and solving for Xl = 0, gives:

-Iml Ale ~~XI+Ble +*1 -Iml Blxle -l~x,+ ImlClel~x,+DIJ* + ImlDlxlJ* = q(m)

(B.21)

(B.22)

For constant unit pressures applied over the interval -a/2 ~ y ~ a/2, q(w) becomes:

1 "'f . f.i ~f2 2 f.i . toaQ = - q(y)e}OJY,dy =- cos( my)dy =-2 SlD-
m --«> m _~ to 2

(B.23)

Thus:

-Iml ~ +BI + IwlCl +DI = Q (B.24)

8.6.3. Matching the normal stresses at the interface

G, at x, = h is equal to G2 atx2 = 0:

(~+Blh)e~~h +(Cl +Dlh)e+l~h = ~

Al + h . B, + (el~h ) Cl + h . (e1tl)lh) D, - e1tl)lhA2 = 0

Al +h·BI +q2CI +h.q2DI-q·~ =0

(B.25)

(B.26)

(B.27)

(B.28)

8.6.4. Matching the shear stresses at the interface

dGI/dxl at Xl = h is equal to dG2/dx2 at x2 = O.
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(B.30)

8.6.5. Matching the vertical displacement at the interface

I-VI
2 ""ld3~1 _ 2-vl m2 dGI]e-i~ d~ =1-v; ool d3~2 _ 2-v2 m2 dG2]e-iOJ)l d~

27£1 -i dx; 1-VI dx, (J) 27£2 -i dx2 1- v2 dx, (J)

1- VI
2
[d3~1 _ 2 - VI {J)2dGI] = 1- v; [d3~2 _ 2 - v2 {J)2dG2] (B.32)

El dx; I-vI dx, E2 dx2 I-v2 dx,~~ ~~

I-VI
2

{[-lml3 riAl + {31m12-lml3 h)-IBI + Iml3t- Cl + {3llif + laf h)DJ- 2 -VI m2
~ I-~

[-lmI·rIAI +(I-lmlh).rIBI +lmI·t'CI +(I+lmlh).t.DJ= I-v; {-Iaf A2 +31m12BJ-
E2

2-v2 m2[-lmlA2 +B2]1 (B.33)
I-v2 if

Collecting the terms:

1- VI
2
{(-I + 2 - VI Jlmj3e-I1111hAI + [(3 -Imjh)- 2 - VI (I-Imjh )11mj2e-jllljh BI +

El 1-VI 1- VI J
(1- 2 - VI Jlml3e11llihCl + [(3 + Imlh)- 2 - VI (1+ Imlh)11ml2e11llihDI} _ 1- v; .

1- VI 1-VI J E2

{( -1+ ~=;:)~'A,+-~=;:)~2B}O (B.34)

Dividing through by Imj2and simplifying:

{v; -I)lmIAI +[3-lmlh-v;(I-lmlh )JBI +{1-v;)lml·q2CI +[ 2+(1+lmlh )(I-v;)}q2 DJ+

{1-v~)I{J)1r·q· ~ +( v~-3)r' q ·B2 = 0 (B.35)
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8.6.6. Matching the horizontal displacement at the interface

(B.36)

(B.37)

Iml2Al- 21wlBI+ Iml2hBI + Iml
2
t2CI + 21w1t2DI + Iml

2
ht' DI + v;w2Al+ v;w2hBI +

v;w2t2CI +v;w2ht2DI -rlwI2t.A2 +2rlwl·t·B2 -yv;w2t·A2 =0 (B.38)

Collecting terms:

(1 + v")ml2 Al + (- 2 + Iwlh+ v~wlh lwlBI + (1 + v")wl2 .re, + (2+ Iwlh+ v"lwlh lwl' t2D.

-(I+v;~wl2 ·r·t·A2 +2rlwl·t.B2 =0 (B.39)

Dividing by Iwl and simplifying gives:

{1+vt)'lwl' AI+[lwlh{l+vt"}-2 JBI +{I+vt"}·lwl·q2CI+[lwlh(l+vt"}+2}q2Dl
-(I+v;)·r·lwl·q·~ +2r·q·B2 =0 (B.40)

B.7. References
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Appendix C· Glossary of Roughness Measurement

Terminology
Mean line The Mean Line is commonly used in surface texture measurement and

it is based on a least squares method. Basically it is a line that bisects

the profile such that the areas above and below the Mean Line are

equal. For example:

Mean line

Ra Ra is the arithmetic mean of the departures of the profile from the

mean line, given by:

1 L

Ra = - Jly(x)ldx
Lo

Rq is the rms parameter corresponding to Ra, given by:

1 L

Rq = - Jy2(x)dx
Lo

Rq

Ry The largest peak to valley heights within each cut-off length (known

as Rti values) are determined. The Ry value is the largest Rti values

of the assessment. For example:

Ry

Rz(DIN) The Rz(DIN) parameter, also known as Rtm, is the average of all the

Rti values in the assessment length, given by:

Rz(DIN) = (Rtl +Rt2 +Rt3 +...+RtJ =.!. I.Rt;
n n n=1
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Sm

2CR

'00

to
to~ =

:) :
,..

H,0
o

Srn is the mean spacing between profile peaks at the mean line,

measured over the assessment length. For example:

Sm

The equation is given by:

Sm = (SI +S2 +S3 +...+SJ =.!. ts;
n n ;;1

The 2CR (ISO) filters have been standardised to have a transmission

of 75% at the selected cut-off, i.e. the amplitudes of the irregularities

having a spacing equal to the cut-off length are reduced to 75% of

their true value. The amplitudes of the shorter wavelength

irregularities will be virtually unchanged while the amplitudes of the

longer wavelength irregularities are progressively reduced. The

amplitude transmission ratio for a sinusoidal waveform is given as:

. output 3 h J.(input)
ratio = = were: a = -__:__;~~

input 3+ a? J.(cut - off)

The filter transmission characteristics with cut-off roughness spacings

of A=O.25mm, B=O.80mm and C=2.5 mm are summarised by:

Roughness spacing (mm)
002. ,0'21 001 t. t . ,

....... 1"- r-, ......r-,
~

-- _. .~ -- - ~ - -- - - -- - I-~
\\ ,\ \\_
A\ B,' c\, ,
\ i\.,

',,- ~ "........ "- r-.
IVI Uo~~3 0001 0003 00' N ,

Roughness spacing (inches)
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Gaussian Gaussian filtering does not simulate a specific electronic filter but is a

mathematical function applied to the profile data. The filter is a

weighted mean of the profile where the weights have a gaussian

shape. Since the shape is symmetrical the resulting filter is phase

corrected.

A property of a Gaussian filter is the ability to take account of data

before and after the effective stylus position. The response at the cut-

off value is 50% of the maximum transmission within the band. The

weighting function for the Gaussian filter is given by the following:

f(x)= bexp(-(x-~?J where m is the mean and d is the
21(0-2 20-

variance. The transmission characteristics are made up of two

components: (a) the transmission characteristics of the mean line and

(b) the wavelength characteristics of the roughness profile. The filter

characteristic is determined from the weighting function, by means of

the Fourier transformation. The roughness profile is the difference

between the actual profile and the mean line. The filter characteristic

is, therefore, the difference between the wavelength characterisation

of the roughness profile. The filter characteristics with cut-off

roughness spacing of A=O.25 mm, B=O.80 mm and C=2.5 mm are

summarised by:
lC(Z)

100

'" "" ""\ \ \
\ \ \
\ \ \
'...A ......a , ..-C

1\
\ \ \
\ \ \
~ " "-r-..... ~ r-.-

Tranami Ion 50
Coefficient

0.025 0.25 2.5

Wavelength Spacing (mm)
25
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Appendix 0 - Experimental Friction Coefficient
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Figure D.1 - Sample air-i2b-07. Normalload=25 N, oxidation time=300 s.
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Figure D.2 - Sample air-i2b-OS. Normalload=25 N, oxidation time=300 s.
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Figure D.3 - Sample air-i2b-09. Normalload=25 N, oxidation time=300 s.
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Figure 0.4 - Sample air-i2b-lO. Normalload=25N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.5 - Sample air-i2b-ll. Nonnalload=25 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.6 - Sample air-i2b-12. Normalload=25N, oxidation time=900 s.
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Figure D.7 - Sample air-i2b-13. Nonnalload=25 N, oxidation time=900 s.
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Figure D.8 - Sample air-i2b-14. Normalload=25 N, oxidation time=900 s.
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Figure D.9 - Sample air-i2b-15. Normalload=50 N, oxidation time=300 s.
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Figure 0.10 - Sample air-i2b-16. Norma1load=50 N, oxidation time=300 s.
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Figure D.ll - Sample air-i2b-l7. Normalload=50 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.l2 - Sample air-i2b-19. Normalload=50 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.l3 - Sample air-i2b-18. Normalload=50 N, oxidation time=900 s.
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Figure D.l4 - Sample air-i2b-20. Normalload=50 N, oxidation time=900 s.
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Figure D.1S - Sample air-i2b-21. Nonnalload=100 N, oxidation time=300 s.
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Figure D.16 - Sample air-i2b-22. Nonnalload=100 N, oxidation time=300 s.
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Figure D.17 - Sample air-i2b-23. Normalload=lOO N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.l8 - Sample air-i2b-24. Normalload=100 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.19 - Sample air-i2b-25. Nonnalload=100 N, oxidation time=900 s.
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Figure D.20 - Sample air-i2b-26. Normalload=IOO N, oxidation time=900 s.
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Figure D.21- Sample air-450-07. Normalload=IOO N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.22- Sample air-450-08. Normalload=lOO N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.23 - Sample air-450-09. Normalload=IOO N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure 0.24 - Sample air-450-10. Normalload=100 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.25 - Sample air-475-01. Normalload=IOO N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.26 - Sample air-500-0l. Normalload=100 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.27 - Sample air-500-02. Nonnalload=100 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.28 - Sample air-SOO-03. Normalload=100 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.29 - Sample air-500-04. Nonnalload=100 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Figure D.30 - Sample air-500-05. Nonnalload=100 N, oxidation time=600 s.
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Appendix E - Approximate Effect of Roll Radius and

Draught on Contact Time

To determine the approximate effect of the work roll radius and draught on the

contact time of the strip with the work roll the roll force model by Ford and Alexander

(J. Inst. Met., 1963,W is combined with the industrial data from Siciliano et al. (ISIJ

Int., 1996, ~ and the pressure dependent heat transfer coefficient model by Devadas

and Samarasekera (Ironmaking and Steelmaking, 1986, ll) in the following way:

The roll force model is given as:

F::: MFS .Qp -L:w ( .1)

where F is the roll force (in N), MFS is the mean flow stress (in N mm"), Id is the

contact length (in mm), w is the strip width (in mm) and Qp is given by:

Qp :::0.2S(1Z"+Q) ( .2)

Q::: z.t, ( .3)
(h, +hf)

Id ~ JRIlh ( .4)

where hi and hi are the entry and exit thicknesses respectively (in mm), R is the work

roll radius (in mm) and I!.h is the difference in entry and exit thickness or draught (in

mm). Using the mill data for the mean flow stress the pressure, P, can be calculated

using:

Fp:::--
Id ·W

( .5)

The pressure dependent heat transfer coefficient, HTC, is given as:

HTC :::0.695 .P - 34.3

where the units of the HTC and pressure are kW m-2 K-! and MPa respectively.

( .6)

The contact time is then determined by dividing the contact length by the work roll

surface speed.
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The effect of changing the work roll radius and draught on the heat transfer coefficient

and contact time is given in Table E.1.

Table E.1 - Calculations from equations E.1 to E.6 showing the effect of roll radius, R,
and draught, M, on the contact time, t, and heat transfer coefficient, HTC.

R M P Roll velocity t (s) Ilt HTC dHTC
(mm) (mm) (MPa) (mm s-I) (kWm-2K1)

393.50 13.27 228.07 1396.92 0.052 1.000 124.11 1.000
354.15 13.27 221.04 1257.23 0.055 1.054 119.23 0.961
432.85 13.27 234.76 1536.62 0.049 0.953 128.76 1.037
393.50 13.27 228.07 1257.23 0.057 1.111 124.11 1.000
393.50 13.27 228.07 1536.62 0.047 0.909 124.11 1.000
393.50 10.21 224.60 1396.92 0.045 0.877 121.69 0.981
393.50 16.33 229.23 1396.92 0.057 1.109 124.92 1.006
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